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Abstract
Comics and graphic novels, as well as comics studies courses, are being increasingly recognized
as important multimodal texts in higher education. Medically themed comics and graphic novels,
or graphic medicine texts, however, have not been used as frequently as the basis for course
offerings, and there is a need for them to be used and for their significance to be studied.
This dissertation advocates for the inclusion of graphic medicine in college curricula because of
its ability to demonstrate and facilitate agency. As my readings of graphic medicine texts and my
pedagogical explorations indicate, medically themed graphic texts express themes of agency and
facilitate the expression of student agency. Based on teaching graphic medicine classes to
students at the Memphis College of Art, the study bridges perspectives from medical humanities,
comics studies, social cognitive theory, and education pedagogy. Drawing from scholarship on
human agency, patient agency, and student agency, the study develops a concept of “graphic
agency” and the behaviors associated with it.
The sequence of chapters corresponds to the teaching of graphic medicine in three course
contexts: as a literature class, and as two successive hospital collaboration classes. The
collaboration classes prepared students for the production of patient education materials for the
high-risk asthma and diabetes clinics at LeBonheur Children’s Hospital. Following the graphic
medicine preparatory classes, students produced their materials in studio classes with the
professors of illustration and comics, respectively. The methodology for this study is based on
close reading of graphic medicine texts, particularly student-produced visual responses to class
readings, student personal graphic medicine narratives and essays, and student-produced patient
education materials; these were examined for evidence of agentic themes and multimodal
rhetorical agency. Findings yielded examples of student agentic behaviors, including critical
assessment, problem-solving, choice and decision-making, multimodal rhetoric, creative
expression, goal setting, implementation of plans, identity construction, collaborating with
others, advocacy, community building, self-reflection, self-healing, and self-efficacy. These
positive outcomes suggest that offering graphic medicine courses, or adding graphic medicine to
existing curricula, can contribute to student agency and assist students in addressing their own
experiences with health or illness.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Overview of Project
This project explores the benefits of using graphic medicine texts in post-secondary Liberal Arts
classrooms, specifically employing these texts in a variety of English and Humanities
classrooms. When I began working on my Ph.D. in literary and cultural studies, with my
background as a registered nurse and an interest in graphic texts, I discovered graphic medicine
texts and knew I would like to develop a research project based on this specific form. Graphic
medicine texts are medically themed comics and graphic narratives in a variety of forms
including graphic memoir, fiction, patient education materials, and other comics and graphic
narratives containing tropes of health or illness. After incorporating a variety of graphic medicine
materials into literature and writing courses at the University of Memphis and at the Memphis
College of Art (MCA), I have noted the high level of student engagement that these materials
facilitate; I have found students to become enthusiastic learners and contributors to collaborative
classroom learning. Since these texts express human responses to health and illness, students
easily relate to these materials and often empathize with the experiences of the authors/artists and
readily engage in classroom analytical discussions; writing analyses of these multimodal texts
has yielded in-depth and insightful essays, and student production of their own stories with
accompanying essays synthesizes their analyses with opportunities to create and explore their
own experiences while comparing them to course texts already analyzed.
These three classroom contexts were not traditional literature or writing classes. Instead,
they were focused on how students of the arts might engage with issues in health care. Some
colleges and universities, including medical schools, offer classes on literature and medicine with
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the acknowledgement of the contributions to medicine that literature can contribute. Rita Charon,
in her preface to Narrative Medicine, states:
My hypothesis in this work is that what medicine lacks today—in singularity, humility,
accountability, empathy—can, in part, be provided through intensive narrative training.
Literary studies and narrative theory, on the other hand, seek practical ways to transduce
their conceptual knowledge into palpable influence in the world, and a connection with
health care can do that. (viii)
Charon believes in the ability of literary studies to make a difference in health care. Similarly,
Mark Vonnegut MD, in his foreword to Health Humanities Reader, acknowledges the potential
of the arts to change the world:
Art gives you a way to move forward without knowing exactly where you are going. You
have to be open to luck and to what the situation gives you. Without art, you’re stuck
with yourself the way you are and life as you think it is. If you want to change the
world or need to change the world, use art. (x)
If the arts can change the world, then, people can use artistic activities to act as agents. My goal
in this project is to advocate for using graphic medicine, as a literary and visual art, to affect
change, whether in health care or in students’ lives.
My original aim for the project was to explore the uses of graphic medicine in a variety
of classroom contexts, specifically in a literature class, a writing class, and a collaborative class
in making materials for a children’s hospital. While I understood that graphic medicine texts
were contributing to student engagement in my classrooms, I did not recognize their potential
contribution to student agency until I read an article on patient agency by Amanda J. Young and
Linda Flower.
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Young and Flower’s article, “Patients as Partners, Patients as Problem-Solvers,” is a
communication studies-based article focusing on a rhetoric of agency to help patients become
partners in their own healthcare. I was immediately struck by the notion that the graphic
medicine patient narratives that I had read were largely about agency, or the lack of it, for
participants in health care systems. Young and Flowers suggest changing long-standing health
care rhetoric to a “rhetoric of agency” based on knowledge-building, dialogue, and problem
solving to help patients become active agents/partners in their own care. A rhetoric of agency
would, then, also be an important aspect of graphic medicine patient education materials. As I
read Young and Flower’s article, I realized that aspects of the provider-patient relationship in
these texts mirrors aspects of the teacher-student relationship; doctors’ orders become analogous
to teacher assignments, assessment of patient compliance becomes analogous to student
performance, and patient education becomes analogous to the classroom lecture. Power
imbalance is common to both relationships, which makes the agency of patients or students
similarly difficult to exercise. Because of my observations of student responses to graphic
medicine texts, I wondered if using these texts in a variety of classroom contexts might facilitate
student agency and help students to become active learners and contributors to their own
educational experiences while deepening their interactions and understandings of course
material.
Hence, I began to consider graphic medicine texts in terms of human agency, and my
questions addressed two major issues. First, how did these texts demonstrate themes of agency or
agentic behavior? Second, how does the production of these texts demonstrate or contribute to
the agency of the creator and/or student? Riffing on the term “graphic medicine,” I decided to
use the term “graphic agency” to encompass these aspects of agency in graphic medicine texts.
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Building on the definition of comics from Scott McCloud and interdisciplinary definitions of
“agency,”1 my working definition of “graphic agency” is “The persuasive methods employed by
comics or visual arts creators, through strategic use of image and word, to inspire or assist the
reader or writer/artist to take action for a given purpose; the presence of agentic themes or
content in those products; or the expression of thoughts, experience, pain, or working through of
experiences through the medium of comics.” This definition forms the lens through which I will
examine a variety of texts, whether published works or completed assignments from my classes
at MCA. This project provides the opportunity to examine the results of my own pedagogical
practices in teaching graphic medicine in a variety of contexts while exploring how these texts
might hold a unique potential for assisting students to become more active participants in their
own educational journeys though reading and creating graphic medicine texts.
This project is, and has been, a process of discovery over a period of years. It did not
begin as a research project; instead, it is the result of my experiences from teaching students in
various classroom contexts. Since this project did not begin as intended research, my project
begins with a narrative inquiry resulting from my using the arts in the post-secondary English
classroom in combination with my previous career as a registered nurse. What follows below is
the journey that led me to the purpose of this study.
My Journey
My first introduction to Graphic Medicine was as a master’s student in the English Department
at the University of Memphis. Taking Stephen E. Tabachnick’s course on the graphic novel
introduced me to the depth and complexity of texts written in the comics medium. It was while

For Scott McCloud’s definition of comics, see Understanding Comics, p. 20. For definitions
of agency, refer to Chapter 1 for discussion.
1
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reading Epileptic, by David B., that I encountered my first graphic medicine text. Epileptic is
David B.’s story about growing up in 1960’s France while his family was trying to cope with his
brother’s epilepsy. While studying Epileptic, I discovered that, because of my earlier career as a
nurse, I was examining the graphic novel through both nursing and literary lenses. Enthusiasm
for David B.’s epic graphic memoir led to my submitting an abstract for a Comics and Medicine
conference. Upon the acceptance of my conference proposal and my subsequent participation in
the conference, I was introduced to the graphic medicine community, an interdisciplinary and
international community of academics, artists, and health professionals.
Teaching at the University of Memphis
My first classes teaching at the University of Memphis were in the capacities of adjunct
faculty and teaching assistant for first-year writing classes. I knew that I wanted to include
visual art in my classes. First, inspired by the graphic novels that I had read in Dr. Tabachnick’s
classes, I wanted to incorporate art into my classes. Second, while writing my master’s thesis on
graphic novel adaptations of literary works, I encountered Teaching Adaptations, edited by
Deborah Cartmell and Imelda Whelehan. Kamilla Elliott, in her chapter “Doing Adaptations,”
emphasized the importance of making adaptations in response to the analysis of them; her
pedagogy, she explains, “…joins a growing movement of creative-critical scholarship, in which
scholars engage in acts of creative production that engage with prior aesthetic works” (Elliott
75). After reading Elliott’s chapter, I began to incorporate student-produced art into my
pedagogy for all of my classes.
My first endeavor in having students create art in the classroom was in my first-year
writing classes at the University of Memphis. The first assignment in each class was a fifteenminute drawing session requiring the students to draw a visual response to the prompt, “How do
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you picture writing?” Attitudes toward writing were immediately evident and the drawings,
shared voluntarily, generated class discussion on the student’s experiences with writing classes
in the past as well as attitudes toward writing in various contexts. For example, one student drew
a face with a line down the middle, creating happy and sad sides corresponding to creative versus
academic writing, respectively. The classroom discussion that resulted from sharing student
images was an illumination of student attitudes toward writing that I would keep in mind as I
taught throughout the semester. In a sense, this exercise was a short multimodal exercise
correlating to the literacy narratives we were having students write in the first semester of firstyear writing. Both assignments asked students to reflect on who they are as writers and what led
them to their current attitudes toward writing.
For second semester writing classes based on argument, we used Practical Argument, a
textbook incorporating the critical analysis of visual rhetoric used in advertisements; this would
lead into the next assignment, the rhetorical analysis of a verbal text. Students loved the visual
analysis assignment and wrote with an enthusiasm that became lost when writing the subsequent
rhetorical analysis of a journal article. As an adjunct to the rhetorical analysis assignment, I
decided to have students create a visual argument in the medium of their choice; the reflective
and explanatory essay would be a rhetorical analysis of their own creation. The positive student
response and quality essays inspired me to add a creative component to their final research paper,
the researched argument assignment. This research assignment would be their entire focus for the
rest of the semester. In hopes of increasing enthusiasm for the researched argument, I decided to
try an arts-based assignment at the beginning of the project. The assignment required students to
create a visual depiction of their selected research problem, and the depiction would be
submitted with the written essay. The students’ artwork demonstrated powerful consequences of
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the problem addressed and conveyed the students’ viewpoints on their topics. For example, one
student decided to make a case for a campus taxi service. Citing the problem of drunk driving,
she drew the back half of the student’s car as a police car to demonstrate the dangers of college
students drinking off campus and driving back, thereby conveying her argument in a single
image. I found this assignment to be successful in helping students focus their arguments. After
viewing the student artwork, I resolved to continue using the visual argument assignment while
exploring other ways to bring the arts into the writing classroom.
The next semester I taught the first half of first-year writing in which students were
assigned various writing assignments. Although I used the same “How do you picture writing?”
prompt, I did not incorporate art into any of the semester assignments. The first writing
assignment was a literacy narrative in which the students described their identities as writers and
how their experiences shaped those identities. The course textbook, Writing About Writing,
contained articles from various writers on multiple aspects of writing; the course was geared for
students to read about the journeys or research from other writers in order to cultivate active
examination and discovery about the students’ own writing processes. Most of the students,
however, seemed disinterested in the assignment and had difficulty reaching the minimum
number of words required. Reflecting on this result, I now suspect that incorporating comics into
the assignment would have resulted in a more satisfying experience for the students and for me.
In my final semester as a teaching assistant, I taught Literary Heritage, our introductory
literature course. Since my master’s thesis was on graphic novel adaptations of literature, and I
was co-editing a book with Dr. Tabachnick on the same subject, I was resolved to bring comics
adaptations into the class. The students responded to the adaptations with interest, and it was at
this point that I began to replace some of the homework responses to reading assignments with
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visual responses. Some students enthusiastically embraced the challenge; others were more
comfortable writing their responses. What I found, though, is that in drawing their responses the
students were able to focus on certain details of text, express important concepts, and produce
meaning.
In addition to visual responses, the last assignment of the class required the students to do
their own adaptations of a course text. Students were given a choice of artistic media in which to
adapt a scene or poem. I was surprised by the number of students who elected to do visual
representations, and I realized that there are a significant number of students who, although not
art majors, are artistic. Some of these artistic students, for whom writing may not have been a
strength, were able produce work that showed their understanding of the content. I knew that it
was important to use pedagogy that would include students with different strengths, and art
seemed a good place to begin. Fortunately, my next experience in the classroom would provide
an opportunity to work with an artistic population from which my own pedagogy would change
for the better.
Teaching at The Memphis College of Art
The Memphis College of Art, or MCA, was a four-year arts college in Memphis, Tennessee.
Unfortunately, at the time of this writing, it has just closed due to financial considerations. The
college specialized in the visual arts with majors that included art history, painting, sculpture,
printmaking, photography, illustration, animation, and comics. As a result, my students were all
visually focused with varying abilities in the production of comics.
By the time I was hired to teach my first Graphic Medicine class at MCA, I had been to a
number of graphic medicine conferences. During these conferences, it was always stressed that,
while reading these texts was important, making them was important as well. Although many
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breakout sessions were traditional thematic panels, health and illness comics workshops were
included as options.
Teaching graphic medicine at MCA gave me the exciting opportunity to have students
read graphic medicine texts as part of an art college curriculum. These texts became the course
texts for a Graphic Medicine literature class, contributing texts for my Writing 1 and Writing 2
classes, and they formed the bases for collaborative special topics classes which prepared
students to make artistic patient education materials for Le Bonheur Children’s Hospital in
Memphis. Each of these classroom curricula was based on the reading and analysis of graphic
narratives and the incorporation/blending of student-generated artwork with verbal and written
work.
The opportunity to teach humanities to visual art students offered me the unique
opportunity to explore the possibilities of teaching graphic medicine texts by introducing them to
students already fluent in visual language and comfortable with making art. Incorporating my
students love of making art into my classroom pedagogy confirmed what I had already
suspected; making art as a visual response to class readings facilitates student meaning-making
and the expression of student understandings of texts. The students’ visual responses allowed
them to freely interpret the readings with their own artistic or stylistic voices. The students’
visual art knowledge allowed them to contribute their specialized experience, bringing about an
interdisciplinary collaboration in interpreting class texts. I believe that this interaction with my
art students has increased my own knowledge of what can be done in an interdisciplinary
approach to teaching literature and to using literature in humanities classes as an inspiration for
exploration and action.
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For my first class at the Memphis College of Art, I developed a course on graphic
medicine as a literature class. My students read a variety of published graphic medicine graphic
narratives and discussed them in class. Students produced visual responses to these texts, critical
analysis essays of one of them, and then produced their own graphic medicine projects with
accompanying explanatory essays. My students were engaged in classroom discussions as we
collaboratively examined literary elements of the books and co-developed a corresponding list of
themes. The students demonstrated their understanding of class content in their analytical essays
and by implementing what they had learned by producing their own graphic narratives and
explanatory essays. The astoundingly adept rendering of my students’ own stories proved to be
an inspiration for two new courses based on community collaboration.
The collaboration between MCA and the Le Bonheur Children’s Hospital was inspired by
several factors. First, because of my involvement and participation in several graphic medicine
conferences, I was aware of a small number of hospitals using select patient education materials
in comics form. I asked my husband, Chief of Anesthesia at Le Bonheur at the time, if the
hospital was using any comics in patient care; they were not, and the idea for a collaboration was
born. A coalition was formed between MCA and the hospital; the MCA committee consisted of
the Head of School, the Chair of the Liberal Arts department, the Chair of the Illustration
Department, and me. The Le Bonheur committee consisted of the Director of Volunteer and
Family Services and the head of Child Life, with additions of health care providers associated
with selected clinics. What followed was a multi-fold collaboration; MCA was partnered with
the hospital, students were partnered with medical personnel and with patients, and I was
partnered with studio art professors. These partnerships formed the basis of the Le Bonheur
Collaboration classes in which we created materials for the high-risk asthma clinic in the first
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class and with the diabetes clinic for the second. In each of these collaborations, I was paired
with a professor of studio art; I taught the humanities class (cross-listed as a natural science) in
which the students read graphic medicine materials and received background information on the
disease process, and the professor of art taught the accompanying studio course. For the
collaboration with the asthma clinic, I was paired with the Chair of Illustration. For the diabetes
clinic I was paired with the comics professor. Although I have a background as an RN, I brought
in guest speakers from the clinics for their collaboration and expertise. Students interacted with
clinic staff and with patients. In essence, the students became collaborators with the hospital
staff and were able to have real-world experience with clients.
Initial Observations from Teaching Experience
Student responses to reading graphic medicine texts have been enthusiastic and helpful in
initiating class discussions in which students from diverse backgrounds come together to
collectively interpret meaning. I have noted that having students in both institutions make their
own visual responses to readings and creating their own graphic medicine narratives has yielded
products with evidence of critical thinking using analysis and forethought, purposeful decisionmaking, and consideration of self-identity; each of these is associated with human agency. Thus,
this project explores the contributions of graphic medicine texts in terms of both reading and
making comics. During the course of my employment at MCA, my students’ demonstration of
knowledge through participation in class discussion and activities and in written and visual work
was truly enlightening. I knew that I had a wealth of potential information in these student
materials, and I was inspired to analyze the processes and products that came from this very
special teaching experience.
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It is important to note, though, that this project has relevancy for students who do not
have a background in visual art. While many of my students were illustration or comics majors,
others majored in non-drawing arts such as photography or sculpture. These students were also
able to participate in responding visually, and they produced thoughtful and critical responses to
class texts. At the University of Memphis, while some students voiced a discomfort with
drawing, they were still able to create visual responses to literature. Assignments with visual art
components gave an additional voice to artistically inclined students while providing an
alternative means of meaning-making for self-perceived non-artistic students.
Purpose and Rationale
This project adds to established research on comics in education and aims to add graphic
medicine as a more widely used classroom adjunct to comics in education.
Comics and Pedagogy Scholarship
There are a number of books designed to use graphic novels for increasing both verbal and visual
literacy in the classroom. For example, Building Literacy Connections with Graphic Novels:
Page by Page, Panel by Panel, is edited by James Bucky Carter and builds the case for using
graphic novels in the English language arts classroom. Graphic Novels and Comics in the
Classroom: Essays on the Educational Power of Sequential Art is edited by Carrye Kay Syma
and Robert G. Weiner; the collection provides examples of comics pedagogy in various college
contexts. Stephen Tabachnick’s Teaching the Graphic Novel provides a broad base of classroom
applications and contains an essay on the graphic medical narrative. Tabachnick’s widereaching approach demonstrates the value of using graphic narratives in a multitude of
classrooms across the curriculum, and it leaves room for expanded scholarship in a number of
areas. There are also a number of journals devoted to comics in education, including the SANE
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journal (Sequential Art Narrative in Education), which address comics pedagogy for students in
pre-kindergarten to post-secondary.
Graphic Medicine Scholarship
Most research in the field of graphic medicine is in the form of articles or book chapters; a small
selection of book-length works are available as well. Numerous articles address individual
graphic pathographies. There is also a steadily increasing amount of research into the value of
graphic medicine materials in medical education and patient education and healing. While there
are a number of articles and chapters addressing the use of graphic medicine texts in non-medical
post-secondary classrooms, there is no book-length study addressing the use of graphic medicine
in higher education. Frank L. Cioffi, in his chapter “Graphic Fictions on Graphic Subjects:
Teaching the Illustrated Medical Narrative,” discusses his experiences teaching graphic medical
narratives in high school and college classes. Susan Merrill Squier has done groundbreaking
research in using graphic medicine in a variety of university classrooms, writing on the
contributions of graphic medical narratives to contribute to the understanding of health and
illness.2
Some book-length works address various aspects of graphic medicine. Jose Alaniz’s
monograph, Death, Disability, and the Superhero, examines the superhero genre for medical
themes and issues. Alaniz and Scott T. Smith produced an edited collection on the superhero
genre, Uncanny Bodies: Superhero Comics and Disability. Elizabeth El Refaie’s monograph,
Visual Metaphor and Embodiment in Graphic Illness Narratives, addresses the use of visual
metaphor in graphic illness narratives in relation to Conceptual Metaphor Theory. A recent
addition to scholarship on graphic medicine is a collection edited by Susan Merrill Squier and

2

See, for instance, Squier’s “Graphic Medicine in the University.”
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Irmela Marei Krüger-Fürhoff, PathoGraphics: Narrative, Aesthetics, Contention, Community;
the volume brings together scholars from various fields of study to explore the human response
to illness and disability (1). Graphic Medicine Manifesto, the first book-length work about
graphic medicine, is an introduction to the field with each chapter written by a core team
member of the Graphic Medicine International Collective. While scholarship in the form of
journal articles and online sources is significant and increasing, there is no book-length work that
addresses the use of medically themed comics and graphic novels in art college curricula or in
the facilitation of student agency.
Specific Aims of Project
It is my hope that this research will introduce educators to the value of teaching with
graphic medicine texts. Additionally, this project advocates for the student production of comics,
both medically themed and in general, in higher education. While reading graphic medicine texts
is indeed valuable, having students produce their own creative projects adds to their learning
trajectories as well. The importance of making comics will be a critical aspect of facilitating
student agency.
While addressing graphic medicine texts, this project also aims to demonstrate that comics,
in general:
1. Provide alternate perspectives for critical thinking through the provision of multiple
perspectives
2. Provide alternate opportunities for critical analysis through visual language and the
relationship between image and word
3. Provide alternate access to knowledge through multimodal literacy
4. Provide means for increased student engagement, self-efficacy, and/or agency
5. Foster sense of community and identification
6. Provide a thematic basis for the understanding and implementation of literary analysis
7. Facilitate students as co-constructors of knowledge through individual and collaborative
interpretation of comics
8. Provide an outlet for student voice through activities of collaborative interpretation and
dialogue
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I suggest that these contributions can facilitate student agency in learning; therefore, as a
medically themed subset of comics in general, graphic medicine should also facilitate student
agency. However, graphic medicine works provide additional opportunities for student agency
in important ways. First, I have found that most students have experiences with health concerns,
whether it is their own, their families’, or their friends. Davi Johnson Thornton, discussing her
“Rhetorics of Health” class, states:
While a majority of courses at Southwestern University are discussion-based, this class
invites an extra level of involvement because the content is so relevant to the everyday
lives of the college-aged population today. My students have at least one personal, deeply
emotional experience (involving themselves or a family member) with a serious
health issue such as mental illness, cancer, or end-of-life care, and many take prescription
drugs. In fact, a major national survey reports that the emotional health
of incoming college freshmen is at the lowest point in three decades (Eagan et al.,
2014). Many students disclose these experiences throughout the course, adding
additional layers of feeling to class. (Landau and Thornton 529)
I have noted this relevancy of content in my own classes; I have also noted a significant number
of my students have mental health issues. Landau and Thornton also note that their students, as
they enter into health-related discussions, are able to understand that others have similar
experiences and/or concerns (530). Human responses to illness, while individual and culturally
diverse, are a common human experience that brings in marginalized populations as part of the
same learning community.
Landau and Thornton, who teach medical rhetoric classes at different colleges, identify
the following in common in their classes:
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Specifically, these courses equip students to be conscientious and discerning
citizens as they consume and create messages about health and medicine in
their lives and future careers; they establish interdisciplinary connections within and
beyond the classroom; and they affectively energize professors and undergraduates in
teaching and learning. (Landau and Thornton, 528)
Thornton and Landau, then, also cite the importance of analytical skills strengthened by the
teaching of medical rhetoric. Similarly, Mary K. Assad, in her class, “The Illness Narrative,”
advocates for the use of illness narratives in writing classes. She uses these narratives to help
students analyze emotionally charged texts. Landau, Thornton, and Assad provide just cause for
using medically themed texts in the undergraduate classroom. Since graphic medicine texts
contain both verbal and visual rhetoric, we can apply those advantages to the use of graphic
medicine in the classroom as well. The addition of a visual language provides further
opportunity for inclusiveness and expression through multimodality.
Another benefit of using graphic medicine texts is their tendency to highlight
interpersonal relationships, whether between patient and provider, patient and family, or patient
and the community. I suggest that these relationships can be used to help students to express
issues in their own relationships with family, friends, teachers, and medical providers. I also
suggest that graphic medicine works provide opportunities for student agency through
interpreting collaboratively with faculty. Graphic medicine can also facilitate student agency
through community action through the production of comics for a given purpose.
In sum, this project aims to demonstrate that having students read and produce graphic medicine
texts can increase student agency by:
1. Facilitating students in becoming co-constructors of knowledge
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2. Adding the student’s voice to analysis and expression through the incorporation of life
experience for collaborative knowledge-making
3. Fostering a sense of community and identification through common experiences as
consumers of healthcare and of the human experience with health and illness
4. Providing a third layer of interdisciplinary content to literature or composition courses
through the addition of health-related discourse.
5. Providing a means for service learning through student partnerships with medical
organizations
6. Providing a means for writing across the curriculum and communication across the
curriculum
7. Providing a potential means for increased student engagement, self-efficacy, and/or
agency
8. Assisting in the analysis of interpersonal communication skills by providing examples of
provider-patient communication
9. Providing a potential path for students to become partners in their own education
Research Questions
My basic research questions are based on what I have observed and learned from teaching
graphic medicine to visual arts students at the Memphis College of Art. The project postulates
that, as agents and partners in their own education, students might become more engaged in
making meaning and in communicating effectively. I argue that graphic medicine can provide
opportunities for increasing student agency in higher education. Consequently, the project
addresses the following research questions:
1. How do graphic medicine materials indicate the agency of the creators, whether in
class texts or in student-produced texts?
2. What themes of agency or agentic content can be identified in graphic medicine
texts?
3. How can having students read and produce graphic medicine texts facilitate student
agency in a variety of classroom contexts?
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Methodology
Methodology for this project consists of close reading of class and student-produced texts for
themes of agency, agentic content, and evidence of creator agency. Since this project is
retrospective, I am using student work already collected with students’ permissions; the project
has also been approved through the University of Memphis IRB. All student names in the text
are pseudonyms. The student work consists of class assignments that include written and visual
responses to readings, graphic novel analysis essays, student produced comics and/or graphic
narratives, and corresponding analysis essays of selected comics or graphic narratives. Some of
the analyses are products of collaborative class knowledge-building and my corresponding
analysis and application of scholarship. Graphic medicine texts are examined for the following:
1. Evidence of agentic themes and content in graphic medicine texts.
2. Evidence of agentic behaviors in the production of graphic medicine texts through
rhetorical techniques, images, and words. The behaviors will be discussed in terms of
Scott McCloud’s explanation of artistic choices employed in the making of comics.
3. Student expressions of agency in written and visual class assignments.
Since my experiences as an instructor at the art college were the driving force behind this
project, there is a narrative inquiry component to my discussion of student agency because my
experiences provided significant insight into graphic medicine pedagogy. Student behaviors and
products are analyzed for evidence of my working definition of student agency as stated above,
based on the studies on patient agency by Young and Flower, student agency scholarship by
Manja Klemenčič’and from Harvard’s Agency by Design project, and McCloud’s choices in
Making Comics.
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Preview of Following Chapters
The next chapter provides background theory for my definition of graphic agency, and it
establishes the criteria for analysis of graphic medicine materials and student behaviors. Each of
the following three chapters examines the graphic medicine contributions to student agency in a
different classroom context. Each of these chapters include relevant scholarship, my personal
narrative describing classroom pedagogy, and analyses of examples of student work exhibiting
or relating to graphic agency or student agency.
Chapter 2, “Interdisciplinary Intersections: Graphic Medicine, Agency, and Graphic
Agency,” generates and develops my working definitions of graphic agency and student agency.
It begins with a survey of graphic medicine works to explain the breadth of the field and the
types of graphic medicine texts that are available for reading and analysis. The chapter continues
with explanations of applicable scholarship on student agency and patient agency, synthesizing
them into a working definition of graphic agency.
Chapter 3, “Teaching Graphic Medicine as a Special Topics Literature Course,” explores
how comics and graphic novels with medical themes are uniquely suited to facilitate student
engagement, learning, meaning making, and agency in the literature classroom.

The major

published texts for application to this study are David B.'s Epileptic and David Small’s Stitches.
This chapter explores collaborative faculty-student knowledge-building and text interpretation as
the students work in collaborative communities to create meaning from the published texts and
from their own work. The chapter includes analysis of visual and written student responses to
class readings, examples of collaborative knowledge-building, and two case studies of student
personal graphic narratives and their explanatory essays.
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Chapters 4 and 5 are based on my classes, “Comics and Medicine: Le Bonheur
Collaboration,” in which art students at MCA completed artistic materials for patient education
in collaboration with Le Bonheur Children's Hospital. The collaborations were done twice, once
for the asthma clinic and once for the diabetes clinic. Providing the background for the
collaborations, my course content included graphic medicine texts and information on asthma
and diabetes, respectively. Students collaborated with clinic staff, attended information sessions
from them, and researched their topics. The courses were taught in collaboration with studio art
professors in whose classes the students produced the materials. The asthma materials produced
in the asthma collaboration included comics and other types of artistic materials. The materials
for the diabetes clinic were solely comics. A significant difference in the diabetes course was the
addition of agency as a course theme. Each chapter includes examples and analyses of studentproduced comics for evidence of agentic themes and agentic student behaviors.
Chapter 6, the Final Observations and Suggestions for Further Research section of this
project, summarizes and synthesizes what I have learned from the literature, from my
experiences, and from my students. It also includes suggestions for further study. I plan to
continue work on graphic agency in health-related and non-health related contexts.
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Chapter 2: Interdisciplinary Intersections: Graphic Medicine, Agency, and Graphic
Agency
This chapter provides the background necessary for my research on the intersections of
graphic medicine and types of human agency, and it develops my concept of graphic agency.
The chapter begins with an overview of the field of graphic medicine, gives an overview of the
scope of graphic medicine texts in circulation, and provides a preliminary rationale for using
graphic medicine as a research topic. The rationale includes overviews of the field of medical
and health humanities, comics studies, and reviews of relevant types of human agency. Finally,
the chapter concludes with a list of agentic behaviors generated from the research on human
agency; this list will serve as the starting point from which to explore how graphic medicine texts
produced by students and comics artists demonstrate themes of agency, and how reading and
producing graphic medicine might facilitate student agency.
Graphic Medicine
Growing interest in the comics medium as an important communicator of health care
issues has inspired a diverse and multidisciplinary community of professionals dedicated to
exploring and expanding its possibilities. The community was founded by Ian Williams, a
physician and comics artist who began a website called "Graphic Medicine"
(graphicmedicine.org). The term has come to represent more than just a website; it refers to
comics and graphic narratives dealing with or containing themes of the experience of health and
illness and to the community of people who have embraced these medically themed texts.
Graphic medicine connects with life-writing and autobiographical comics (Squier and KrügerFürhoff 1), both of which can be examined through a multitude of critical lenses. The “agentic”
qualities of graphic medicine can be understood in part by situating the field in relation to
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medical or health humanities, comics studies, and ongoing development of theories of patient
and student agency.
Graphic medicine subject matter includes graphic narratives by patients, caregivers, and
health professionals; these graphic texts are also read and produced by students in various
contexts. Additionally, comics are being used to disseminate health information. These
materials, in various lengths and forms, are becoming valued as vehicles for discussing and
distributing knowledge about human experiences with health and illness and for helping patients
to understand health-related topics and their own personal responses to health or illness
states. As part of health humanities, graphic medicine materials have literary, cultural,
psychosocial, and multidisciplinary value.
But what, exactly, is graphic medicine? Williams chose the term “graphic medicine” to
represent “the role that comics can play in the study and delivery of healthcare.” MK Czerwiec, a
nurse who was making her own comics about caring for patients, describes graphic medicine in
the introduction to Graphic Medicine Manifesto, as “the intersection of the medium of comics
and the discourse of healthcare” (1). Williams teamed up with Czerwiec to develop and expand
the possibilities for using comics in healthcare and for beginning a community for individuals
with similar interests. A core group of professionals from various disciplines grew into an
extensive community that includes physicians, nurses, artists, psychotherapists, students,
librarians, and academics from fields including English, comics studies, medical education,
narrative medicine, visual art, narratology, anthropology, and women’s and gender studies,
medical and health humanities, bioethics, disability, and trauma studies.
Enthusiasm for this field of study has sparked what Sharon Packer, MD, posits to be a
“movement” (1). In fact, Susan Merrill Squier calls graphic medicine “a movement for change
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that challenges the dominant methods of scholarship in healthcare, offering a more inclusive
perspective of medicine, illness, disability, caregiving, and being cared for” (Introduction,
Manifesto 2). Now called the International Graphic Medicine Collective, the organization
organizes a yearly conference that began in 2010; the conference locations usually alternate
between the UK and the US to allow for participation from a wide geographical and cultural
range. The conferences are thematic in nature, striving to address current and important issues
relating to the healthcare field. Attendees to the conferences offer diverse perspectives and
backgrounds, as can be seen in the list of delegates to the first graphic medicine conference:
“comics scholars, literary theorists, cultural commentators, healthcare professionals, journalists,
bloggers, comics artists and writers, communication of science students and professors of
medical humanities” (graphicmedicine.org).
The graphic medicine website and conferences have resulted in the formation of a
community of enthusiasts dedicated to research, collaboration, and support. Many conference
attendees are repeat attendees and presenters. Many graphic medicine creators and scholars are
in contact on social media, helping the community to keep current on new graphic medicine
works and scholarship. The onset of the COVID pandemic forced the cancellation of the 2020
graphic medicine conference. Since we could not meet in person, MK Czerwiec and others began
a monthly drawing session called “Drawing Together,” in which we could meet via Zoom and
participate in therapeutic drawing. Led by different people, the group performs drawing
exercises, following which each participant draws a comic in response to a theme. Comics are
then voluntarily shared with the group. The meetings serve as an opportunity for the social
interaction that has not been available in conference form; many of us look forward to sharing
this time with creators and scholars, many of whom have become friends.
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The wide-reaching and fluid boundaries of graphic medicine topics and genres included
are both liminal and broad. Many graphic medicine works are non-fiction narratives about
individual experiences with illness; graphic medicine can also include fictional graphic
narratives with medical themes. Additionally, individual works of visual art can also be
considered graphic medicine as well. While the number of graphic medicine works is steadily
increasing, an overview of the scope of these works is offered below. 3
The Spectrum of Graphic Medicine works
Graphic Pathographies
Many graphic medicine works are autobiographical graphic narratives or graphic memoirs
written by patients, providers, or family members’ experiences with illness. These “illness
narratives in graphic form,” as described by Michael J. Green and Kimberly R. Myers, cover
many types of illness and experience (574). They also deal with the dynamics of human
relationships between patients and providers, patients and their families, patients and their social
networks, and patients and the society at large. All use a combination of image and text to
communicate personal experience.
Some graphic pathographies tell stories of childhood, and they add the aspect of
children’s perspectives to the experience of illness and of growing up. Epileptic is David B.’s
story of growing up in 1960’s France when his brother is diagnosed with epilepsy. While his
parents become focused on his ill sibling, David tries to process the experiences that follow as
his parents search for alternative cures for epilepsy. Epileptic becomes David’s working through
of years of silence and traumatic memories. Stitches, by David Small, tells of Small’s growing up
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For individual book reviews of a wide variety of graphic medicine works, see the graphic medicine website,
graphicmedicine.org.
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in an abusive home and his surgery for cancer while a teen. Like David B., David Small traces
his experiences as a child while looking back on these experiences as an adult. Both authors
show how family interactions and illness are interrelated.
Graphic medicine texts can also relate issues with disability and childhood; El Deafo, by
Cece Bell, tells of her childhood in which she loses her hearing due to illness. Her story
highlights the ways in which deafness isolated her until her disability became her superpower.
Relatedly, Tyler Page chronicles his story about living with ADHD from childhood to adulthood
in Raised on Ritalin. Initially online in digital form, his narrative is now available in print form.
Each of these works dealing with childhood experiences, and others as well, describe human
responses to illness; they also demonstrate the unique issues that children experience in terms of
their developmental perspectives and their unique households.
Graphic pathographies about adult experiences with health and illness are wide-ranging,
and include narratives of living with cancer, Alzheimer’s, disability, and mental illness among
many others. There are numerous works about experiences with cancer, whether the author’s
own or that of a loved one. Mom’s Cancer, by Brian Fies, is the story of Fies’s mother’s
experience with lung cancer and of his family’s journey in caring for her. Marisa Acocella
Marchetto, a cartoonist for The New Yorker and Glamour magazines, tells of her experience with
breast cancer treatment in her graphic pathography, Cancer Vixen. While Fies and Marchetto
were the writer/artists of their graphic pathographies, Harvey Pekar and his wife Joyce Brabner
selected Frank Stack to do the artwork for Our Cancer Year, showing how effective a
collaboration can be in graphic narrative. In fact, Our Cancer Year won the 1995 Harvey Award
for Graphic Album of Original work, recognizing the importance of the medical graphic memoir.
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In addition to graphic pathographies about cancer, there are several graphic pathographies
addressing experiences with Alzheimer’s disease. Two examples of these are Sarah Leavitt’s
Tangles and Dana Walwrath’s Aliceheimer’s: Alzheimer’s Through the Looking Glass. Tangles
is a graphic pathography composed from a compilation of notes and sketches written and drawn
during Leavitt’s mother’s decline from the disease. Dana Walwrath’s graphic narrative,
Aliceheimer’s, tells of her own mother’s decline and is composed in a unique combination of
image and text; visual art pages of collaged excerpts from Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland
are juxtaposed with pages of purely verbal text. Walrath’s style is an example of the breadth of
graphic medicine texts.
Graphic pathographies addressing various types of mental illness and mental health
issues are important contributors to the field of graphic medicine. Topics include bipolar
disorder, depression, OCD, eating disorders, PTSD, and anxiety or mental health issues resulting
from experience with gender identity, trauma, or physical illness. Ellen Forney’s Marbles:
Mania, Depression, Michelangelo, and Me: A Graphic Memoir tells her story of experience with
bipolar depression. In her follow-up book, Rock Steady: Brilliant Advice from my Bipolar Life,
she uses her own experience to help others cope with the disorder. Daryl Cunningham, in
Psychiatric Tales, tells of his experiences working with mental illness patients and of his
personal experience with mental illness (Zhang). It should be noted that many graphic
pathographies, although not specifically about mental illness, address mental health issues that
arise from the illness experience, trauma, loss, or stigma.
Graphic pathographies about health care providers’ experience with illness, whether their
own or those of their patients, are also important contributors to the graphic medicine field. Ian
Williams’s The Bad Doctor is a fictional graphic novel about the experiences of Dr. Iwan James,
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a general practitioner with OCD. Williams followed this up with The Lady Doctor. MK
Czerwiec, a registered nurse who co-edits the graphic medicine website in addition to
maintaining her own website as “Comics Nurse,” turned to comics when she needed a way to
process and cope with the gravity of patient loss. Her graphic narrative, Taking Turns: Stories
from HIV/AIDS Care Unit 371, brings together the perspectives of nurses, physicians, patients,
and an array of medical professionals to provide insights into both patient and caregiver
experiences. Both Czerwiec and Williams, in addition to providing glimpses into the patient and
provider experiences, bring interpersonal relationships and internal struggles to the forefront of
their narratives.
Shorter narratives, in the form of comic strips or zines, are also important contributors to
the graphic medicine field. These shorter works can explore single experiences or issues in
healthcare that can be expressed in print or digital form, and in journals or social media. The
American College of Physicians online journals include Annals Graphic Medicine, which
“brings together original graphic narratives, comics, animation/feature, and other creative forms
by those who provide or receive health care” (“Annals”). Short comics by individual artists can
be found online on artists’ websites and various online venues, including the graphic medicine
website. Some zines are produced as components of books to be published at a later time.
Comics in Medical Education
Medical students are also becoming creators of graphic narratives. Michael Green
MD, a member of the core graphic medicine group, initiated a comics course into the Medical
Humanities department of Pennsylvania State University Medical School in Hershey. Green’s
fourth-year medical students read, discuss, and create their own comics to explore the medical
student experience. The Penn State comics are online according to the year in which they were
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produced. The medical student graphic narratives tell stories of individual experiences of the
students during their medical education, often describing interactions with patients and staff, and
describing their own emotions and concepts of self as they are about to embark on their medical
careers.4
Green points out that having students read graphic medicine texts can facilitate empathy
because of themes and patient experiences found in the texts. The medical student production of
comics, according to Green, assists students with “creative expression,” facilitating medical
student communication through narrative construction, and contributing to “team learning
through group interaction” (“Graphic Storytelling” 76-77). The idea of team learning will be
important as students become members of teams of medical providers, and collaboration will be
a necessary element of effective diagnostic processes and management of health and illness.
Informational Comics
Comics are becoming increasingly used to offer information in multimodal form. Informational
comics produced for patient education cover many topics. Since, as Matteo Farinella points out,
comics inherently break down information into smaller units of communication, they can offer
large amounts of information to patients in a way more accessible than long verbal medical texts
(5). Additionally, since comics are traditionally outside academic confines, they may be seen as
non-threatening; this can possibly minimize anxiety and facilitate patient understanding of
disease processes and treatment regimens. Comics can also help to visualize physiologic
processes; Steve Haines has written three books explaining the processes behind the experiences
of pain, trauma, and anxiety, called Pain is Really Strange, Trauma is Really Strange, and
Anxiety is Really Strange, respectively. Some informational comics that I used to teach art
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students about the disease processes for our collaborative classes include Iggy and the Inhalers,
Medikidz Explain Severe Asthma, Diabetes and Me: An Essential Guide for Kids and Parents,
and Medikidz ExplainType 1 Diabetes. Interestingly, there are now informational comics for
teaching in higher or medical education, including A Manga Guide to Physiology, Medcomics:
the most entertaining way to study medicine, and SketchyMedical, a website using comics to
teach microbiology, pathophysiology, and pharmacology.
Anthologies
Graphic medicine comics anthologies are appearing in published and web formats. Corpus: a
Comic Anthology of Bodily Ailments, is edited by Nadia Shammas, and it covers a multitude of
physical and mental disorders, as well as financial aspects of health care. 5 Menopause: a Comic
Treatment, edited by MK Czerwiec, contains stories of women experiencing the physical,
psychological, and/or emotional states associated with menopausal bodily changes. Both of these
anthologies provide a wide and diverse range of perspectives that provide insights into health and
illness. They also contain some entries that are collaborative efforts. The COVID19 pandemic
has recently inspired anthologies in response to it. Anthologies uniquely provide a variety of
experiences, perspectives, and styles as collections of individual comics.
Graphic Medicine in Mainstream Comics
Health or medical issues may be present in plot lines, settings, or character design in mainstream
comics. Bert Hansen provides a history of comics with doctor protagonists, explaining that this
genre of comics was popular in the 1940’s and 1950’s. Coming under what Hansen refers to as
“true adventure stories,” or comics about real people, he explains that these stories “helped to
reinforce the rising status of the American medical profession during the war and in the postwar
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For a more detail on Corpus: a Comic Anthology of Bodily Ailments, see my book review at graphicmedicine.org.
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era” (Hansen 150). Some 1950’s and 1960’s comics, such as Love on Ward B and The
Adventures of Young Dr. Masters, and MD, are fictional. These fictional comic books reflect the
historical gender roles of the doctor and nurse (Williams, Love; Williams, Adventures).
Superhero comics can also be examined through a graphic medicine lens. In the silver
age of comic books (1956-1970),6 as Jose Alaniz explains, the superhero genre reinforced
societal beliefs about masculinity as the superhero became a model for masculinity; he states,
“the superhero makes an alluring figure both for the reimagining/representation of (national,
sexual, psychosocial) selves and for the critique of the rhetorical/tropological modes that frame
them” (5). The multiple aspects of the superhero self, then, provide various lenses with which to
study societal attitudes that are evidenced in characterizations, depictions, and plot situations.
Further, representations of the superhero body reflect cultural attitudes during different time
periods, and superhero comics can provide material for discussion and analysis for such topics as
dual identities, gender, appearance, and marginality. Superheroes can also experience bodily
experiences of health, illness, or disability. The Death of Captain Marvel deals with Marvel’s
decline and death from cancer. There is an Iron Man storyline, a series titled “Demon in a
Bottle,” in which Tony Stark suffers from alcoholism (Olivieri). Matt Murdoch, the main
character in Daredevil comics, is blind. In Daredevil: Parts of a Hole, he has a relationship with
a deaf woman. Both of them have intensely honed alternate senses, essentially becoming what
Alaniz calls the “supercrip” (31). A unique comic book, issue number 19 of Hawkeye, takes
action toward inclusiveness of deaf readers. The main character in the comic is deaf, and this
issue even includes sign language in its text. The use of sign language in word bubbles forces
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those who do not know sign language to experience the feeling of being left out, as they are then
unable to read what is being communicated in the comic. The comic book treatment of
superheroes can thus be positive or negative. Regardless, the comic book or graphic novel
treatment of disabled superheroes can provide powerful stimuli for the discussion of disability
representation and its personal and cultural implications.
Comics involving non-traditional superheroes, whether antiheroes or costumed heroes,
also provide opportunities for graphic medicine research or discussion. The character
Rorschach, one of the costumed heroes in the graphic novel Watchmen, can be discussed in
terms of psychoanalytic theory or PTSD. The comic Doom Patrol is about “a group of DC
Super Heroes who, for one reason or another, have found themselves struggling against the
expectations, judgement, and constraints of a society that may not always understand them or
their gifts. And for that, they’ve often found themselves pushed to the margins” (DC Universe).
Their leader, the Chief, is in a wheelchair. Crazy Jane uses her multiple personalities to assist her
in different situations. Robot Man, whose brain was inserted into a robot after a car crash, must
deal with his humanity while existing in a machine. As the DC Universe website explains, these
characters experience “accidental” or unwanted disabilities that marginalize them, just as many
disabled persons in our world experience marginalization as well. The characters in Doom Patrol
come together as a community (the depiction of one of their meetings conjures images of a group
therapy session) and have reconstructed their lives to take action for positive outcomes for
others.
Whether patient or provider narratives, mainstream comics, or informational comics, the
proliferation of comics with medical themes or information invites inquiry. Why is the
production of these comics steadily increasing? What is it about these comics that makes them
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so helpful in exploring the human condition in terms of health and illness? Answers to these
questions will be addressed in the sections to follow, and I hope to gain additional answers and
insights as I proceed with this study.
Why study graphic medicine?
Ian Williams’s rationale for the importance of studying graphic medicine appears on the Graphic
Medicine website. According to Williams, graphic medicine can be helpful in “reflecting or
changing cultural perceptions of medicine, relating the subjective patient/carer/provider
experience, enabling discussion of difficult subjects, [and] helping other sufferers or carers”
(“Why”). Each of these graphic medicine contributions are actions aiming to improve aspects of
healthcare; as such, they are consequently agentic actions. To really understand the potential of
graphic medicine to contribute to student agency, it is important to look at graphic medicine in
relationship to medical and health humanities, comics studies, and to types of agency. As part of
medical and health humanities, graphic medicine contributes by bridging visual and written art
forms into the medium of sequential art. Since the graphic medicine medium is that of comics,
applying comics studies scholarship and perspectives to the examination of graphic medicine
materials adds to the generation of meaning. Finally, the examination of graphic medicine
processes and materials in terms of student agency can help to identify possibilities for
increasing student agency in a variety of classroom contexts. To arrive at the working definition
of student agency for this project, I will pull from scholarship on human agency, patient agency,
and existing scholarship on student agency.
Medical/Health Humanities
The field of graphic medicine comes under the umbrella fields of medical humanities and health
humanities. The medical humanities incorporate the humanities into medical training and
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practice. Research into experiential aspects of medicine is intended to bring a more humanistic
approach into medical care; courses in medical humanities include aspects of medical care
dealing with bioethics, end of life, the physician or patient experience, physician-patient
interaction, and empathy. The availability of medicine and literature classes testifies to the
ability of literature to illuminate important themes and emotional consequences of illness or
disability. Similarly, comics employ narrative techniques to tell stories of human experience
using image and word and the relationships between them. Narrative is becoming increasingly
valued as an important information source; as a form of medical humanities, narrative medicine
deals with the use of narrative as a source of information and empathy production. Rita Charon,
narrative medicine scholar, explains that listening to patient and provider stories yields
information that does not show up in medical histories, interviews, or surveys (Charon 99).
Instead, vital statements are recognized through the act of really listening closely to patients
(Charon 4). The idea of true and concentrated listening can be considered analogous to close
reading in literary analysis; both narrative medicine and literary studies encourage identification
and interpretation of details that may not, at first, be recognized as important.
Health humanities, also a field that centers on human aspects of healthcare, covers a
broader field of careers, topics, and storytellers. While similar to medical humanities, health
humanities deals with the provider-patient relationship, but the scope of health humanities topics
also reaches beyond the medical, incorporating such topics as caregiving, climate change, and
social justice. Graphic medicine is situated in both medical humanities and health humanities.
As part of medical humanities, provider and student graphic medicine affiliates are exposed to
the stories of other providers and patients; they may also tell their own stories. As part of health
humanities, graphic medicine is of particular relevance to undergraduate curricula in that many
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subjects can be directly and indirectly related to the students’ own health, the health of others,
the health of a nation, or the health of the world. Thus, comics about physical or mental illness,
disability, marginalization, LGBTQIA+ issues, and trauma can all be addressed in graphic
medicine works.
The arts included in both medical and health humanities are as varied as visual arts,
literature, poetry, music, and theatre. While each field can contribute to medical studies, as
Victoria Bates and Sam Goodman point out, “Interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary
conversations are only valuable if we seek common ground within difference, rather than using
such conversations to eliminate difference” (5). This focus on conversations supports dialogue as
an important component of and contributor to studies of medicine and health. 7 The
interdisciplinary dialogue between the arts and healthcare brings together varied perspectives and
helps to explore important issues faced by providers and consumers of healthcare.
Graphic medicine, whose medium is comics, sits within the broader humanities category of
visual arts which includes multiple visual modes, including animation, painting, photography,
and sculpture. Visual arts research is based on the premise that art is a type of knowledge. 8 As
such, scholars of visual arts can enter into academic conversations by contributing alternative
forms of information and perspective. While graphic medicine works include artistic works of
varying percentages of image and text, comics is the primary medium of the field. Through the
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use of comics, graphic medicine shares aspects of life writing and autobiography to explore the
human experience of health and illness (Squier and Krüger-Fürhoff 1).
Comics Studies: Contributions from the Comics Medium
The increasing popularity of full-length works in the medium of comics has resulted in an
increasing number of works in the field of Comics Studies. In his pioneering work, Graphic
Storytelling and Visual Narrative, Will Eisner demonstrates how comics images communicate as
he explains and illustrates strategies behind comics storytelling; his approach includes aspects of
acting in characterization, stereotypical images for recognition, symbols, gestures, dialogue, and
rhythm. He also points to the ability of comics to provoke empathy. 9 In his discussion of comics
as a medium, Eisner refers to Marshall McLuhan and Quenton Fiore and their contention that
“...Societies have always been shaped more by the nature of the media by which men
communicate than by the content of the communication” (qtd in E. Eisner 3-4). What is
important for my purposes here is not that the medium shapes communication, but what it offers
to communication and what that method of communication contributes to the liberal arts
classroom. At the same time, these contributions explain the value of examining illness
narratives created in the comics medium as opposed to those created in purely written form. The
contributions of the comics medium include the addition of visual knowledge and language to
communicate in concert with and/or in contrast to verbal language, the addition of perspectives
and viewpoints, and the provision of an alternate medium in which to communicate ideas or
experiences that may be difficult to express, to articulate, or to make sense of.
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Art as Knowledge and Language
The idea that art contains or expresses knowledge is critical to the acceptance of its legitimacy as
a research mode. Certainly, the emotion associated with the arts is a more widely accepted
concept. It is precisely art’s association with emotion and the senses, says Elliot Eisner, that has
separated it from “that form of critical rationality upon which truth depends” (4).10 This
separation of emotion from what is considered fact has thus resulted in a reluctance to include art
forms in more scientific areas of research. The controversy over whether art contains knowledge
goes back as far as Plato and Aristotle (E. Eisner 4). James O. Young, in his preface to Art and
Knowledge, cites John Keats’s equation of beauty with truth as a springboard to his own
assertion that “a work of art can be beautiful because it is a source of knowledge” (ix). Young
goes on to state, “Some people believe that only some arts can provide knowledge. I believe that
all of them can” (x). Young’s argument supports ideas accepted in medical and health humanities
that we can gain knowledge and truths from works of art as well as from scientific evidence.
Further, Young states, “Art and Knowledge argues that the experience of art is so rewarding
because it can be an important source of knowledge about ourselves and our relation to each
other and to the world” (“Abstract”). As we will see in the subsequent discussion of agency; selfknowledge through reflection can contribute to human agency. Eisner also suggests that it may
be more helpful to approach knowledge analysis in art by using the terms “know” and
“knowing” (4). He states:
Knowledge as a term is a noun. Knowing is a verb. And knowing may be a much more
appropriate descriptor of the processes of inquiry made in the pursuit of a problem that
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will not yield to a set of rigidified procedures. Inquiry always yields tentative conclusions
rather than permanently nailed down facts. The quest for certainty, as Dewey
(1929/2005) pointed out, is hopeless. (4)
Without a “quest for certainty,” then, opportunities for dialogue and for other perspectives
increases. As a verb, “knowing” can be considered an action; as such it might be considered
agentic. Therefore, the “knowing” that comes from reading or producing graphic medicine
comics will be critical in assessing graphic medicine contributions to student agency.
In “Frames of Thought,” a short discussion of word, image, and thought in comics
form, Nick Sousanis questions the primacy of word over image in relation to knowledge; in
several captions interspersed with image panels, he says, “Yet, we come to make sense of
experience by diverse means…the visual, on which we shall focus…actively reaches out-touchlike, constantly evaluating…transforming disparate appearances…into graspable understanding”
(“Frames” 156). The production of images, then, can not only facilitate thinking, it can
actively/agentively help to clarify and bring out new understandings of experience. On the
following page, Sousanis expands his discussion to the idea of thinking visually, explaining, “the
action of thinking is not-so-linear.” Therefore, composing comics, which may employ
fragmented or non-linear sequences of events, can help us “seek new frames through which to
compose our thinking” (“Frames”157). While Sousanis does indeed advocate composing through
images, he does not suggest that images replace verbal text; he explains that images merely allow
additions of perspective and an alternative mode of thought in the quest for knowledge and
understanding (“Frames” 156). In terms of graphic medicine comics, MK Czerwiec tells of her
own and others’ use of comics to process difficult experiences and images that they have
experienced as health care providers. She explains, “The sequential box (or implied box)
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structure of a comic can provide a kind of safe and quiet place to examine a larger situation—one
box, one moment, one element, at a time” (“Crayon Revolution” 154). The process of making
comics, as Sousanis and Czerwiec indicate, can provide a space for the exploration of knowledge
that may be incomplete or fragmented, thus assisting someone in processing information,
images, emotions, or situations.
In Unflattening, a book-length graphic text, Sousanis argues for using multiple
perspectives as ways of seeing. For example, he explains that when viewing from only one eye,
we get only one view, which differs depending on the eye that is looking. He then asks, “Which
view is true?” (Unflattening 31). His work provides a rationale for the use of multiple
perspectives as he demonstrates the value of comics to do so. The rationale for the value of
multiple perspectives supports the value of interdisciplinary learning. Sousanis skillfully uses
visual metaphors to describe an individual’s path to learning how to behave in society. Shadowy
figures of people appear as items in a factory assembly line, riding on paths set for them.
Accompanying text captions state, “for it starts early…nearly as soon as they can make tracks of
their own…they are sorted out and put on tracks…assigned paths…and sent forth to receive
instruction” (Unflattening 8). Sousanis’s metaphor, therefore, takes social construction and the
need to interact with others into account, suggesting that art can help an individual be agentic
while still interacting with a socially constructed world.
Comics and Visual Language
What we come to know from reading comics comes from the communication of visual and
verbal languages present in them. Both Will Eisner and Neil Cohn maintain that comics contain a
visual language. Eisner states that the comics medium “is in every sense a singular form of
reading,” and that, in comics, “the images are employed as a language” (5). Cohn, in The Visual
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Language of Comics, studies this language in terms of cognitive science. Charlotte Jirousek, in
an interactive textbook for her class on textile design, provides detailed explanations of the
language of art. According to Jirousek, “visual language refers to the idea that communication
occurs through visual symbols, as opposed to verbal symbols, or words” (Jirousek). Jirousek’s
textbook covers such topics as line, pattern, color, balance, form, rhythm, emphasis, and unity.
Molly Bang, in Picture This, demonstrates how images can provoke emotional responses in the
viewer. Further, she explains her findings in teaching different ages and grade levels. She says,
“The pictures they made convinced me that anyone and everyone could use a few clear
principles to build powerful visual statements: emotionally charged arrangements of shapes on a
page” (Bang 7). I believe that the ability to “build powerful visual statements” posits an agentic
aspect of artistic communication.
Comics as Active Reading Process
Scott McCloud, in Understanding Comics, theorizes comics while writing the entire work in
comics format. Although he notes that the definition of comics is an ongoing process open for
debate, he does provide a definition: “juxtaposed pictorial and other images in deliberate
sequence, intended to convey information and/or to produce an aesthetic response in the viewer”
(Understanding 9). Determining meaning from information conveyed through sequential panels,
explains McCloud, requires the reader to fill in the blank area, or “gutter,” in between the panels
in a process called “closure” (Understanding 63). In addition to active participation in reading
comics, McCloud examines “how the mind processes the language of comics” (“Introduction”).
More than just process, McCloud theorizes how the reader responds to the medium of comics.
For example, McCloud explains that the nature of the non-realistic cartoon art form allows more
readers to connect to characters; this is because they can more readily see themselves in the non-
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specific images as opposed to recognizing the “otherness” of someone else in a photo. He also
maintains that “by stripping down an image to its essential meaning, an artist can amplify that
meaning in a way that realistic art can’t” (30). Therefore, even a simple image can express
intense meaning or have emotional impact. These emotional connections described by Eisner and
McCloud may facilitate student engagement and meaning making.
The visual and verbal languages of comics, the relationship between them, and the ability
of the reader to decode them, result in the meaning communicated by the author and/or artist and
received by the reader/viewer. W. J. T. Mitchell, in his chapter in A Comics Studies Reader,
explains that what is important when assessing word and image relationships is what difference
the image-text relations make (16). The overall effects of comics are determined by the visual
and verbal techniques used by the comics creator or creative team. McCloud categorizes these
techniques and methods of comics production into five categories of choice. McCloud describes
these choices as "choice of moment," "choice of frame," "choice of image," "choice of word,"
and "choice of flow" (Making 10). These choices will be extremely important in discussions of
agency, as they involve decision making and problem solving. All of these are actively integrated
into a design of interrelated representations producing multiple levels of meaning.
Agency
According to Markus Schlosser, “In very general terms, an agent is a being with the capacity to
act, and ‘agency’ denotes the exercise or manifestation of this capacity” (Stanford
Encyclopedia). Schlosser subsequently provides a history of debates regarding meanings and
theories of agency. He explains that the concept of agency had its origins in philosophy, but
discussions of agency and action are discussed in such disciplines as psychology, neuroscience,
and ethics (Stanford Encyclopedia). Schlosser explains the way agency is commonly used; he
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states, “Usually, though, the term ‘agency’ is used in a much narrower sense to denote the

performance of intentional actions” (Introduction). While an extensive discussion of theories,
types, and applications of agency is beyond the scope of this project, the important aspects of this
definition, the performance of actions and intentionality, will be integral in determining a
working definition for student agency. 11 I have found four applications to be the most helpful and
relevant for my purposes. The first is Albert Bandura’s approach through social cognitive theory.
The second is work on a rhetoric of patient agency from Young and Flower. The third is
scholarship on student agency by Manja Klemenčič and by Harvard’s Agency by Design at
Project Zero. The final approach is that of rhetorical agency through Scott McCloud’s artists’
choices.
Social Cognitive Theory
For my study, the most helpful ideas from Albert Bandura’s scholarship include his four
properties, his ideas of individual, proxy, and collective agency, and the importance of selfefficacy and identity. Most of these are present in other applications as well, although other
scholars may concentrate on certain of these ideas or label them differently.
Bandura’s scholarship on agency focuses on “properties” of agency and the individual’s
performance of agency within social contexts. He states, “to be an agent is to influence
intentionally one’s functioning and life circumstances” (“Toward” 164). Bandura identifies
“four core properties of human agency,” intentionality, forethought, self-reactiveness, and selfreflectiveness. Intentionality involves the making of “action plans and strategies for realizing
them” (“Toward” 164). Forethought, he says, is related to intentionality but includes “visualized
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futures” as a way of anticipating outcomes of possible actions and directing behavior. It is here
where goals are set that correspond to one’s intentions. Once intention and plan are set,
Bandura’s third property of agency, self-reactiveness, is where the individual carries out the plan.
Finally, Bandura’s fourth property, self-reflectiveness, requires an agentic individual to reflect on
and evaluate the process. Bandura explains, “Through functional self-awareness, [people] reflect
on their personal efficacy, the soundness of their thoughts and actions, the meaning of their
pursuits, and they make adjustments if necessary” (“Toward”165). Bandura’s four properties,
then, involve intention, plan or goals, the actual process of carrying out the plan, and reflecting
on the effectiveness from start to finish, and making changes as necessary to move forward.
Bandura also identifies three modes of agency. Using individual agency, says Bandura,
“people bring their influence to bear on their own functioning and on environmental events”
(“Toward” 165). This type of influence will be extremely relevant in considering student
rhetorical agency. Since agents do not operate without social constraints, Bandura’s second
mode, socially mediated or proxy agency, considers the agentive act of “influencing others who
have the resources, knowledge, and means to act on their behalf to secure the outcomes they
desire (Baltes, 1996; Brandtstdter &Balets-Gotz, 1990; Ozer, 1995)” (“Toward” 165). In this
way, enlisting the aid of someone else can also be considered an agentic act, and we can gather
that advocacy is subsequently an agentic action. Bandura’s third mode, collective agency,
acknowledges the actions of people working together by “[pooling] their knowledge, skills, and
resources, and act in concert to shape their future (Bandura, 2000a)” (“Toward” 165). By looking
at Bandura’s three modes of agency, then, we can see that one can be an agent by one’s own
actions, by influencing another to act in their behalf, and by working with others to accomplish a
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common goal. We can also see that if one uses “knowledge, skills, and resources,” that
increasing any of these can increase personal agency.
In addition to properties and modes of agency, there are two other concepts that will be
important in my research into student agency. Bandura explains that, in order to act as an agent,
one needs to have self-efficacy, or the belief in one’s own capabilities, and he maintains that selfefficacy is linked to persistence and decision making (“Toward” 171). Additionally, Bandura
notes the importance of identity to agency, as he explains, “as an agent, one creates identity
connections over time (Korsgaard, 1996) and construes oneself as a continuing person over
different periods in one’s life” (“Toward” 170). Both of these concepts support the idea that
one’s self-concept can affect how effective a person might be in exerting agency.
Student Agency
Maureen O’Rourke and Penny Addison provide a general description of student agency,
explaining, “In the educational context, agency refers to a respectful and more empowered
positioning of students to be active agents in their own learning lives” (2). This idea of
empowerment and active engagement supports the idea that increasing student agency is a
desirable goal for effective pedagogy. In addition, Philip Williams explains the positive effect of
student agency on engagement and learning:
Research has demonstrated overwhelmingly that students who have agency in their
learning are more motivated, experience greater satisfaction in their learning, and,
consequently, are more likely to achieve academic success (Lin-Siegler, Dweck, and
Cohen 2016, 297). Students with agency are powerful learners who are prepared to
engage with the world with sustained, courageous curiosity (Claxton 2013). (1)
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With research supporting pedagogical approaches that favor student agency, the ways that
student agency is defined has implications for assessing any increase in that agency.
Manja Klemenčič’s work in the field of student agency primarily builds on theories from
Bandura and from sociological theorists Emerbayer and Mische. Klemenčič provides a concise
explanation of student agency in her chapter abstract; she states, “Student agency refers to the
quality of students’ self-reflective and intentional action and interaction with their environment”
(11). Klemenčič points to Bandura’s properties and types of agency, while incorporating the
addition of “temporality embeddedness” present in the scholarship of Emirbayer and Mische,
and Biesta’s idea that “agentic orientations” can be changed over time. With the inclusion of
these sociological insights, she provides a more comprehensive explanation of student agency:
Drawing from social cognition theory and sociological theories of human agency, student
agency is conceptualised as a process of student actions and interactions during
studentship, which encompasses variable notions of agentic orientation (“will”), the way
students relate to past, present and future in making choices of action and interaction, and
of agentic possibility (“power”), that is their perceived power to achieve intended
outcomes in a particular context of action and interaction, but also to self-engagement of
a critical reflexive kind. (6)
It is important to note that Bandura’s discussion of agency also includes self-reflection, but
discussions of context and temporal implications stress the relational aspects of agency. Bandura
and Klemenčič both acknowledge that intentional actions are produced in relation to social
contexts and relationships.
While Klemenčič’s work is based on theory and how student agency sits in relation to
research on student engagement, Harvard’s Agency by Design project is a multi-year research
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project addressing pedagogy that increases student agency through “maker-centered learning,” a
hands-on approach that supports learning through building or creating. The project is part of
Harvard’s Project Zero, which is “a research organization at the Harvard Graduate School of
Education, [which] began to investigate the promises, practices, and pedagogies of makercentered learning” (Agency by Design, “Maker-Centered” 1). The researchers point to “hundreds
short articles” on the subject (Agency by Design, “Maker-Centered” 2), evidence of the growing
trend of research in this area. Though originally used in relation to economics and
manufacturing, the educational emphasis of the Project Zero is to improve STEM student
learning. Project researchers have found that improvement of student learning of subject
material, while a major benefit, is not the sole benefit. They explain their findings:
Many of our interviewees talk about how maker experiences help students learn to pursue
their own passions and become self-directed learners, proactively seeking out knowledge
and risks, to see failure as opportunity, and to make the most out of unexpected
outcomes. They additionally talk about the distributed nature of maker-centered learning.
Specifically, they talk about how students learn to build on each others’ strengths and
interests, to persist in difficult tasks, and to be confident of their capacity to learn new
things. (Agency by Design, “Maker-Centered” 3-4)
Certainly, these benefits are general enough to apply to virtually all areas of study, not just
STEM. In fact, the researchers make this same point after talking about benefits to STEM
pedagogy, stating, “In contrast [to STEM skills], what we have been hearing from maker
practitioners on the ground is the power of maker-centered learning to help students develop
[emphasis mine] a sense of personal agency, a sense of self-efficacy, and a sense of community”
(Agency by Design, “Maker-Centered” 4). Further, they state, “Perhaps most strikingly, [the
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practitioners] talk about how students come to see themselves as capable of effecting positive
change in their own lives and in their communities” (Agency by Design, “Maker-Centered” 4).
These findings are critical to my assertion that the creation of student projects contributes to
student agency; if maker-centered learning can help students affect change, having students
make comics in the classroom should facilitate student agency.
As part of Project Zero, Agency by Design has developed a framework through which
teachers can facilitate student agency. The framework breaks down the research into two main
categories. The first is that of “Maker Empowerment,” which they define as “A sensitivity to the
designed dimension of objects and systems, along with the inclination and capacity to shape
one’s world through building, tinkering, re/designing, or hacking” (Agency by Design, “MakerCentered” 5).12 The second is “Sensitivity to Design,” which is “Learning to notice and engage
with one’s physical and conceptual environment by looking closely and reflecting on the design
of objects and systems, exploring the complexity of design, and finding opportunity to make
objects and systems more effective, more efficient, more ethical, or more beautiful” (Agency by
Design, “Framework”). Clearly, these two aspects of the Agency by Design framework are
interdependent. Sensitivity to design can be readily applied to the English classroom. In the
writing classroom, texts are indeed built or designed by the writer. Attention to how those texts
are constructed and how they are analyzed structurally and rhetorically are already part of
reading and writing pedagogy. The introduction of multimodal texts into the writing curriculum,
though, introduces new possibilities for bringing maker-centered learning into the writing
classroom. In the context of this study, making and designing comics is an example of
implementing maker-centered learning into the writing and literature classrooms. Similarly,
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attention to text construction through sensitivity to design is already used in literature classrooms
in the application of various theoretical and rhetorical lenses of analysis. As in the writing
classroom, multimodal texts provide alternate ways to analyze or express literary meaning.
Agency by Design further breaks down their framework into actions that facilitate student
agency through “looking closely,” “exploring complexity,” and “finding opportunity”
(“Framework”). Teachers of literature already encourage looking closely by having students do
close readings of texts. By doing so, they are also having their students explore the complexity of
those texts. These actions then lead to finding opportunities for meaning-making from those texts
and forming questions, opinions, or writing analyses. Having students read comics as texts
increases opportunities for meaning-making. Having students create comics texts provides
multiple ways to experiment in the creation of meaning.
My focus on making in the classroom is centered on creativity in the arts. In fact,
creativity in its own right is agentic. According to Seana Moran, “Creativity breeds both hope
and benefits from hope because it provides a way to realize that hope. With creativity, a person
can become more agentic in bringing the desired state into being. He or she is more selfdirected” (76). Including creativity in discussions of maker-centered learning, then, supports the
use of student-produced artistic materials as examples of agency-producing making. In addition,
Griffin et al study the use of multiple arts in relation to student agency, and finds that “Indeed,
innovative and meaningful immersion in the arts can be a conduit for student agency” (18).
There is justification, then for the use of classroom production of art as an agentic activity.
Patient Agency
In their research on patient agency in the health care setting, Amanda J. Young and Linda Flower
examine the role of rhetoric in patient-provider relationships. They call attention to the power
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imbalance in those relationships, suggesting that a “rhetoric of agency” can help to balance the
power, helping patients to have agency in their own healthcare. Young and Flower interrogate
the difference between the active rhetoric of providers and the passive rhetoric of patients (70).
For example, the idea of “doctor’s orders” is a type of active command, while patient response is
often judged in terms of their passive “compliance” (Segal 139, Young and Flower 75). Arthur
Frank explains the importance of taking an active stance in coping with illness. In The Wounded
Storyteller he states his hope that he can “shift the dominant cultural conception of illness away
from passivity—the ill person as ‘victim of’ disease and then recipient of care—toward activity”
(location 131). Frank, then, advocates storytelling as a way to help patients take on an active
stance. Young and Flower advocate a rhetoric of agency that aims to change the patient-doctor
relationship from one of power imbalance to one of partnership.
Young and Flower refer to their communication approach as “collaborative
interpretation,” which they “define as a rhetorical practice that generates building blocks for a
more complete and coherent diagnostic story and for a collaborative treatment plan;” the goal for
this model of communication “is to create a rhetorical model of health care communication that
positions the patient as problem-solver and decision-maker” (Young and Flower 69) in contrast
to the more passive patient role model that had prevailed for so long. Kim et al advocate
collaborative decision making: “The term shared decision making suggests a collaborative
relationship with an even distribution of power. The reality, though, is that relationships between
patients and providers are highly complex and seldom adhere to a particular model” (341). Even
so, they maintain that the goal of shared decision making is a worthy one:
True shared decision making may not be achievable in the current culture of medical
practice and understanding. It is still ethically imperative, however, that technical
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communicators and their colleagues incorporate language and design components that
advance shared decision making, move the user as close as possible to informed decision
making, and support the autonomy of patients and parents. (Kim et al 342)
The goals of collaborative problem-solving and decision-making as agency-producing actions
can be similarly applied to research on student agency as well as the importance of dialogue in
balancing power relationships. Both studies propose appropriate language as a means to enhance
collaborations between patients and providers. Through the lens of rhetorical studies, we can also
apply relevant principles to student-teacher dialogue. To assist patients in increasing agency,
Young and Flower identify the following aspects of a rhetoric of agency, which they explain as
“a multifaceted discourse that supports patients in creating their own narratives about their health
and their lives and then making decisions and plans to play those narratives out in reality” (73).
Further, Young and Flower identify the following evidence of patient rhetorical agency:
• Using a first-person grammatical subject, active voice, active (as opposed
to stative) verbs, and “I” statements.
• Localizing their discourse in a specific context, such as an emergency room
encounter, a doctor’s office visit, or a visit with a school nurse.
• Identifying short-term goals in the context of their current medical problem,
as well as long-term goals for their lives.
• Collaborating with providers and naming institutions and individuals as resources
for information and support.
• Recognizing and examining alternative options by constructing “if, then”
statements. (73)
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In a study building on Young and Flower’s work on a rhetoric of agency, Young et al investigate
a rhetoric of agency applied to informed consent. They “identified six aspects of agency in
participants’ discourse, ranked by frequency: (a) defining or naming roles, (b) seeking
information, (c) providing information, (d) supporting others, (e) making decisions, and (f)
claiming agency for self” (633). Of note, the finding that defining or naming roles came to the
forefront, suggests the importance of role or self as related to agency. This finding suggests the
importance of role consideration in the teacher-student relationship.
Based on the work done by Young and Flower, we can apply these aspects of patient
rhetorical agency to the student in the classroom context. First, in their definition of a rhetoric of
agency, the agentic action of creating one’s own personal narrative will be helpful in augmenting
student agency. In the context of this dissertation study, I will assess the possible agentic
outcome of having students create their own narratives of health and illness. Related to this
personal aspect of studentship is Young and Flower’s criterion of using first-person subjects. I
have noted that students have been conditioned against using “I” in their writings. They are
astonished that it is encouraged in my classes, and it is difficult for them to let go of their prior
training. I have also noted, though, that having students describe their work in writing
encourages them, and actually necessitates them, to use self-reference in explaining the artistic
choices implemented in their assignments.
Scott McCloud’s Choices as Rhetorical Agency 13
In addition to reading comics as an active process, it is also critical to this inquiry that making
comics is also highly active and agentic. Even prior to McCloud’s table of contents in Making
Comics, his “Pre-” page is full of action verbs addressing comics creation. Before beginning a

For a detailed explanation of McCloud’s choices as rhetoric, see Dale Jacobs, “There are no Rules. And Here
They Are”: McCloud’s Making Comics as Multimodal Rhetoric.”
13
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comic, explains McCloud, there are “the ideas every comics artist needs to tackle before they
even pick up a pen…” McCloud’s use of the word “tackle” implies problem solving and
planning for success. He includes in his “ideas” the actions of “choosing…what to include, what
to leave out,” “framing actions and guiding the readers eyes,” “creating” characters and worlds,
“mastering body language and facial expressions,” “picking” tools, and “navigating…styles and
genres.” Many agentic actions, then, are involved before physically creating the comic.
The idea of choice is particularly emphasized in McCloud’s work, as the artist’s choices
are the result of planning and decision making. The comics artist makes choices for effect and
communication, while there are also constraints of the medium itself as the artist must compose
elements of design into the comics format of panels, images, and words. Elisabeth El Refaie
discusses the idea of constraint in Autobiographical Comics, stating, “Autobiographers working
in the comics medium are also constrained (and empowered) by its unique characteristics,
particularly its heavy reliance on images” (4). Similarly, McCloud explains when an artist’s goal
is to evoke a “specific reaction in readers,” the artist’s “choices narrow” and choice becomes
particularly strategic (5). Just as El Refaie states that the constraints can be empowering,
McCloud also alludes to positive action through the use of strategy and decision making.
The choices that comics artist make are critical to McCloud’s analysis of comics
production. Detailing these choices, McCloud places them in five categories: choice of moment,
choice of frame, choice of image, choice of word, and choice of flow. Dale Jacobs points out that
many of McCloud’s choices correlate with choices one would make in writing an alphabetical
text, and these choices also function rhetorically. He states, “It is in focusing on the concept of
choice that I believe McCloud has created a multimodal rhetoric suitable for thinking about
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multimodal composing in general” (6). Jacobs’s focus is on multimodal composition, which is
exactly what students are creating when they make comics. Further, Jacobs explains,
Here the choices represent the available means of comics as a means of persuasion (and
communication) within the comics medium, which McCloud constantly reminds us need
to be directed towards a purpose or goal that involves an audience (9).
Comics, then, can provide a source of rhetorical agency for the creator, because persuasion is a
goal-directed intent. Christof Rapp, in his summary of Aristotle’s The Art of Rhetoric, explains,
“Aristotle defines the rhetorician as someone who is always able to see what is persuasive

(Topics VI.12, 149b25). Correspondingly, rhetoric is defined as the ability to see what is
possibly persuasive in every given case (Rhet. I.2, 1355b26f.)” (“Aristotle’s Rhetoric”). In
addition, Aristotle outlines a systematic method of building an argument, from the
introduction or context, to the main idea to be proven, to evidence, refutation, and a call to
action (“Classical Argument). Each of these aspects of rhetoric can be applied to visual
rhetoric and writing pedagogy.
Adam Gaffey describes rhetoric in terms of human relationships:
Rhetoric is about relationships of influence, or how symbols—words being the most
common—are used to create, sustain, and alter the character of such relationships. Many
forms of communication become the site of this agency when audiences (or receivers of a
message) and speakers (or creators of a message) engage in a transactional process of
attention or influence. This seems to be the point of liberal arts education. Any course
on public speaking, persuasive writing, or critical thinking has agency as its end goal—
teaching how words empower, and how such power is exercised in a diverse range of
human interactions. (“Rhetorical Agency”)
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Gaffey’s description of rhetoric as a “transactional process” that involves interactions and
relationships is an important aspect of communication. The transactional model of
communication conceives communication as an ongoing exchange of messages, both conscious
and unconscious, between parties. In addition, the model incorporates contexts, social roles, and
medium as contributors to the communication of messages (Paige et al 2). Further, the
importance of transaction in communication aligns with the theories of John Dewey and Louise
Rosenblatt, who discuss reading alphabetical texts as a transactional process between writer and
reader. Reading as a transactional process also applies to visual rhetoric and to the rhetorical
aspects of comics, which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.
Traditional spoken or written rhetorical strategies also involve choices. What tone will
the rhetor use? What rhetorical techniques will be chosen to design an effective argument? Many
rhetorical techniques correlate to visual rhetorical techniques. In connecting rhetoric to design,
Hanno H. J. Ehses also explains the importance of choice, stating, “Choice is a key term in
rhetoric as well as design, as both pertain to making appropriate selections of means to achieve a
desired end” (54). Ehses, then, agrees with McCloud and Jacobs that choice is a vital step in
persuasion. Since the act of persuasion is an intentional act directed to a purpose, choice is also
an important aspect of agency.
In examining the creator’s rhetorical agency in creating comics texts, we can look to
discussions of visual rhetoric. An excellent example for the comparison of rhetorical devices in
alphabetical and visual texts is Ehses’ study with students at the Nova Scotia College of Art and
Design. Ehses asked his graphic design students to create posters for Shakespeare’s Macbeth,
and each poster was to illustrate a different rhetorical device. He chose ten figures of speech that
he considered especially applicable to visual representation: “antithesis,” “irony,” “metaphor,”
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“personification,” “metonymy,” “synecdoche,” “periphrasis,” “puns,” “amplification,” and
“hyperbole,” (Ehses 56-57). The student-produced posters did indeed reflect their rhetorical
inspirations. For example, one student illustrates antithesis by representing Macbeth’s face split
in half; one side depicts him as the loyal warrior, while the other half depicts him as the cruel
king (62). For synecdoche, another student uses a squinting set of eyes to stand in for the figure
of Macbeth. Another student depicts a tiny Macbeth lugging a giant crown to represent
hyperbole. In my examination of graphic medicine texts for evidence of agency, I will be
attending to the rhetorical choices identified by McCloud, combined with an analysis of the
rhetorical devices that can provide teachers, students, and readers of graphic medicine texts
avenues to identify and practice agency.
McCloud’s choice of moment determines the number of panels chosen to represent an
event or idea, and in making those choices the comics artist must decide “which moments to
include in a comics story and which to leave out” (Making 10). A small number of panels can
consolidate actions, or a large number of panels can stretch out moments accordingly. Either
way, an appropriate number of panels affects the “clarity” of the comic, resulting in better reader
comprehension (Making 14). The relationship between panels, referred to as panel transitions,
influences the reader’s perception of the sequence. These transitions will be incorporated into my
analyses of comics in subsequent pages.
Choice of frame applies further artistic control through “size, shape, and position”
(McCloud Making 24). A frame can be smooth, jagged, bold, or even non-existent. The frame
functions like a camera lens; McCloud states, “This is the device by which you can grab the
reader by the shoulder, guide them to the right spot—” (24). The frame, then, exercises control
over the reader’s view, controlling what the reader sees in terms of image and point of view.
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Choice of image controls what the reader sees in terms of representation. Like choice of
moment, the creator determines how much to include and how much to leave out, how much
information to provide and when. Similar to descriptive sequences in alphabetical text, details
can contain a great deal of information. Style is also of extreme importance here for mood and
tone. It is also where facial expression, gesture, and body language are implemented to facilitate
clear communication (McCloud , Making 29).
Although the number of words in comics is limited, they are also very important in
comics. McCloud’s choice of word adds to clarity of communication, as he explains that words
can help “lock [an image] into a desired meaning” (30). Words can be used to specify names or
details, to narrate, to include dialogue, or to represent sounds. McCloud also acknowledges that
images and words work together, and there are times when one will communicate more
effectively than the other.
The final choice, that of flow, refers to how the comics creator guides the reader “through
[the]work from beginning to end” (McCloud Making 32). The creator establishes a flow between
panels and pages, through number and size of panels, arrangement of panels on a page, and
juxtaposition of pages. Effective use of flow helps direct the reader and clarify narrative
sequences.
These five choices work together to do what McCloud says that storytellers want from
their audiences: “We want them to understand what we have to tell them----and we want them to
care enough to stick around ‘til we’re done” (8). The comics techniques that encourage the
reader to care can also help to develop the reader’s empathy.
Graphic Agency
Identifying Graphic Agency
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Synthesizing concepts from social cognitive theory, student agency, patient agency, and
rhetorical agency, I have developed my own working definition of student agency: “student
actions and interactions that position them in educational partnerships within and beyond the
classroom as they exert influence over their own educational trajectories through critique, design,
or dialogue.” Drawing from the above multidisciplinary scholarship on agency, it is possible to
begin identifying a list of agentic behaviors with which to identify instances of, then evaluate
student agency or agentic themes. Thus, this project posits that students can become partners, or
agents, in their own educational journeys by:
Behaviors of Assessment:
1. Critical assessment for meaningful reading or problem identification
2. Meaning-making, interpreting, or making sense of a situation, text, or idea
3. Considering multiple perspectives
4. Identifying a purpose for intentional action
5. Visualization of possible futures
6. Planning/setting short-term goals/anticipating possible consequences or results
7. Identifying sources of expertise
Behaviors of Implementation
8. Knowledge-building
9. Employment of creativity
10. Problem-solving
11. Decision-making/making choices
12. Community building
13. Collaborating with others
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14. Rhetorical expression through speaking, drawing, writing, or other mode
15. Contributing to dialogue
Behaviors of Reflection or Coping
16. Reflection or evaluation
17. Identity construction/construction of self
18. Expressing self-efficacy
19. Coping or self-healing
20. Advocacy
The above categories are not hard and fast; there is considerable overlap, and they may be reevaluated as future studies are conducted. For example, knowledge-building can assist in critical
assessment or result from reflection. Similarly, community building can be a tool for or result of
intervention. However, I believe that the above categories provide an effective starting point with
which to examine these behaviors.
For this project, student agency will be evaluated in relation to student interactions with
graphic medicine texts. The following chapters will be based on applying the above criteria for
student agency as evidenced by student agentic behaviors and by the presence of agentic themes
in their graphic medicine comics. I suggest that using reading and producing graphic medicine
texts favors particular agentic behaviors in different class contexts.
Defining Graphic Agency
Since, as Agency by Design makes evident, making is an agentic act, then the making of
comics is also an agentive act. To craft a working definition of “graphic agency,” we can apply
most of the criteria from the above list of agentic behaviors to analysis of the process and
products of comics creation. Hence, our working definition of graphic agency encompasses both
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instances in a three-part definition: “The methods employed by comics or visual arts creators,
through strategic use of image and word, to inspire empathy in the reader or to inspire the reader
to take action for a given purpose; the expression of or working through complex experiences,
emotions, or ideas; and the presence of agentic themes or content in those products.” While most
of the list of agentic behaviors above may apply to graphic agency, certain agentic behaviors are
especially applicable. As Ian Williams notes, graphic medicine texts can help someone make
sense out of an experience with illness or healthcare. These texts also contribute to health-related
dialogue between multidisciplinary fields in the consideration of bioethical concerns. Making
graphic medicine texts offers the creator a chance to self-reflect on personal experience; it can
also introduce the creator to others producing their own texts, thereby creating community.
Although this definition may apply to comics and graphic novels in general, this project
explores the proposed definition of graphic agency in terms of graphic medicine works. These
works are particularly helpful in exploring human agency because of their relatability and the
similarity between the analogous relationships of the provider-patient and the teacher-student.
They are also highly demonstrative of actions and contexts in which agency is facilitated or
suppressed, whether by social constructs or power imbalances present in those constructs.
Additionally, as life-writing or memoir, they allow for individual voice and expression. These
contributions of graphic medicine texts create opportunities for increasing student agency. The
subsequent chapters will examine how graphic agency is demonstrated in three classroom
contexts. From the analysis of these contexts, I plan to test my working definition of graphic
agency and to identify and establish ways in which it is effective in fostering student agency.
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Chapter 3
Teaching Graphic Medicine in a Special Topics Literature Course
While this project introduction provides the multidisciplinary background for this project,
and Chapter 1 develops a definition of graphic agency and a list of associated behaviors, this
chapter looks for examples of student agency in a graphic medicine literature class.
The opportunity to teach a graphic medicine literature class at the Memphis College of
Art was an unexpected opportunity. The addition of this class to the MCA class offerings was
subsequent to my interview for teaching a children’s literature course there. During the
interview, the chair of liberal arts at the college asked me to name a class that would be my
ultimate dream class. When I gave the response, “Graphic Medicine,” the interview became a
discussion of graphic medicine and what it might offer to MCA students. Instead of the
children’s literature position, I was offered the opportunity to teach graphic medicine the
following semester. My dream class was about to materialize.
This chapter explores the use of graphic medicine as the basis for a liberal arts literature
class for college visual art students. Having students read and make comics were integral
pedagogic implementations of incorporating comics into a literature class curriculum. Rather
than providing a general class on the graphic novel as literature, or rather than adding comics to a
literature and medicine class, I chose (with the blessing of the college) to make graphic medicine
texts the focus of the course. Offered as a special topics course, I was able to introduce my
students, as a community of artists, to the field of graphic medicine, graphic narrative, and
graphic memoir. At the same time, my students were able to develop, improve, or share skills in
literary and visual analysis that would facilitate student agency in collaborative learning and
personal reflection.
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Following an overview of classroom curriculum, this chapter explores the facilitation of
student agency through active reading, collaborative knowledge building through student visual
and transmedial responses. Student visual responses required students to produce their own
visual representations of a chosen excerpt of Epileptic. In contrast, the students applied
transmediation, defined by Marjorie Siegel as “the act of translating meanings from one sign
system to another,” to translate a visual sequence from Stitches into alphabetical written text
(455). Finally, students used critical assessment and rhetorical expression through analysis
essays of the class texts.
Overview of Classroom Curriculum
Course Content
“Special Topics: Graphic Medicine: Comics, Graphic Novels, and Health Care” was the first
class of its kind at the Memphis College of Art. The class was offered in the Spring semester of
2016, and it was offered to students at the sophomore through senior class levels. Students were
all visual art students from assorted departments, including photography, printmaking,
animation, and illustration. Although the illustration major included a comics track, only a few of
my students were comics majors. The course was delivered as a literature course involving
reading, writing about, and making health related graphic narratives. There has been increasing
scholarship and implementation of graphic novels in literature classes; scholarly topics range
from assisting students with the understanding of traditional literary works, facilitating student
understanding of literary devices, and increasing multimodal literacy. 14 While my class did
examine literary devices along with comics analysis, the focus was on themes of health and

For information on teaching comics in literature classes see, for instance, Rocco Versaci’s This Book Contains
Graphic Language: Comics as Literature, Alissa Burger’s Teaching Graphic Novels in the English Classroom:
Pedagogical Possibilities of Multimodal Literacy Engagement.
14
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illness, how these themes were implemented rhetorically, and how students might express their
own experiences in graphic form. The course description for registration was as follows:
Graphic Medicine deals with the intersection of comics and art with the culture of
health care. The importance of human experience in the consumption and
provision of health care is becoming increasingly valued, as is the idea that
storytelling, or narrative, is a crucial element in the understanding of illness,
treatment, and healing. This course blends the study of literature with the study
of the artistic expression of it; we will read the graphic narrative stories of
patients, family members, and health care providers to explore the ways that
image and word can illuminate the human experience of health and illness in ways
that solely verbal expressions may not. Since this is a relatively new area of study,
we will be incorporating online media such as podcasts and blogs in addition to
classic verbal texts to assist us in this exciting bridging of narrative boundaries.
While I anticipated that my students, as artists, would appreciate the visual language
present in graphic medicine works, I also hoped that they might look to graphic medicine as a
possible career adjunct. These students might one day make comics for a hospital or for public
health; they might even publish their own graphic memoirs about health or illness. As I
introduced them to the course, I invited them into the graphic medicine community.
With this purpose in mind, my learning outcome goals were:
1. Students will be able to identify characteristics of the graphic narrative that differentiate
it from other media.
2. Students will be able to give examples of the uses of graphic narrative in the field of
health care and how they communicate human experience.
3. Students will demonstrate the ability to analyze the graphic narratives of patients, family
members, and health care workers.
4. Students will demonstrate their understanding of the medium and its use in health care by
creating their own personal or informational graphic narrative sequences.
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In retrospect, these objectives align with behaviors I have identified as agentic; these behaviors
include critical analysis, creative expression and meaning making, visualization of future
possibilities, and self-reflection. The objectives do not, though, specifically express my intent of
improving my students’ skills of literary analysis. This was always a goal of mine and should
have been stated specifically; however, addressing the literary elements of the graphic narratives
was an important topic in the class and was, in reality, incorporated into the third learning
outcome through class discussion and assignments.
The class readings were organized into thematic sections. The class began with an
introduction to graphic medicine and comics studies, followed by children’s responses to illness,
adults’ responses to illness, and the health worker experience and patient care information. Main
class texts included Epileptic, by David B.; Stitches, by David Small; My Degeneration: A
Journey Through Parkinson’s, by Peter Dunlap-Shohl; Cancer Vixen, by Marisa Acocella
Marchetto; Tangles: A Story About Alzheimer’s, My Mother, and Me, by Sarah Leavitt; and
Medikidz Explain Living with ADHD. The class also read excerpts from Taylor Paige’s Raised
on Ritalin and MK Czerwiec’s Taking Turns: Stories from HIV/AIDS Care Unit 371.
Additionally, one day was devoted to the analysis of medical student comics produced by
Michael Green’s fourth-year medical students from Pennsylvania State University, Hershey.
Class assignments were designed to facilitate students’ analytical abilities and to allow
them to participate artistically. Readings were assigned as homework, with most of the responses
written or drawn in class. Students were able to create their responses in an average of fifteen
minutes; this exercise converted a traditional classroom into a maker space in which the students
could build knowledge through the making of art. The visual responses were then shared with the
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class for collaborative knowledge building. The larger assignments consisted of a graphic novel
analysis essay and a personal art project paired with an explanatory essay describing the
students’ projects. The major assignments asked for analysis of visual and written techniques,
along with content and thematic analyses. All class assignments were designed with the intent of
honoring student artistic expertise and encouraging students to implement analytical skills and
information learned in class. This chapter will discuss student examples of visual response,
visual to alphabetic translation, and critical essays. Student personal project and corresponding
essays will be the focus of Chapter 3.
Introduction to the Graphic Medicine Community
The initial class meeting was focused on introducing the students to graphic medicine as
a body of texts and as a community. The first homework assignment required the class to watch a
video discussion of graphic medicine offered through the Mayo Clinic Center for Innovation.
The video, “Transform,” was a discussion by MK Czerwiec and Michael J. Green, a nurse and
physician respectively, who routinely teach classes in graphic medicine to medical students. The
video was intended as a general introduction to the field of graphic medicine for those in the
healthcare community. The students were asked to view the video and peruse the graphic
medicine website prior to the next class, and to bring in comments about both. The students
seemed genuinely surprised by the scope of graphic medicine, and they seemed to genuinely
look forward to the readings.
To increase class excitement and to show students how other artists are contributing to
healthcare, I scheduled a field trip to the LeBonheur Children’s Hospital in Memphis where art is
a vital part of the hospital’s ambiance and is considered helpful for patient healing. Although the
hospital has a small gallery in an open space in the hospital, art is a vibrant presence throughout
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the hospital; one can see multimedia works of art on walls in the lobby and at elevator stations,
in offices and clinics, in family lounge areas, at nursing stations, in the emergency department,
along walkways, and even on the floors. In fact, the elevator station of each floor has a different
theme, showing the degree of thought and planning required to create a soothing and playful
atmosphere in a place where ill children and their families are trying to cope. The importance of
children’s art is also validated; art works from children of different ages lines the walls of the
patient floors, and there is a room where patients can create art of their own. Contributing artists
worked in a multitude of media; works include pieces of art made of crayons, rolled newspapers,
ceramics, wood, and metal. As we walked through the halls of the hospital, my students were
amazed at how important art was deemed there, and they spoke of inspiration and ways that they
might contribute in some way with their own artistic endeavors, expressing their excitement to
discover this integration of art into a functional environment. The trip provided the unexpected
benefit in students’ visualization of future contributions to the hospital or to similar venues.
My purpose in introducing my students to the hospital art and to the graphic medicine
video and website was to bring in the idea of community. Since graphic medicine is not limited
to texts, and it is a community of multidisciplinary enthusiasts of comics and health care, I
wanted to make my students aware that they would be entering this community as part of this
course. While I had intended inviting my students into the graphic medicine community, I did
not realize that we would become a community in another way.
Building an Interpretive Graphic Medicine Community in the Classroom
Since my students were students of the visual arts, they could truly appreciate the value of
comics; they had a general background of artistic knowledge with which to bring to the
examination of graphic medicine texts, and they were more aware of what to look for in reading
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them than many traditional college students. This made the class an artistic discourse community
in which texts could be interpreted with students’ community knowledge as fellow artists; in
essence, the class functioned as what Stanley Fish would describe as an interpretive community,
since the class participants came to interpret texts with similar general artistic perspectives. 15
While some students had more familiarity with comics than others, virtually all students were
receptive to gaining more acuity in comics analysis and acquiring health-related knowledge. One
classroom session was dedicated to review of Scott McCloud’s Understanding comics; some
students shared what they remembered from having read it and from their own experiences
making comics, and I supplemented their comments with additional information. This review
provided the entire class with a working understanding of McCloud’s theories. The review of
comics techniques was the also the first instance of collaborative knowledge building in the
class.
Teaching art students gave me the opportunity to build knowledge collaboratively in a
unique way; my art students were more knowledgeable about visual art than I was. Their
collective expertise came from their studies and practice of appreciating, analyzing, and making
art of various types/specialties/genres. Each student could contribute information through the
lens of their specialty. Students in illustration might contribute insights regarding image content,
style, color, etc. Students in animation might contribute the same insights but add aspects of
framing in their analytic contributions. Students in photography might also focus on framing but
in a different way, since animation looks toward the moving picture and photography addresses
the stationary. Sculptors or metal workers might examine with a three-dimensional perspective,
even if the subject is two-dimensional. In fact, I grouped by students by specialty for one of the
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For more information on interpretive communities, see Stanley Fish, Is there a Text in this Class? The Authority
of Interpretive Communities.
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group analysis exercises, and the students were able to share their specialized artistic knowledge
with each other. In so doing, my students were able to bring their more advanced artistic
viewpoints to analytical discussions. Together with my expertise in the reading and analysis of
literature, comics, and graphic medicine comics in particular, we were able to come together as
partners to discuss and perform in-depth analysis and knowledge-building in class discussion.
The students were also able to bring their artistic critical lenses to their class assignments.
Having students respond to class texts with trans medial responses was also a way to
collaboratively build knowledge.
Student Agency through Reading, Responding to, and Analyzing Graphic Medicine Texts
Reading as Active Process
Critical analysis of texts begins with reading actively for meaning. A significant amount of
scholarship on the reader’s role in reading goes back to Louise Rosenblatt, the leading proponent
of reader response theory. Rosenblatt adopts John Dewey’s view of reading as a transactional
process between reader and text (Literary Transaction 268). She also describes the reading
process as one of “exploration,” in which “the experience of literature, far from being for the
reader a passive absorption, is a form of intense personal activity” (Literature as Exploration vi).
Rosenblatt’s descriptions of the reading process support that process as an agentic activity.
Reading comics increases opportunities for agentic analysis in reading, since visual codes are
added to and interact with alphabetic codes; comics can be analyzed for images, panels, page
layouts, and add the element of visual design to opportunities for analysis. In a sense,
alphabetical text can also be examined in terms of design, as the formal elements of literature
employed in a text are designed by the author. In comics, though, the perceptions of visual
elements are more immediate than in purely written text.
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Design, in fact, is becoming more valued as a pedagogical tool. The Agency by Design
project, affiliated with the Harvard Graduate School of Education, connects student agency to
maker-centered learning:
A key goal of maker-centered learning is to help young people and adults feel
empowered to build and shape their worlds. Acquiring this sense of maker empowerment
is strongly supported by learning to notice and engage with the designed dimension of
one’s physical and conceptual environment—in other words, by having a sensitivity to
design. (“Framework”)
According to Agency by Design, then, maker empowerment is directly related to a sensitivity to
the way things are put together or constructed. This sensitivity to design is then broken down
into the components of “looking closely,” finding complexity,” and finding opportunity”
(“Framework”). Close looking and finding complexity can be considered analogous to analytical
close reading in literature classes. Finding opportunity points to implementation; the
learner/maker will, inspired by looking closely, “envision” “reframe,” and “make and draw
plans” (“Framework”). In the case of the literature classroom, we can associate finding
opportunity with the conception and production of an interpretive response or narrative.
Thus, the Agency by Design description of sensitivity to design is remarkably close in
description to behaviors associated with critical analysis, since design encompasses rhetorical
structure and modes of communication.
The concept of design as a critical focus of pedagogy is not limited to the Agency by
Design project. Gunther Kress has been a proponent of design as communication, stating that
design “…underlies all and every action of making meaning” (131). The New London Group, of
which Kress is one of the participants, advocates using design as an important pedagogical tool
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in literacy education since, in design, “we are both inheritors of patterns and conventions of
meaning and at the same time active designers of social futures…” (65). This statement allows
for the social construction of particular discourses while suggesting that we have the agency to
affect change. Therefore, we can apply the idea of critical analysis or sensitivity to design as a
starting point in assessing agentic student behavior in the reading and responding to class texts.
Student agency through responding to graphic medicine texts
Although one’s response to a stimulus may be considered a result of another’s agency, Siby K.
George explains that one can have agency through response. George discusses the work of
philosopher Martin Heidegger, and states, “In Heidegger’s account, there is no self-transparent
subject causing the action from within as in the master view of agency. Rather, the agent is
affected by the situation that it encounters and responds to it accordingly” (334). This view of
human agency is compatible with Manja Klemencic’s discussion of student agency as an
interaction with the student’s environment. It also validates the idea of a student’s response to
literature as agentic.
In her discussion of reading as a transactional process, Rosenblatt distinguishes between
two different reading “stances.” In the “efferent” stance, she explains that the reader “will narrow
his attention to build up the meanings, the ideas, the directions to be retained; attention focuses
on accumulating what is to be carried away at the end of reading.” In the “aesthetic” stance,
however, “the [student’s] attention will shift inward, will center on what is being created during
the actual reading;” this includes the reader’s “personal feeling, ideas, and attitudes.” The
aesthetic stance allows the reader to have an “evocation,” or “the lived-through process of
building up the work under the guidance of the text” (qtd. in Smagorinsky and Coppock 62).
Rosenblatt argues that the aesthetic response should not be neglected or subordinated in literacy
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pedagogy (“Literary” 269). This attention to the readers aesthetic stance is directly related to
how the reader responds to the text.
Peter Smagorinsky and John Coppock conducted research intended to help students
spend more time living through their reading experience before forming their interpretations,
thereby lengthening their evocations. Building on Rosenblatt’s work in which her students
responded to poetry by writing poems, Smagorinsky and Coppock explored student responses
through a variety of artistic media. “Artistic response,” they say, “invites students to work with
the images they associate with the signs of the text and to animate them through some artistic
medium” (63). Smagorinsky and Coppock did not limit their students to visual media as I did in
my graphic medicine class, the students were also allowed to use such performative media as
music and dance to express their responses. Smagorinsky and Coppock found that these
responses lead to student interpretation of the literary work. Interestingly, the literary work used
was a short story about a doctor and patient by William Carlos Williams, which supports the use
of medically themed literature for student empathy; Smagorinsky and Coppock found that
students were able to empathize with the patient and were able to call upon their “personal
knowledge” to help them to interpret the text. The student response analyzed in their article,
unlike in my class, was in the medium of dance. The researchers noted that students were able to
use spatial and kinesthetic knowledges, referring to Howard Gardner’s theory of multiple
intelligences, to form their interpretations (66). Similarly, my students were able to use artistic,
spacial, and kinesthetic knowledges in my class.
In my graphic medicine class, student responses to Epileptic showed aspects of efferent and
aesthetic responses. Some responses were visual re-representations of pages or events in the text,
even though I had asked the students not to re-illustrate sections of text. It seems that students
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may have trouble figuring out what goes into a visual response (or a traditional written response,
for that matter), and some of them may not have been encouraged to explore their thoughts in
past classes. Others were able to respond with empathy, searching for meaning and their own
emotional responses. To assist students in their responses, I asked them to include what drew
them to their chosen page or pages and what ideas in the form of thematic subjects they
identified in those selected pages. Their responses were based on five prompt questions:
1) Choose a page, scene, or any aspect of Epileptic you are drawn to or find meaningful and
do a visual response to it.
2) Describe the artistic choices that you made to create your visual response.
3) What theme or thematic subject does your response bring out?
4) Which page or pages did you base your response on for inspiration?
5) How is your depiction similar or different to David B.’s inspiration page(s)?
The following examples show how three students responded in different ways.
Stacie drew her inspiration from pages 79 and 80 of Epileptic (see figs. 1 and 2):
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Fig. 1. Epilepsy, represented by a dragon, takes over David’s brother and the daily life of the
family. Page 79, Epileptic, by David B. Copyright Penguin Random House LLC. With
permission from publisher.
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Fig. 2. The family has a frustrating experience with a psychiatrist. Page 80, Epileptic, by David
B. Copyright Penguin Random House LLC. With permission from publisher.
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These two pages depict the family’s helplessness after medication fails to control JeanChristophe’s seizures. David and his family are clearly experiencing a lack of agency. In the
fourth panel Jean-Christophe is teetering on the hand of a clock which is intermingled with
epilepsy depicted in the visual metaphor of a dragon. Showing their lack of control over time and
living, the family is now controlled by manifestations of the disease. In the fifth panel, the
dragon sits at the dinner table with the family, intruding into their lives as David states, “But it’s
not our choice to make. When the illness took up residence here it didn’t seek our permission”
(79). Lack of choice, then, as an important aspect of lack of agency; this lack of control is
communicated through the careful addition of David’s narration. Finally, in the last panel, David
and his sister try to push the dragon away from them, attempting to exert agency but are
unsuccessful. Stacie’s inspiration came from page 79 and the first three panels of page 80, in
which David recognizes a seizure, circles around to break the fall, and eases him to the ground.
Here, David has accepted responsibility for keeping his brother safe, but he does not verbally
express the burden it has taken on a child so young.
Stacie’s visual response below is a single image representation of her chosen panel
sequence (See Fig. 3):
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Fig. 3. Stacie's visual response to Epileptic.

In this depiction, David is shown taking refuge under his sketchbook while supporting his
brother, Jean-Christophe, during a seizure. Stacie’s written explanation describes her
interpretation:
Jean-Christophe is constantly in the family spotlight because his illness demands so much
of everyone mentally and physically. Pierre-Francois becomes burdened by it all, and
ultimately lives in the shadow of Jean. Pierre becomes obsessed with his escape into art
and drawing and uses it as a way to protect himself from the hardships of reality. Theme:
protection, security. Something unfamiliar to Jean, but Pierre finds it in drawing.
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Stacie quotes David’s question on page 79, asking, “Can we get on with our lives?” So, while her
image brings out the themes of protection and security, it also brings out the themes of illness as
a burden, the effect of illness on family members, and drawing as a coping mechanism; her
chosen quotation points to the disruption that severe illness brings to family life. In this way,
Stacie was able to contribute these themes to our class knowledge building activity. She was also
able to express her ideas creatively, and to use her artistic knowledge for active interpretation.
The assignment also allowed Stacie to make choices on several levels: the pages in which she
found meaning, the image reflecting her interpretation, and even the tools with which she
composed her artistic response.
Stacie’s image shows a clear understanding of the memoir’s text, and it adeptly conveys
David’s precarious position as he tries to protect himself as well as his brother. David cowers in
a crouched position under his notebook, using it to protect himself from his brother’s convulsing
body. David’s sketchpad provides some temporary shelter, propped up by his pencil which
functions as his only means of expression. However, his artistic outlet is insufficient for
protection; beads of sweat show the enormous energy that he must expend to keep the sketchpad
from collapsing, and his wide-eyed expression shows his intensive concentration in trying to
keep the shelter intact. In addition, his brother’s blood still manages to reach David’s arm,
indicating that even though the brothers are separated by the sketchpad, David cannot escape his
physical and emotional connection to his brother. Finally, the scope of Jean-Christophe’s effect
on David’s life is depicted in the symmetry of Stacie’s image; both brothers share the space
while separated. While the sketchbook curves through the center of the page, Jean-Christophe
has the dominant position as his image is placed higher than David’s. Stacie’s techniques of
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choice of image, page layout, facial expression, and metaphor, whether intentional or not,
demonstrate a composed design, or re-design of text, communicating Stacie’s knowledge of the
text and her extraction of meaning from it.
Reviewing Stacie’s image, it is now apparent to me that it also contains agentic thematic
content. Jean-Christophe lacks the physical agency to remain standing when seizures strike. His
disability also prevents his agency in controlling his own life; the severity of the seizures results
in mental and physical damage eventually requiring his living in a care facility. In Stacie’s
image, he is only held up by his brother; in Epileptic, the entire family tries to hold him up and is
unable to do so.
Lauren’s artistic response is a representation of a recurring event in Epileptic, that of a
seizure onset in public: Lauren drew her inspiration from page 131 (See Fig 4):
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Fig. 4. David’s brother has a seizure in public. Page 131, Epileptic,
by David B. Copyright Penguin Random House LLC. With
permission from publisher.
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David B.’s page shows the seizure event in a six-panel sequence. In the first panel, David uses
hyperbole in making Jean-Christophe’s size larger than life. Although he is in the bottom of the
panel, his size makes him the focus of the panel and of attention as he is so large that he cannot
stay on the sidewalk. As the seizure progresses, the panel spaces get extremely chaotic as people
and police surround the family. David B. intensifies the gaze of the crowd by his use of
synecdoche; only the eyes of the people in the crowd are shown along with their comments, and
the family continues to shrink in relation to Jean-Christophe and the crowd. In this way, David
B. uses perspective to show the family’s increasing lack of agency; only the father has any
agency as shown in the fourth panel; even so he has to argue with the police to keep control of
his son. In contrast, panels 5 and 6 show David’s lack of agency as he explains that if he had
been alone with his brother, Jean-Christophe would have been taken away. In the fifth panel,
David is expressing his lack of rhetorical agency in that he knows that adults would not listen to
him; this is supported in the following panel depicting Jean-Christophe removed by force as
hunters would remove a hunted animal. The image and narration in these two panels work
together to emphasize a child’s lack of agency in a situation where he or she might be the actual
authority.
Lauren’s visual response is a wordless visual image magnifying the effect of the crowd’s
gaze (See Fig. 5):
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Fig. 5. Lauren's visual response to Epileptic.

Lauren’s depiction replaces the many negative crowd comments in David B.’s panels with only
synecdoche as she depicts the eyes of onlookers and fingers pointing, achieving a similar effect
to David B’s. She explains her visual response in the following way:
1. I chose what I chose because the whole reason the family’s life changed was how the
outside world saw Jean-Christophe, a nuisance; “crazy.” The part where it was
anonymous faces of the people still throughout. looking, commenting, pointing-really
bothered me, when now the attitude is so different about seizures.
2. 2. I used black + white, black pen + ink markers and simple shapes to not only
emulate David. B. but also have the black space be the unending faces of ignorant
people and in the center the white space is Jean-Christophe + inside the black
sillouette as Pierre with the “seizure poking out as the “snake monster”
3. Outside ignorance can affect the family more than the illness.
4. Pg 131
5. Similar in concept
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Lauren’s image vividly expresses the intensity of a staring public while viewing a person who is
seizing. Her choice to use synecdoche emphasizes the negative and painful effect of people’s
stares. Whether or not they point to the person suffering, the effect remains the same; the
direction of gaze is focused on Jean-Christophe as “other.”
Lauren’s choice was to focus on one aspect of the situation, one in which she recognized
ignorance as an important contributing factor to David’s distress. David B.’s depiction places
many eyes in the frames showing Jean-Christophe. This density differs from Lauren’s as she
uses more black space to make the rest of the eyes disappear into the background where they
belong. Lauren, by having the eyes fade into the black space, implies a purposeful removal of the
critical unfeeling masses from relevancy and negates their commentary. From the ignorance of
others and Lauren’s depiction, we were able to move in class discussion to the theme of stigma.
Lauren’s depiction shows her agency in terms of choice of page and theme,
interpretation, and depiction of that theme in a single image. Further, she chose to “emulate”
David B. while re-constructing her image to show her interpretation in terms of public ignorance
of epileptic seizures. Further, she contributed to the class knowledge base by contributing the
theme of public ignorance as an important contributor to patient and/or family distress.
Epileptic is a difficult read; David’s story is intensely dark, and the pages are dense with
allusions to esoteric philosophies and religious symbolism. Mary’s visual response shows her
aesthetic response to reading the book (See Fig. 6):
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Fig. 6. Mary's visual response to Epileptic.
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Mary chose to express her emotional response to reading Epileptic. Her written explanation is as
follows:
1) I chose to depict this real scene of me reading Epileptic with my initial reaction because I
want to convey honestly what I felt about the book.
2) I used black & white, like in the book to make it a little more eerie. I felt eerie while I
was reading it!
3) I have to read the book a little bit at a time, or it becomes too much.
4) Page 27 was where I really started feeling disturbed. What that man got his bottom half
blown away. It’s so dark.
5) My depiction is similar to his in that its black and white.
6) My theme/emotion is not being able to handle it. Too creeped out, especially @ night to
read too much.-Trauma observer- Sympathy
Mary’s reaction to reading Epileptic is evidenced in her comic as well as her explanation. For a
student who usually turns in light and colorful works of art, her use of black in white is a
departure for her. I actually see it as an empathetic connection, but one that she is having trouble
accepting. Mary’s first two frames present a night scene; in the first, the night sky takes up the
space of an entire panel, focusing on night as setting. In the second panel, Mary adds her house,
and the next panel lets the reader into her bedroom as she reads Epileptic. Up to this point, Mary
has used what Scott McCloud would describe as aspect-to-aspect transitions in which different
views of the same moment or action are presented in sequence; she is holding the book in
reading position, but her eyes are drifting above the book into space. In the second row, her
reaction becomes the focus, her face serious as her eyes open wide and the only alphabetical text
reads, “creepy…” Mary has now established a narrowing viewpoint from world, to home, to
room, to individual. This panel is extremely important as an example of strategic use of image
and word. Without the accompanying word, Mary could be surprised, startled, or shocked; her
addition of “creepy” gives the reader a clear understanding of her reaction. Up to this point,
Mary’s subsequent panels will change the flow to moment to moment, as she eventually makes
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the decision to close the book and go to sleep. In the bottom row of frames, Mary begins to pull
away from the book, the lighter line work suggests a possible fading of her connection to the
book or her fatigue and wish for sleep. This panel is captioned only by “gross!” and establishes
her retreat from the book, and her decision to go to sleep depicted in the final panel.
Mary’s reaction to the book would be a superb example of Louise Rosenblatt’s belief that
the evocation of a literary work is a significant aspect of the reading experience. In fact, As Mary
states, her evocation is one of being “creeped out,” and her comic is the response resulting from
it.
While Mary’s response may seem on the surface to show a non-agentic withdrawal from
the text, it actually shows some aspects of human agency. Artistically, Mary demonstrates
planning and creativity in the making of her response. But her explanation shows other aspects of
agency. First, her explanation is extremely self-reflective in that she has a complete
acknowledgement and acceptance of her negative reaction to the text. She also explains that she
understands how she should approach reading it; she should read small portions at a time, and
she should not read it at bedtime. This understanding creates a plan for follow-through; she will
read small amounts of the book in the daytime. While Mary’s response demonstrates increased
knowledge in the form of understanding, she still contributes thematic information as she
chooses the theme of sympathy for a victim of trauma. While she is referring to a war injury to
David’s relative, she still shows an empathy with David B. through use of color; a student that
leans toward pastels is now composing in dark forms of black and white. Finally, Mary is able to
speak out honestly about her reaction and claim her own narrative as valid.
Finally, Micah chose to respond to page 107 below (see fig. 7):
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Fig. 7. David’s brother has a seizure in a commune. Page 107, Epileptic, by David B. Copyright
Penguin Random House LLC. With permission from publisher.
Page 107 depicts Jean-Christophe’s seizure in the “public” arena of a commune, a place the
parents had hoped would heal their son. The first panel describes the guilt and pressure that was
placed on commune residents; the depiction of the children as slaves emphasizes their lack of
agency. As on page 131, Jean-Christophe becomes the focus of crowd critical gaze as even the
fellow commune residents condemn him. The bottom frame shows David’s anger as he calmly
imagines killing them, his smile juxtaposed to the flying corpses that have become his victims.
This imagined agency comes through in the rhetorical expression of David’s anger. JeanChristophe as “other” is also emphasized; in the second panel, David’s allusion to a distressing
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event earlier in the memoir links the events. This becomes a pattern, as is evidenced by Lauren’s
selection of a public seizure on page 131.
While Stacie, Mary, and Lauren used similar tools in the use of pencil, pen, and markers,
students had the choice to use other media. Micah chose to do so, imposing three digital
photographs of his face in a single image to depict him reacting to the text.16 One image looks
straight out at the viewer, an image on the left looks downward while his eyes are closed, and the
image on the right shows him screaming in anger and frustration. Micah’s description of his
visual response is below:
I showed myself as a representation of how I Although felt reading epileptic, and how I
imagine the characters to have felt in the situation. This story speaks of struggle and love,
and includes much of the community. There is an analysis of the sociology and values of
those surrounding. I wanted to show the discomfort surrounding the situation. How
people caused frustration in a situation that was not controllable.
I used photography and digital, specifically frequency separation and masking in
photoshop.
The response of the greater community impacts our lives, beyond our most forward
ficade.
Page 107-hostility, rage, judgement etc.
My depiction is similar in visual chaos, and dark, heavy undertone. Different in that it is
photographic, and saturated.
Yes! My depiction shows much emotion. The subject is me, and the theme my emotional
response.
Micah’s response shows an embodied empathy as he takes on the emotion that he attributes to
David. He also expresses a theme similar to Lauren’s in expressing the power of onlookers to
cause distress.
All four students, as well as the rest of the students in the class, were able to make
choices according to their individual personal connections to the reading, constructing their own
interpretations, and using chosen materials. All four students also demonstrated behaviors of
student agency. Stacie, Lauren, and Micah composed works of art to demonstrate their thematic
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Because Micah used his own photograph in his visual response, I am not providing an image for his privacy.
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interpretations of David B.’s memoir. Each of them chose what they wanted to analyze and
interpret, and both of them reconstructed the text according to their interpretations. Mary, on the
other hand, used visual rhetoric to convey her emotional response to David B.’s memoir,
speaking out and also articulating her discomfort in her explanation. She also demonstrated selfreflective activity through making her visual response and coming up with a plan to more
effectively approach her reading of the book. Similarly, Micah also expressed his emotional
response to the events in the text, self-reflecting on his own empathetic response.
As students shared their responses after the exercise, we compiled a list of thematic
subjects on the whiteboard; all student responses were written down before they were discussed.
These thematic subjects, some of which were descriptions or emotions rather than traditional
themes, were as follows: “hiding, retreat into fantasy, moving, aggression, pushing mom away,
crying, laziness, lost, regression, guarded, intolerant, can defend brother, guilt, resentment,
frustration, anger, sadness, feelings of isolation.” These subjects were then jointly, as a class,
discussed and woven into themes. For example, David’s expressions of hiding, anger,
resentment, and sadness evolved into the theme, “Treating a patient involves treating the
family/family members need to be considered in care.” We also, as a class, discussed the stages
of loss, which many of the students were already familiar with. Also compiled on the
whiteboard, the students identified different types of loss that David and his brother were
experiencing: “loss of or changes in: body image, health, life, lifestyle, healthy status, ability,
safety.” These types of loss were then woven into the following themes: “Patients often undergo
stages of loss when confronted with illness or impairment,” and “Families also undergo stages of
loss when confronted with the illness or impairment of a family member.” As the class
progressed and we read other graphic medicine texts, I periodically asked students to come up to
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the whiteboard to contribute their themes. Sometimes the information would come from
individual students; other times, when the class worked in groups, a group representative would
come up and write the theme or other literary device on the board. By the end of the semester,
we had compiled a list of themes that will be provided at the end of this chapter.
Meaning-Making through Visual to Written Transmediation:
Course text: David Small’s Stitches
Stitches is the David Small’s graphic memoir about his having cancer and growing up in an
abusive home. The memoir is a beautifully drawn story of trauma resulting from fear, silence,
neglect, and lack of love. David’s parents ignore a growth on his neck until people begin to
comment on it, and David has surgery for tumor removal in his teen years. His parents’ silence
even extends to keeping the pathology reports from him; he finds out that the growth on his neck
was cancerous when he finds his mother’s note to her mother.
Small’s gently drawn, shades of washed gray tones contrast sharply with the dark tone of
his autobiographical material. A great deal is communicated through his facial expressions, and
strategic juxtaposition of images and events intensify his narrative. Small uses extremely
effective rhetorical techniques to tell the story of his traumatic childhood. His use of visual
metaphor is extensive; lack of physical voice after his surgery is analogous to his lack of voice in
an abusive home, and images from Alice in Wonderland symbolize his need for escape. In fact,
his psychiatrist is depicted as the White Rabbit. Dreams are vivid representations of aspects of
his life; at the end of his memoir, he rejects a dream in which his mother and grandmother
beckon him to stay in his home. He finally exerts his agency by refusing them as he leaves to go
outside.
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One class exercise involved a written translation of three wordless pages of Small’s text.
The sequence of purely visual images tells of David’s running from bullies he encounters in a
playground (Small 61-63). Small sets the stage by explaining his fascination with Lewis
Carroll’s Alice. Alice is able to enter a world of fantasy, and young David wishes that he could
do that as well. David pretends that he is Alice by draping a yellow cloth over his head; the cloth
represents Alice’s hair, to which David attributes qualities of magic (Small 56). David’s role play
serves to ostracize him further, as he sees mother’s pull their children away from him. Once he is
alone in the playground, the bullies appear and he runs home in fear, finding solace in his art.
The narrative sequence appears on pages 55 to 63. Student were asked to translate the wordless
panel sequence from pages 61-63 in writing; their narration begins on page 61 with David’s
return to the house (see figs. 8-10):

Fig. 8. David approaches his art materials. Stitches page 61.
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Page 61 opens the sequence with a series of four panels; two-thirds of the page consists
of a single panel depicting David the moment he comes home and shuts the door. Still wearing
his Alice head cloth, his facial expression is one of anger, and his body language shows fear and
frustration as he leans back, pressing against the door. The large panel sustains the moment as we
see a child in need of safety and frozen in position as he tries to provide his own shelter. The
bottom of the page depicts David coming into the living room, removing his head covering, and
kneeling over his drawing materials in a hunched over position.
The next two pages depict David’s escape into his imaginary world:

Fig. 9. David dives into the paper. Stitches page 62.
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Page 62 shows David in three non-paneled breaking down David’s entrance into the
paper. The images, seemingly frozen in time and lengthening the time while connecting David’s
movement, show a purposeful attempt to leave the real world for another. The lack of paneling
serves to remove the walls of his home as David makes his escape into fantasy.
The reader then sees the imaginary world depicted on page 63 as a stomach-shaped vessel
into which David and an imaginary friend slide:

Fig. 10. David escapes to join his imaginary friends. Stitches page 63
The single image on page 63 shows the rest of David’s entrance; at the top, only his feet remain
in the living room. The room now has the appearance of graph paper, as the real world and the
fantasy world switch places. We see David in successive positions as he slides down. He begins
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to smile and even begins to have animal characteristics as he joins his friends in a place where he
can belong.
For the class exercise, the students were asked to provide a narration, translating the
wordless pages into purely written text. Stacie’s translation is in first person narration:
Slamming the door behind me i held my whole body weight against it, as if the mean
gang of kids might come barrelling through at any moment. Once my heart rate slowed
and my heaving breaths became calm once more i dragged my feet to the living room
where a blank sheet of paper, full of possibilities greeted me. I loved Alice, and being her
was such a great game, but still embarrassed and ashamed of what the other boys had
seen I slowly pulled the towel of yellow hair off my head, and slumped before my paper.
My face grew closer to the blank sheet the more i slumped before it. The deeper my
slump became before my religious evening of drawing the more my face began to touch
the blank white rectangle until i began to emerge. Unlike alice, there was no fear as i sank
and dove into an unknown abiss. In fact, a smile overcame my face as i slid down and
down into the paper & was greeted once more by all my friends.
Stacie’s transmediation is a vivid retelling of the sequence; the overall focus is David’s
embodiment of emotion; she describes David’s holding the door shut with his “whole body
weight,” talks of his slowing heart rate and “heaving breaths,” and “dragging” his feet to and
“slumping” before the paper. Even more striking, though, is Stacie’s first-person narration as
David. In this way, she looks at the situation from David’s perspective in an empathetic
treatment of the translation.
Her description of David’s entrance into the paper is a combination of passive and active,
letting the paper draw him in as she repeats and emphasizes David’s slumping and sinking into
the paper; then, she brings in the metaphor of diving to bring a more purposeful angle to David’s
escape. The idea of drawing as David’s major mode of escape and coping comes through
Stacie’s narration as she describes David’s drawing as “religious;” by adding “once more,” to
David’s joining his friends, Stacie reinforces the idea that David’s escape into drawing is a
frequent occurrence.
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Mary’s narration contains some similarities to Stacie’s while using third person narration:
David slammed the door behind him. After leaning against the door for several minutes,
infuriated, he began walking to the living room, where his paper and crayons we already
on the floor waiting for him. He took the yellow scarf off his head and slumped to the
floor. Staring at the blank paper, he began to slip away. Suddenly he leaped forward and
climbed into the page. He began to crawl through a tunnel, just wide enough for him to
fit. He crawled until he reached the end, and found his friends waiting for him.
Caption: “falling into my imaginary world.”
You see his expression go from anger to pure happiness in the course of 3 pages. His
whole mood changes when he gets into his art.
Mary, like Stacie, uses the word “slammed” to describe the anger with which David closes the
door page 6; she emphasizes David’s anger by using “infuriated” for intensity. By stating that
David “[leaned] against the door for several minutes,” she translates the large amount of space
devoted to this image as a length of time spent there. Again, like Stacie, Mary describes David’s
position in front of the paper as “slumped,” but she uses a more active description to describe his
journey into his imaginary world. In Mary’s description, David “leaped,” and “began to crawl,”
suggesting a more purposeful attempt at escape than in Mary’s narration. Her use of “suddenly”
to introduce David’s entry into the paper suggests that David has made a decision to choose an
imaginary world over the real one. Even so, her caption, “falling into my imaginary world,” is
again passive, demonstrating as aspect of ambiguity in perceiving and translating the image; it
might also suggest the ambiguity of David’s mental state as he chooses escape.
Finally, Micah’s narration brings in a more agentic reading of the sequence:
David pushes his door closed in profound frustration. He paces the companion-less rooms
of his house and settles at a blank piece of paper. The stillness of the page provokes his
desire for peace and inspires his emotional environment. This could become a new place.
He emotionally, and psychologically dives into the possibilities of the world he hopes to
create. Where his heart is free, his quirks embraced as his peculiarities celebrated. He
lives in the gracious company of others like him as others completely dissimilar. They are
in harmony; engulfed by joy and acceptance.
Engulfed by joy in my new place.
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The ‘blank canvas’ idea, allows us, as readers, to fill our own escape environment. So
when David goes down the rabbit hole, we are also a part of the new environment.
Micah chooses to translate David’s mental state as frustrated rather than angry. He also describes
David’s entrance into an imaginary world as purposeful, the careful result of thinking while
pacing. The agentic idea of world building as a coping mechanism is present here. Additionally,
Micah brings in the idea that support and community are lacking in David’s life; therefore, he
creates his own community of marginalized individuals to help him cope.
All students employed their rhetorical and creative expression through creative writing.
All showed an empathetic understanding of David’s situation., and they used their own
interpretive skills and voices to read the sequence. While all addressed David’s emotional state,
Stacie and Mary both read it as angry, while Micah read it as frustration. They did, however,
assign varying amounts of agency to David, Micah’s being the most agentic of all. They were
also able to choose their descriptions, captions, and narrative voices to create their
transmediations of the sequence and to find meaning.
We can also consider the act of transmediation as an agentic activity. Siegel describes the
process, explaining, “Transmediation… increases students’ opportunities to engage in generative
and reflective thinking because learners must invent a connection between the two sign systems,
as the connection does not exist a priori” (455). Siegel also connects transmediation to metaphor
in that they both involve meaning produced through the connections made between sign systems
(473). Echoing Rosenblatt’s approach to reading, Siegel describes learning as an active process,
“a social process in which students actively construct understandings” (455). The active
construction of meaning is, consequently, an agentic process, as is reflective thinking.
Additionally, Siegel refers to students as “knowledge makers” in this process, which brings in
another aspect of student agency.
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Student agency through Critical Analysis of Graphic Medicine Texts
The competent critical analysis of a text can demonstrate a student’s accumulated knowledge and
close reading, or close looking, behavior. While critical analysis papers are not uncommon, the
assignment asking students to analyze text in the comics medium required them to use additional
perspectives and knowledges to in their analyses. The analysis of artistic design requires
application of Agency by Design’s sensitivity to design; in the instance of comics, that design
encompasses artistic and special knowledge as well as the more traditionally analyzed written
word in literature classes. Even the analysis of words in comics, though, requires specialized
knowledge; these comics texts may be analyzed in terms of captions, narration, dialogue, and
even typology.
The critical analysis essay was a major classroom assignment in which the students chose
to do a written analysis of either Epileptic or Stitches. While a critical essay of a class text is a
commonly used classroom practice, this assignment encouraged multimodal analysis in place of
written alphabetical class texts. Thus, students were asked to analyze the images, written
dialogue or narration, and the interaction between the two to create their interpretations of
aspects of their chosen class text. This assignment allowed my students to implement their
artistic knowledge in their analyses at the same time they were using literary analysis. As
members of the graphic medicine class interpretive community, they brought the skills that they
already possessed as artists while making meaning from the class knowledge building sessions
and writing complex critiques of the texts. Ashley Dallacqua, building an interpretive community
by having young readers study Marjane Satrapi’s Persepolis, states, “Within interpretive
communities students become critics” ( 2). Dallacqua found that her students “gain[ed]
interpretive authority and agency over their reading experience” (18). Like Dallacqua, I also
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found evidence of student agency when my college art students functioned as critics of graphic
medicine texts. In addition, my students were also asked to find two critical sources to
incorporate in their analyses, and we discussed how they could enter into dialogue with those
sources while bringing in their artistic expertise to create meaning and provide artistic and
literary analysis.
Stacie chose to do her analysis of Stitches, choosing the theme of poor communication
for her focus. Her effective title, “Loosely Stitched,” is Stacie’s metaphor for her the
disconnected relationships in David’s family. To bring in the reader through her interpretative
essay, Stacie provides examples from several aspects of the memoir; she discusses the literary
use of metaphor of David’s post-surgical lost voice as a metaphor for the absence of his voice in
his family relationships; she also traces the poor communication back to his grandmother and her
relationship with his mother, stating that David’s mother’s “unsavory upbringing, and life of ill
communication into the lives of her children, making the loss of David’s literal voice, ironic, as
well as symbolic.” Further, Stacie identifies an important metaphor connecting David’s mother’s
anger to her silence, explaining that Small complements the use of the visual metaphor of a tidal
wave to lack of communication with the narration, “Her silent fury was like a black tidal
wave…” Stacie also describes how David’s artistic style contributes to the theme; she states,
“Small’s use of gray washes was a smart and well thought out decision, as the many layers of
watered down ink are a giant reflection of a common theme of “wishy-washy” relationships in
the story…” Small’s art style hones in on the emotional aspect of art, focusing on the reactions
and interactions of his family, which are all mostly emotionally driven.” These comments
illustrate Stacie’s artistic knowledge and perspective. She addresses David’s use of gray washed
images as well as his use of facial expression. Stacie also makes the historical connection to
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David’s great-grandfather’s suicide attempt in which he consumed Drano in an attempt to
commit suicide. Like David’s post-surgical silence, David’s great grandfather loses his voice
from vocal cord damage.
Stacie demonstrates her close reading of Small’s text by her description of the family
cover up of his great-grandmother’s history as a petty thief. Stacie picks up on a parenthetical
phrase that reinforces the family history of silence as a family member returns stolen items
“quietly;” she explains:
Small’s values and beliefs stem from the groundwork of communication he was raised
with, and even something as simple and subtle as writing, “and of course quietly” in
parentheses, as if it was an obvious way to respond, really shows how skewed Small’s
idea of communicating is.
I believe that Stacie had intended to attribute the “skewed” communication to the young David
rather that the adult Small who recognizes this aberrant communication, she does show evidence
of close reading and meaning making from a short parenthetical phrase.
One of Stacie’s most profound perceptions comes from an evaluation she makes of
Small’s use of image and text. From the examples she gives, she concludes, “Stitches doesn’t
have much “fluff” in the writing, in fact there is a thousand times more information conveyed to
the audience through images than there is through dialogue, which is interesting considering the
way this whole novel is written is most likely a huge reflection of David Small’s speech pattern
and communication style.” This evaluation by Stacie indicates that she has examined Small’s
text in terms of word and image, and she makes the determination that there is more informative
weight in the images. In this way, she uses the knowledge that she has as an artist, gives credit to
her own interpretation. Although she did not bring in another critic’s perspective, Stacie did
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demonstrate her evaluative skills, and she demonstrated agentic behaviors through meaning
making, critical assessment, and rhetorical expression.
Micah chose to do his analytical essay on Epileptic. For his analysis, he chose to explore
Jean-Christophe’s seizures by looking at them through an existentialist lens. Titled “The
cxistential crises created by epilepsy, through depersonalization and derealization [lack of
capitalization in original],” Micah identifies scholars who have written on childhood epileptic
falls in seizures and on types of depersonalization. Identifying these perspectives, Micah applies
them to Epileptic by comparing Jean-Christophe’s seizure falls to animals that do not stand erect;
in this way he brings in perspectives on depersonalization and “otherness” while applying them
to our class text. Further, he points out that the dragon, David’s metaphor for epilepsy, is also
horizontal rather than vertical, emphasizing the importance of physical plane in the depiction of
consciousness versus unconsciousness but, more importantly, the idea of standing erect as a
human trait that must be maintained to remain human.
Although there is a significant amount of scholarship on Epileptic,17 Micah chose to bring
in experts from non-comics scholars, bringing in sources to support his chosen subject. He
effectively brought in scholars to help him explore seizures as alternate realities for both JeanChristophe and for David himself; Micah synthesizes the idea of alternate realities with those of
identity as he states, “[Jean-Christophe’s] epilepsy became a defining force in the identity of his
nuclear family.” From his discussion of these multiple perspectives, Micah then asks a question
that shows he thought processes in looking for meaning:
Given this conglomeration of realities, does the family supper epilepsy more tha[n] JeanChristophe? He is the vehicle of epilepsy, but not the sole beneficiary of its consequence.
In this instance, epilepsy exists through Jean-Christophe to his community. If he doesn’t

For comics scholarship on Epileptic, see Susan Merrill Squier, “So Long as they Grow Out of It;” Courtney
Donovan, “Graphic Pathographies;” and Stephen E. Tabachnick, “Autobiography as Discovery in Epileptic.”
17
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experience it, there is question to it being his reality, for he only experiences it ex post
facto, being something of the past.
By posing this question and by his discussion of what patients experience or do not remember
about their seizures, Micah is taking a psychological as well as an existential view of patient
experience in altered states. Outside of the classroom, Micah showed me his artwork that he
produced in response to his lack of memory regarding a head injury. After class one day, Micah
shared some of his artwork with me. He had composed images of photos taken prior to his
accident; he does not remember the moments represented, but the pictures are evidence that they
occurred. To work through his experience, Micah transposed these pictures onto medical scans
of his brain, juxtaposing evidence of trauma and erased memories. Upon re-reading Micah’s
paper, I now notice a profound connection between Jean-Christophe’s and Micah’s experiences.
Thus, it appears that I have evidence for a reader bringing in his own experiential knowledge in
the creation of meaning from a course text.
Both Stacie and Micah exhibited evidence of agency through meaning making and
knowledge building in their papers. Both were able to use rhetorical expression effectively to
make valid points about their chosen topics. Stacie was more focused on the visual aspects of the
text, while Micah chose to explore character mental states and reactions, using sources as a
springboard to ask his own questions to explore altered states of consciousness. While students
writing analytical essays of alphabetical texts also make choices in their areas of focus, I suggest
that multimodal texts provide even more opportunities for critical analysis.
Thematic subjects:
Medical personnel/patient communication
Patient/family communication
Adherence to medical plan
Stigma
Alienation
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Loneliness
Coping skills
Understanding medical processes/treatments
Belonging
Types of loss (loss of or change in: body image, health, life, lifestyle, healthy status, ability,
safety, etc.)
Experiences/feelings of family members
Treating the entire family
Identity
The reactions of others to difference
How to make an illness or impairment fit into one’s life
Examples of themes (authors’ messages):
Every patient needs a voice.
Family members need to express feelings.
Treating a patient involves treating the family/family members need to be considered in care.
Understanding the mechanics of a disease process can help one deal with that disease.
Giving patients tools to cope is critical in dealing with illness.
Patients may feel uncomfortable talking with medical personnel.
Patients often undergo stages of loss when confronted with illness or impairment.
Families also undergo stages of loss when confronted with the illness or impairment of a family
member.

The above themes do not specifically address agency, but they can be approached through an
agentic lens. Table 1 below expresses these themes as barriers to personal agency on the left,
with corresponding agentic behaviors in the column on the right (see table 1):
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Table 1. Class themes expressed in terms of agentic behaviors.
Lack of Agency
Lack of voice (patient, family member,

Agentic Behaviors
Rhetorical or creative expression through
medium of choice

student)
Storytelling
Loneliness, lack of belonging

Community building, Rhetorical or creative
expression, seeking help

Lack of adherence to medical plan

Patient-provider relationship

“Collaborative interpretation” through
collaborative knowledge-building, problemsolving, dialogue;
consideration of multiple perspectives
consideration of life circumstances
“Collaborative interpretation” through
collaborative knowledge-building, problemsolving, dialogue;
consideration of multiple perspectives

Identity and how to make an illness fit into

Identity construction, self-reflection,

one’s life

community-building, identifying resources

Lack of knowledge

Knowledge building through multimodal
resources,
Rhetorical or creative expression,

Loss

storytelling/narrative, community building
Lack of coping skills

Identification of expert resources

After identifying the themes present in the course texts, students were then able to consider them
while creating their own personal graphic medicine narratives.
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Student Agency through the Creation of Personal Graphic Medicine Narrative
To round out the class curriculum, the last assignment was the students’ second major
project, their personal graphic narratives about health or illness. In The Wounded Storyteller,
Arthur Frank explains, “I needed others’ thoughts in order to become fully aware of my own”
(42). Just as Frank learned from the stories of others, my students learned from the class texts
and could then produce their own. Students were asked to describe their purpose or inspiration,
audience, health care subjects or themes and their importance, artistic choices and how they
carried out the subjects and themes. I also asked the students to relate their piece to one of the
class texts, and to provide any relevant principles from their specialties. Topics were extremely
varied, and they included a doctor’s office visit, emergency room experience, domestic violence,
Crohn’s disease, head trauma, and depression.
On the last day of class, all of the students shared their art pieces and their stories. One
student created a collage depicting his ride in an ambulance after he had been shot. He expressed
his anger with the emergency technicians because they were asking him questions about school
and his life. This sparked an interesting discussion because another student, an emergency
medical technician, understood the reasons for the questions. She explained to him that the
technicians were purposely asking him questions to keep him conscious. The different
perspectives of each of the two students were based on life experiences. Because they were able
to share them and discuss them, they both came to a mutual understanding in a positive and
meaningful way. Interestingly, the emergency medical technician’s artwork depicted a rare
instance in which the patient was extremely thankful for her service.
Two of my students created projects that included the relevance of their Mexican
heritage. On student created a graphic narrative about his uncle, an undocumented worker, who
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was diagnosed with lung cancer. Unable to afford treatment, his life was at risk until relatives
from his home were finally able to raise money for him. Two issues were at the forefront; one
was the problem with lack of insurance, and the other was the “illegal” status of the uncle. This
comic demonstrated how outside forces and political issues can negatively influence health.
The other student had two language issues making speaking and writing difficult for him. First,
Spanish was his first language. Second, he was hearing impaired. Academics were extremely
difficult for him, but he was able to participate in this assignment through art. He drew a series of
three illustrations depicting his memory of an extreme headache with fever. He compared the
headache to the blazing heat of the Mexican desert, placing the visual metaphor inside his brain
in one of the pictures. In spite of his language issues, he was able to make meaning. These two
students are examples of the potential of the comics medium to be extremely inclusive of student
voice.
The following two student projects and essays are examples of the powerful selfreflection, rhetorical and creative expression, and self-healing potential of student-produced
graphic medicine narratives.
Mary’s Personal Graphic Medicine Project
Mary’s project tells of her grandfather’s stroke later development of dementia. Choosing
to do a combination of drawing and collage, she depicts him at home in his hospital bed (see fig.
11):
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Fig. 11. Mary's Project: Her grandfather’s dementia.
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Mary uses image and word to depict her grandfather and his current state of existence. The
words in the collage explain why; they are descriptions of stroke, dementia, and mental
deterioration.
What adds significant meaning, though, is the extremely moving essay that Mary wrote
to accompany the piece. She begins with her memories of visiting her grandparents as a child,
providing such details as her father’s strength and the way he would peel an apple for her. She
moves from her description of a strong and vibrant man to one almost completely incapacitated.
In fact, she alludes to his lack of physical and personal agency as she explains that the TV
remote is her grandfather’s only means of control. As Mary reflects on his physical decline, she
asks, “But is life worth living when you’re in a state such as this?” Commenting on his gradual
loss of mobility she reflects, “Looking back now, I think he felt like it was a lost cause.” This
statement indicates Mary’s reflection, considering her grandfather’s perspective, as well as
making sense of a terrible situation.
In describing her piece, Mary “I wanted to portray the hopefulness of his fading mind,
and the hopelessness of his current state of which he seems so unaware aware of.” Mary explains
that her grandparent now lives with her family, and the effect of illness on family members
comes through in her essay. Mary also explains that the images of movies, which her grandfather
confuses with reality, represent the “bright side” of the though bubble representing his thoughts.
These then fade to black and white as the mental deterioration progresses. This fading reflective
of Mary’s summation of her grandfather’s life:
In the way that I put this piece together, it tells a story of a man who had many
adventures in his lifetime, but one stroke and it all begins to disintegrate. I also showed
this in my technique of collage. The colored pictures of the heroes are ripped and floating
through bits and pieces of medical facts and definitions of Dementia and Strokes.
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Mary also expresses advocacy and community building with her final two sentences:
“I hope that this piece speaks for all patients with this kind of situation, and their families.
Although it is a personal piece, I do think that it has a strong message and emotional pull for
anyone who has seen a person in this state.” In Mary’s case, her creative expression acted as a
springboard for the self-reflection that was expressed in her essay.
Stacie’s Personal Graphic Medicine Project
Stacie, in her extremely moving six-page comic, reflects on her mother’s suicide attempt
resulting from reactions to antidepressant medications. She begins with her parents’ financial
problems that cause them to argue and drink. As her mother tells a doctor of her sadness, he puts
her on antidepressants. While they work at first, Stacie’s mother begins to suffer severe
emotional and psychological symptoms. One night, when her symptoms are particularly intense,
Stacie’s mother overdoses on pills. In the figure below, we see Stacie’s depiction of her “ghostlike” mother, followed by the reactions and actions of the rest of the family. Stacie uses a
significant amount of alphabetical text to narrate the episode, and her images are highly
emotionally charged (see fig. 12):
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Fig. 12. Stacie's Project, page 3. Her mother attempts suicide.
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Human emotional reactions dominate the images on the page, and they are present in the facial
expressions and gestures of Stacie and her father. Stacie reflects harshly on her sixteen-year-old
self, using descriptive words “selfish,” and “immature,” and surrounding her image with the
words, “angst” and “attitude.” In the narration, Stacie brings out her lack of empathy, her lack of
seeing her mother’s perspective, and her lack of coping skills during the emergency. Stacie’s
distress is overtly evident, as it is mirrored in the body language of her father in the bottom of the
page.
Stacie’s mother recovers in a clinic, and Stacie describes her mother’s additional
symptoms after stopping the medication, which were as bad as when she was on the medication.
Stacie expresses her concern about inappropriate prescribing of medications and inadequate
patient management and explains that another purpose of her comic is to encourage patients to
take an active role in their medical care. Happily, her mother recovers, and Stacie explains in her
essay that she thought was past the trauma of the episode:
Prior to this assignment I thought I had overcome my mom’s suicide attempt, and that it
was in the past, but as soon as I sat down to sketch out ideas and think on the subject, the
amount of tears it took to get here tells me I might have experienced some trauma from
the event. However, writing this analytical paper now is a breeze, and I have never felt
more at peace about the situation. Creating this short brief version of my mom’s story has
helped me heal from a wound I’d left open since then, I never thought I would get such
refreshing closure.
By creating and writing about her project, Stacie was able to self-reflect, make sense of, and selfheal through the process. Stacie ends her essay by describing her overall experience with graphic
medicine:
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Creating this sequential narrative had brought me so much peace of mind, and heart that I
cannot begin to thank you for assigning this project to us. Without this class I never
would have tried to tackle something I didn’t even realize I’d buried for five years. This
was truly the best way I could have ever dreamed of ending my college career, by gaining
closure on something I didn’t even know I needed healing from. Despite all the anxiety
and tears, it has been a joy creating it, and I would do it all over again. In fact, I plan on
revisiting this comic someday and thoroughly expanding on it, so that perhaps like so
many graphic medicine comics you showed us, help someone better understand their
medical situation, or simply to educate others.
Like Stacie, many of my other students articulated the desire to help others with similar
experiences in their papers. Arthur Frank explains the change in dynamic from sufferer to helper.
He states, “As wounded, people may be cared for, but as storytellers, they care for others”
(Location 139). This suggests that students, in making sense of their own experiences with
illness or those of others through comics storytelling, can better care for others or for themselves.
Observations:
In sum, these three class activities using graphic medicine texts were all forms of
knowledge-building and meaning-making. Students were given choices to increase their own
understandings of these texts while increasing their knowledge of the human experience with
health and illness. In addition, the students were able to bring their own experiences, interests,
and artistic knowledges to collectively produce a working list of health-related themes in
partnership with me as instructor. Students were able to critically analyze class texts, making
sense and meaning from the comics treatment of health and illness, and they were able to
contribute to class dialogue in the discussion of visual techniques and themes. They were able to
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make appropriate choices for the expression of visual responses, and to use effective visual and
alphabetical rhetoric to respond to the texts. They also used creativity to process information, and
the class formed an interpretive community in which further meaning making could occur.
Evidence of the collaborative knowledge building and meaning making can be seen in the class
compilation of themes; this list would be used with subsequent classes in which they would be
shared with other students. Finally, the students, through the creation and explanation of their
own personal graphic medicine narratives, were able to self-reflect and self-heal from distressing
or traumatic incidents or aspects of their lives. They were also able to express the desire to help
others by creating their own graphic narratives.
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Introduction to Collaboration Chapters
In following two chapters, I identify evidence of and explore the efficacy and healing
potential of the practice of graphic agency in two collaborative class contexts. I will be looking
for graphic agency present in class and student-produced texts, and for evidence of student
agency in the performance of class activities. In addition to the lens of graphic agency, the
theoretical applications will include service learning, vicarious learning, and design thinking.
The LeBonheur Collaboration classes were designed to benefit both MCA art students
and the LeBonheur Children’s Hospital. The intended outcome was the production of graphic
medicine materials to be used as patient education tools for hospital clinics. Through school and
hospital collaboration, art students had real-world experiences with the hospital as an actual
client, and the hospital received artistic patient education materials for their patients. I also
designed the classes to prepare the students for possible future work in the graphic medicine
field. The collaborations were done twice; the first for the hospital’s asthma clinic and the second
for the hospital’s diabetes clinic. As the following chapters demonstrate, in each case the
collaborations resulted in multiple advances in student and client graphic agency—these agency
developments offer clients, patients, and students power and can promote better health and
educational outcomes.
A major objective of both classes was to offer students places and projects to employ
creative problem-solving through their production of graphic medicine materials while
addressing needs of the hospital clinics in improving patient self-care. The collaboration between
MCA and LeBonheur provided an opportunity for my students to participate in service-learning,
described by Amelia Jenkins and Patricia Sheehey:
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Service-learning allows students the opportunity to practice critical thinking skills and
apply learning in real-world settings, while meeting authentic needs in communities.
Service-learning presents students with real-world problems to confront, alternatives to
consider, and solutions to find. Service-learning challenges students to work collegially,
communicate successfully, and acquire and exercise new skills. (52)
Since the students drew on their growing knowledge of graphic texts to participate in service
learning at Le Bonheur, the collaboration experience reflected the benefits of service learning
described by Sheehy and Jenkins but amplified and extended the communication and creativity
through the practice of graphic agency in a real-world setting. Confronting problems and
proposing and implementing solutions for them are agentic behaviors. Similarly, to “work
collegially” and to “communicate successfully” suggest the agentic actions of collaborating,
using rhetorical expression, and contributing to dialogue. In “practice[ing] critical thinking
skills,” students strategize about using art to assist the clinicians in their patient education
process.
Service learning enhanced by the use of graphic texts and graphic agency principles also
offers opportunities for innovation through creative problem-solving and design thinking. Just as
design is important in writing pedagogy (New London Group) and in fostering student agency
(Agency by Design), the application of design can be a contributor to institutional improvement
or social change. Service learning and social innovation are related in their goals of improving
social conditions in a variety of contexts. Bennett and McWhorter offer their idea of the
importance of innovation applied to human resources:
Social innovation (SI) is integral to productive outcomes that resolve unmet
social needs in various social movements throughout history, and it has become a
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movement of its own. SI provides a powerful place for social movement learning
(SML) where solutions are often discovered through partnership of cross-sector
affiliates who engage in creative work that often challenges the status quo in
society… (224)
The idea of social innovation expressed above acknowledges the positive contributions of
creativity and bridging perspectives from different fields. Social innovation is equally applicable
to healthcare, as social issues often affect both patient and provider. Graphic medicine provides
opportunity for innovation in the health care field, and its contributions are becoming more
widely recognized. For example, The Mayo Clinic Center for Innovation conference, Transform,
included a discussion on graphic medicine and its contributions to health care presented by MK
Czerwiec and Michael Greene of the Graphic Medicine International Collective. The Center is
now accessible as the Innovation and Design team at the Robert D. and Patricia E. Kern Center
for the Science of Health Care Delivery, and is described as follows:
Interdisciplinary groups within Innovation and Design fuse design principles with the
scientific method to uncover needs in the health care environment, which include
empathy, creativity, systems thinking and a human-centered focus. Each group begins
with big ideas formed around people's needs, frames those ideas as opportunities, defines
and refines the concepts, and moves fast to validate tangible models that can be scaled.
(Mayo Clinic Kern Center)
The description above reflects the idea of design thinking in health care, and it is analogous to
design thinking in education. Using criteria from Harvard’s Agency by Design, this approach to
innovation is agentic. Additionally, the center’s multidisciplinary focus corresponds to the
increasing implementation of multimodal texts as well as the collaborative approach of a team.
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Like the New London group’s focus on design for improving literacy pedagogy, design is also an
important aspect of thinking. According to the Stanford d. school website, “Design thinking is a
methodology for creative problem solving. You can use it to inform your own teaching practice,
or you can teach it to your students as a framework for real-world projects” (“Get Started with
Design Thinking”). The d.school’s five stages of design thinking are especially enlightening. The
steps are “Empathize,” “Define (the problem),” “Ideate,” “Prototype,” and “Test.” Defining a
problem and brainstorming for ideas are common steps in writing research compositions. The
ideas of prototyping and testing align with Agency by Design’s problem solving through redesign. In my collaborative classrooms, defining the problem came from interactions with clinic
staff and from materials produced for patients. My students created prototypes in their initial
designs for patient education materials, and these materials were “tested” in presentations to
clinic and hospital staff. Applying design thinking in a health-related setting is also important in
addressing physical, mental, emotional, and intellectual health. When graphic agency and the
creativity of graphic texts are employed, my findings with my students indicate that there is a
heightened agency that shifts traditional power dynamics in healthy and productive ways.
What really stands out in considering design thinking, though, is the importance of
empathy in beginning the design process. According to Howard Spiro, “Empathy is the feeling
that persons or objects arouse in us as projections of our feelings and thoughts. It is evident when
‘I and you’ becomes ‘I am you,’ or at least ‘I might be you’" (843). I believe that my students
developed empathy in a number of ways, including reading patient graphic pathographies,
experiencing the hospital tour, and learning about asthma and diabetes through class discussions
with clinic staff. This belief is supported by Spiro’s point that empathy can be learned through
conversation and through literary works (844-45). Further, Spiro maintains that “Empathy can be
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strengthened best through stories” (845). Reading graphic pathographies, then, would foster
student empathy while helping them learn vicariously from these texts. My analysis of my
students’ texts in the following two chapters will provide evidence of their learning from
example texts, empathy, and social innovation through the design of patient education materials
for the hospital clinics.
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Chapter 4
Hospital Collaboration Class 1: Teaching Graphic Medicine as a Health Communication Tool for
Children’s Asthma
The first collaboration between my students at the Memphis College of Art was with the
LeBonheur Children’s Hospital asthma clinic, CHAMP (Changing High-Risk Asthma in
Memphis through Partnership). The collaboration was conducted over two consecutive
semesters. For the first semester MCA class, I taught a background course in graphic medicine
and asthma. The second semester studio course was taught by Michele Noiset, chair of the
illustration department at MCA. Professor Noiset and I maintained communication through
periodic meetings; in addition, a graduate student attended my course and acted as liaison for the
studio course. Per Professor Noiset’s suggestion, we decided not to limit the students to comics
production, but to give them artistic choice in their patient education projects. The graduate
student produced a zine, a comics project of short magazine length, while others produced
projects of varying image and word relationships. All of the projects fit the definition of graphic
texts and all demonstrate the potential agency-producing power of graphic medicine texts.
Professor Noiset, as chair of the Illustration Department at MCA, approached students
individually to recruit them to participate in the collaboration. My background course, titled
“Special Topics: Graphic Medicine: Comics, Graphic Novels, and Health Care,” was designed
with the following course description:
This class is the first of two classes involved in a collaborative project with the CHAMP
(Changing High-Risk Asthma in Memphis through Partnership) program at Le Bonheur
Children’s Hospital. The project, still in its formative stage, is intended to conclude with
a graphic medicine product designed for high-risk asthma patients in the hospital and/or
clinic. This first semester, with a literary and scientific approach, will prepare students
for the application of these principles in the second semester studio course. We will
explore aspects of asthma that include a basic knowledge of the respiratory system
(anatomy and physiology), asthma as a disease process, allergic response, and the basic
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pharmacology of medications used in asthma treatment. The course will also address the
psychosocial implications associated with childhood asthma, chronic illness, and the
needs of the Memphis population. The end product of this semester will be a plan to be
implemented in the studio course offered in Spring 2017; this project will be the result of
creative interpretation of the information gathered and of the creative ideas of the
students.
I began the background course with an introduction to graphic medicine and an overview of the
collaboration project. For their first assignment, the students critiqued the CHAMP website to
see where art might enhance patient knowledge or motivation. The purpose was to begin with a
raw intuitive initial inquiry before giving the students information. In this way, students could
bring in and apply their own artistic knowledge as critics and professionals while looking for
potential intervention opportunities, thereby positioning them as more empowered agents in a
professional context.
Collaborative Interpretation through the Critique of Model Texts
Reading comics materials produced for artistic education would first provide them with
information that would help in the production of their own; the students’ materials would address
specific needs of the clinic. Further, the materials would serve as examples or models for
vicarious learning from which students could then create their own products. Examining comics
for strengths and weaknesses also requires close reading, or “looking closely” as delineated by
Agency by Design. By looking closely, students could then “find opportunity” for their own
productions.
The first graphic medicine text was Iggy and the Inhalers, a comic book produced by
Alex Thomas and Gary Ashwal of Booster Shot Comics. The comic, designed for children to
help them understand the difference between their daily inhaler and their emergency inhaler,
encourages correct use and follow-through. This comic introduced my students to basic asthma
physiology and management while demonstrating one comic’s approach to problem solving. We
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discussed the students’ impressions of the comic book, what they believed to be its strengths and
weaknesses, and the techniques and strategies employed. The students’ initial comments,
collected on the whiteboard, can be seen below (see figs. 13 and 14).

Fig. 13 Student comments on strengths of Iggy and the Inhalers.

Fig. 14. Student comments on weaknesses of Iggy and the Inhalers.

Students used their knowledge as artists to discuss the comics and became active collaborators
with me in interpreting meaning and discussing their impressions of image and word. They made
their assessments with two perspectives, one as artist and the other as physiology student. In this
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way, they were already looking at the patient education materials from the perspectives of
producer and of consumer. This is evident is their assessment of visual representation of the
pulmonary system, which they expressed as “good visuals.” In addition, the students noted the
effectiveness of an interactive page, written on the board as “interactions,” in which patients
could color in the respiratory system anatomy in order to take their own action in order to learn.
This interactive page depicting the constriction of the airway in asthma, is shown below (see fig.
15):
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Fig. 15. Comic shows how asthma affects the airway, and it helps readers learn by coloring different parts of airway
anatomy. © 2015 Booster Shot Media, Inc. Reproduced with permission from the publisher.
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The students pointed out that having patients color the inside of the airway would not only
engage and educate them, but it would allow them to take an action through drawing that would
give them a measure of control. The idea of reader interaction would be implemented in some of
my students’ final projects.
Additionally, the students identified narrative elements in the storytelling technique. The
students identified exposition in which the lead character has an asthma attack at school, and the
use of an indeterminate inhaler, Iggy, to narrate the story. The students particularly appreciated
the personification and metaphoric treatment of the inhalers to demonstrate the different ways
the inhalers work. Asthma inhaler treatment consists of a daily inhaler and an emergency inhaler.
The daily inhaler, referred to as the controller, works to minimize airway inflammation through
the daily administration of medication. In Iggy and the Inhalers, the controller is represented as a
talking robot. For emergencies, a bronchodilator inhaler, that works to loosen the muscle bands
around the airway, is represented by a western sheriff-looking character named “Broncho.” The
association of muscle bands with the action of a lasso helps with the visualization of muscle
airway tightening. Although Iggy and the Inhalers is aimed at children, it can also help to explain
the differences in inhaler purpose for adults as evidenced by my students’ comments in class and
in evaluation.
Discussions were lively and had important markers of collaboration; we were able to
share observations and learn from one another. In this way, the students were acting with agency
as knowledge-builders and critics, and they formed an interpretive community through their
contributions to problem-solving dialogue.
Students also read Medikidz Explain Severe Asthma, a comic book using body system
correlated superheroes to take the child with asthma, and the reader, inside a planet representing
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and shaped like the human body. In the Medikidz comic, each body system is represented by a
superhero. Many of the students’ comments were positive, as evidenced below (see fig. 16):

Fig. 16. Student comments from class discussion: strengths of Medikidz Explain Severe Asthma.

Again, students acted as critics in their assessments. Of particular importance is their recognition
of humor as a rhetorical technique that they found effective. They also distinguished their
possible differences in audience, stating that they felt that the Medikidz comic might have a
wider demographic. Their noted comments on weakness can be seen in below (see fig.17):

Fig. 17. Student comments from class discussion: weakness of Medikidz Explain Severe Asthma.
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Their critical comments regarding weaknesses of Medikidz show a detailed analysis of different
aspects of design. First, they question the credibility of a human planet. They also note a need for
a visual of the respiratory system. Their estimation that the producers of the comic assume the
reader knows about asthma shows evaluation for clarity and quality of information. Finally, they
comment on what they consider ineffective characterization, and they point specifically to one
potentially offensive character. The gastrointestinal system is portrayed by an overweight
character; my students noted that they would not have represented the body system in that
manner due to risk of offense or stigma. In this way, my students demonstrated empathy for
readers that might be offended by the character’s representation.
After reading both diabetes comics, the students then compared the Medikidz comic with
Iggy and the Inhalers, looking at the different art styles, explanations of asthma physiology and
treatment, use of color, and narrative elements to consider different approaches to teaching
children about asthma. They also discussed possible usefulness according to patient ages. In this
way they brought their expertise as artists into our class discussion. Admittedly, some of the
observations are subjective appraisals, but their critical attention to qualities of rhetorical
significance is agentic.
As the semester progressed, I introduced additional graphic medicine comics to provide
further information or examples. We used the Manga Guide to Physiology section on asthma to
show a comic aimed at older or adult students’ needs by supplying more specific and detailed
information. Other readings included an alphabetical written text, In Sickness and In Play, to
learn about strategies for coping with asthma as a chronic illness; and El Deafo, a full-length
graphic narrative about a child’s experience with deafness. Although it was not about asthma, El
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Deafo was instrumental in introducing the students to a non-fiction graphic memoir from a
child’s perspective and to her way of coping with becoming deaf after an illness. The child
begins to see her deafness as a superpower when she realizes that her hearing device, connected
to her teacher’s microphone, allows her to hear her teacher in the bathroom. The graphic novel
was helpful showing how a chronic illness or disability affects many aspects of life, how the
comics medium can help children to cope, how graphic narrative can convey information, and a
child’s perspective on the experience of disability. Students drew from the agency depicted in
this child perspective on disability to explore their own complex positions in relation to health,
art, and power. In other words, readings of graphic narratives allowed student collaborators to
enact and develop their own medically graphic agencies within the context of the collaborative
opportunities.
Student Personal Graphic Narratives as Preparation for Intervention
To help them practice creating graphic medicine materials for the clinic, I asked the students to
produce their own artistic narrative about an experience with healthcare as the mid-term project.
My purpose for the assignment was to have students tell their own stories before attempting to
address issues of others. The project enabled the students to practice translating a health
experience from a secure knowledge base, their own experience, as well as to provide a sense of
empathy by taking on the role of health care consumer to facilitate a connection with the patients
they would be creating projects for. This is in line with the “empathize” phase of design thinking.
It would also allow the students to “tinker,” an agentic activity advocated by Agency by Design,
with the artistic expression of health-related themes while “prob[ing] their own perspective[s]”
and reflecting on personal experiences (“Framework”). Additionally, the students would be able
to implement narrative agency in the telling of their own stories from their own perspectives.
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Projects were diverse; one student made a poster about his brother’s psoriasis; another
created a zine consisting of an extremely moving series of images expressing his experience with
sexual assault. A third created a depiction of her experience of anesthesia for a surgical
procedure. Our graduate student, Joanne, created her own comic about an experience with
insomnia called “Sleep No More;” it is particularly illustrative of graphic agency (see fig. 18):
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Fig. 18. Joanne’s comic project about her insomnia.
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This page is an excellent example of student decision making as an example of McCloud’s
choices in comics storytelling. Joanne effectively narrates her decision to seek help for her
insomnia in a single page consisting of 7 free-form panels. The use of anthropomorphized
animals to represent humans has been noted to promote empathy (Keen 135). It also provides an
example of Scott McCloud’s proposal that the less a character looks like a realistic
representation, the more one can identify with that character (McCloud Understanding 31).
Joanne also uses creative expression through visual and written rhetoric to narrate her
experience. The first imageless panel illuminates her lack of agency as she narrates, “The tears
would not stop and I realized I was at an impasse.” Her tears become the actor in the panel as she
is unable to stop them. Notably, Joanne is not visually represented in the panel, and the choice to
have her absent from the panel emphasizes her lack of agency. In this case, the choice of image
is no image at all, and Joanne had effectively chosen what to leave out of the panel. In contrast,
Joanne appears in the next panel exerting some agency by asking for help.
Strategic decision making in comics storytelling is also present in the middle row of
Joanne’s comic. First, she elicits reader empathy by devoting a single panel to her experience of
waiting to be seen by a provider. Indeed, most readers have experienced long periods in waiting
rooms. Next, she uses the middle panel to condense the passage of time by depicting her in the
process of filling out the medical history form. In one stationary panel, the reader imagines the
progress and completion of the form prior to her being seen. Since most readers have also
experienced the tedious task of filling out medical forms, empathy is produced as the reader
brings his or her understanding of common experience into the act of reading and interpretation.
Joanne’s explanation of her sense of helplessness is effectively shown in the final panel of the
middle row; while she rationally explains her inability to sleep, her depiction of herself
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metaphorically falling shows the lack of control accompanied by the intense emotion portrayed
in her face. Again, reader empathy is elicited through strategic use of visual metaphor. The
complete lack of agency depicted in the panel is then juxtaposed to her meeting with the therapist
in the bottom panel.
Her bottom panel depicting the therapy session dramatically shows Joanne gaining
agency as she tells of her worries. Her body leans forward in an active position as she speaks,
suggesting agency through the expression of her thoughts and feelings. In the accompanying
narration, she emphasizes her self-reflection and subsequent illumination of the cause of her
insomnia. In addition, Joanne depicts a patient-provider partnership by providing an equal
portion of space to both Joanne and her therapist. While the therapist listens in a relaxed position,
indicating that she is taking the time needed to listen to Joanne, Joanne complements the image
with her written description of the therapist’s office as a safe space. Finally, Joanne suggests the
ongoing process of time in the therapeutic relationship through her framing technique; the
framing at the top of the panel dissolves by the bottom. Thus, in one page, Joanne creates a page
illuminating degrees of agency in a medical setting, and demonstrates patient and student agency
through self-reflection, creative and rhetorical expression, problem-solving, and narrative
agency.
Collective Problem Identification and Problem-Solving
An important part of our collaboration was the student’s interaction with the clinic staff.
First, two of the clinic asthma educators, the nurse educator and respiratory therapist, gave an
introduction to asthma treatment and a general introduction to the clinic. After orientations and
the information sessions, the students generated a list of problems to be addressed with their art
projects (see fig. 19):
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Fig. 19. Initial student list of problems with potential approaches for problem-solving.

The students identified the above problems after convening with hospital staff. Some ideas for
possible artistic approaches were generated concurrently, as shown in the lower right corner of
the photo.
The complete list of topics identified for potential artistic intervention is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Not using the controller inhaler everyday (the importance of daily use)
Not recognizing early signs of an impending attack (the clinic’s snowball metaphor)
Not understanding that giving cough medicine will hasten an attack
Not using a spacer with their inhaler to prevent medication from going into the throat
instead of into the bronchi of the lung (car going 60 miles per hour metaphor)
5. Children with asthma thinking their decreased respiratory function is normal
6. Not understanding that missing an appointment may lead to an emergency room visit
7. Social or economic considerations or barriers: missing school, work for appointments
8. Not understanding what the medications are
9. Medication confusion, especially when multiple homes are involved, lost medicine
10. Forgetting to update the clinic’s contact information for follow up
11. How to make treatments or information “cool”
12. Special needs of teens
13. Recognizing triggers (environmental agents causing asthma attacks, such as dust,
cigarette smoke, pollen, chemicals)
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Students then chose which problem or problems to solve, which information they wanted to
present, what age group they would address, and what type of art project they wanted to use as
the vehicle for problem-solving. A general brainstorming session resulted in a number of
potential artistic projects (see fig. 20):

Fig. 20. Ideas for asthma materials from class brainstorming session.

A wide variety of ideas came out in the brainstorming session. Ideas were creative and
demonstrated student understandings of what they understood about asthma and the patient
experience. Some ideas were playful, such as creating a “Justice League of Asthma,” a superhero
narrative for patient empowerment; “asthmatic otters,” which would be an enjoyable narrative
using anthropomorphic animals to allow all children to identify with the characters; and games or
a coloring book to provide positive associations with asthma and to provide an interactive
experience. One idea, creating a washable toy, was a direct response to dust that collects on
stuffed animals. Because dust mites are an asthma trigger, a washable toy would allow a child to
have a cuddly toy without exacerbating the disease process. The idea of decorating equipment
was another creative idea, but one that brought up concerns. While decorating a spacer might
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encourage a child to use it as a necessary attachment to their inhaler, the students questioned
whether or not a clear spacer was medically necessary. Answering this question would require
consultation with staff to ensure safety concerns. The idea of decorating a spacer was adjusted to
decorating a spacer in an activity book; this illustrated problem-solving, reflection, and reframing
of the idea by the student. The idea of visualizing CHAMP metaphors was determined to be
implemented as a separate activity for all students, and this topic will be discussed later in the
chapter.
Creating an Implementation Plan
At this point, the students had exerted agency by collaborative knowledge building,
critique of materials, identifying problems in need of solving, making decisions about how to
solve the problem. Now, they would exert agency through their project proposal to carry out the
project. In this way, the students were involved in the curriculum plan, setting their own
deadlines for completion of their projects. Since the plan would be executed in the studio course,
the assignment was designed by Professor Noiset. For the proposal, students were asked to select
and describe their projects, identify additional research required, identify a list of “consultants”
or experts they could go to with questions, list supplies and costs, and provide a semester
schedule for sharing with the class group. The students were provided with dates, but what they
chose to complete and share by each date was up to them. Each of these proposal sections
involved types of agentic behaviors (planning/setting short term goals, making decisions,
identifying a purpose for intentional action, identifying expertise). In addition, since students
were involved in planning their own learning, the assignment facilitated a democratic classroom
as well.
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Joanne’s proposal is particularly illustrative of these agentic behaviors. She describes her
intentions in the following way:
Similar to El Deafo by Cece Bell, this zine would contain some educational information
but its main purpose would be to describe the asthmatic experience. By portraying the
experience of an asthmatic, the zine would help to cultivate a dialogue about the effects
of asthma beyond the physical, specifically the sense of isolation felt by some sufferers of
asthma. As with my Memphis Adventure Zines, this zine would encourage its readers to
get involved in the community.

In the first sentence, Joanne notes her intent to focus on patient experience while also providing
some information. She expresses her inspiration from Bell’s graphic novel, evidence of vicarious
learning through example. Her description identifies a need to be addressed, the isolation that
may come with chronic illness, and her intent to inspire community involvement indicates
advocacy. Further, she identifies a need to address the teen population as a population with
specific age-related needs.
She also explains her plan by specifying resources that she will use to make an effective
product, including scholarship on zines, one of our class texts that discusses the psychosocial
aspects of childhood asthma, and the graphic medicine website for additional comics about
asthma. After listing supplies and costs, she adds a storyboard to show how the project will look
(see fig. 21):
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Fig. 21. Joanne’s storyboard.
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Clearly, she had already begun her project by drawing the visuals for the body of the zine, and
the dialogue would be added the next semester. We can also visualize her process; while some
comics artists might work from a script, she chose to begin with the visual storytelling.
Therefore, in addition to her choices of what images and what alphabetical text to include, she
was also able to choose the creative process that works for her. Finally, her proposal included the
following schedule:
January 17th—Class Start Date
January 30th—Finalized storyboard
February 13th—preliminary art work for first third of zine (pages 4-7) via scanned images of art
February 27th—finalized pages and writing for first third of zine (pages 4-7) via digital files
March 20th—preliminary art work for second third of zine (pages 8-11) via scanned images of
art
April 3rd—finalized pages and writing for second third of zine (pages 8-11) via digital files
April 17th—preliminary art work for last third of zine plus cover, back, title, and end page art
(pages 1,3,12-15,16, and 20) via scanned images of art
April 24th—Project unveiling. Final version of all pages of zine (1-20), bound copies, and poster
(11”X17”) versions of pages 4-15.
By the self-determination of deadline content, she was able to set her own goals while working
within the class structure. Similarly, she was able to make choices, identify a need for
intervention, and perform what Bandura calls “self-reactiveness,” or “self-regulation,” in the
performance of completion the next semester.
It was also important for the students to develop an individual and collective self-efficacy
in order to ensure their success in developing the materials. According to Bandura, “People’s
shared beliefs in their collective power to produce desired results are a key ingredient of
collective agency” (“Exercise” 75). Therefore, evidence of student confidence would be helpful
in assessing evidence of student agency in the class. In all of my classes, I ask students to
evaluate their experience in the final class meeting or as part of their final exam. Any evaluative
questions on an exam are given full credit for any answers provided. For this class, I asked the
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students if they felt that they were prepared with enough knowledge to complete their projects in
the following semester by posing the following group of questions: “How well do you
understand the disease process of asthma? Would you have liked more instruction? Less?
Different? Do you feel that you know enough to proceed with your artistic process?” Most
students responded that while they did not feel that they had true medical expertise, they did
have enough working knowledge to complete their projects. Joanne’s comment is below:
I feel confident in my understanding of asthma, it isn’t like professional level, but still. I
think we covered what we needed to cover. I definitely have enough to proceed with my
projects. At the same time some students may wish to have a more extensive
understanding. Perhaps students should decide if they need extra lessons and sign up for
more.
Joanne also added in the margin that she did not “know about the spacer either,” providing an
example of new knowledge gained. Her statement expresses a sense of confidence in her
understanding and ability to move forward in her project. According to Bandura, evidence of a
personal sense of self-efficacy is one way to assess for evidence of collective self-efficacy.
The student completion of their projects is further evidence of collective self-efficacy.
Student Agency through Creation of Patient Education Materials
The students implemented their proposals in the second semester course. The projects
were varied and allowed the students creative expression and rhetorical agency in the creation of
their patient education materials. One student produced a card game for young children, called
“Lung Town,” in which the player is rewarded for knowing correct information (see fig. 22):
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Fig. 22. “Lung Town” game about asthma. With permission from Le Bonheur.

While reading the patient education materials provided by the hospital, my students pointed out
the large amount of alphabetical text in proportion to visual images. One student decided to
produce a child’s version of the booklet that would have images and interactive pages:

Fig. 23. My Asthma Coloring Book for young children. With permission from Le Bonheur.
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Fig. 24. Page from coloring book teaching the correct way to use an inhaler with the spacer. With permission from Le
Bonheur.

Since literacy was a problem for a significant number of patients at the hospital, the student
intended for the coloring book to also educate parents unable to comprehend the hospital text.
This student, then, used problem-solving to address two problems. The primary intent was to
help young patients understand and implement correct self-care; a second benefit would be to
help parents with literacy issues.
Another student aimed his project at teens by producing a zine, or short comic, with an
artistic style appropriate for the age group. His zine, titled C.H.A.M.P.’S Most Wanted,
transformed the triggers into cool and edgy characters (see fig. 25):
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Fig. 25. C.H.A.M.P.'s Most Wanted zine for teaching about asthma triggers. With permission from Le Bonheur.
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Fig. 26. Asthma trigger line-up. From left to right: Penelope Pollen, Mickey the Mitey (dust mite), Christopher
Roach, Mister Mold, Dust Bunny, and Cigaretta Asch. With permission from Le Bonheur.

Each character was presented as a dossier consisting of a portrait, “Criminal Bio,” narrative with
information about the trigger, and photos of the actual trigger. The biographical page was
followed by a narrative describing the character’s origins. For example, since dust mites are
found in or within dust, the student personified the dust and mite as a romantic pair. Further, his
bio of Cigaretta Asch describes her as “Femme fatale,” “Seductive,” “Universally murderous,”
“Greedy,” “Selfish,” and a “Calculating serial killer.” The student’s clever use of image and
word convey the addictive dangers of smoking in a cool and humorous way that is directed at
teen patients. By providing a backstory for each trigger character, the student used creativity and
problem-solving to address a specific need that had been identified. In addition, the student was
able to use rhetorical agency through his creative writing that accompanied his illustrations. The
first paragraph of the backstory for Cigaretta Asche is below:
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Born in 1865, Cigaretta is the youngest member of the infamous tobacco gang, a family
run crime organization that has been responsible for millions of premature deaths, not to
mention gross looking teeth. Despite her relative youth, her sleek sexy looks, criminal
cunning, and talent for seduction quickly made her the most influential and dangerous
member of her family. She is by far the most dangerous individual on this list, posing a
threat to everyone who encounters her, not just asthma sufferers.

This clever excerpt of creative writing demonstrates the creative and rhetorical agency of the
student, who included a significant amount of alphabetical text in his zine.
Close-Up/Case Study: Joanne’s Zine
Our graduate student produced a zine in comics form, also directed at teens (see fig. 27):

Fig. 27. Asthma: A Memphis Medical Adventure Zine. With permission from Le Bonheur.
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Since there are normal life situations in which asthma may be exacerbated, Asthma: A Memphis
Medical Adventure Zine tells the story of a teen that attends a rock concert. Joanne develops
reader empathy and pathos in two ways. As in her personal story above, her use of
anthropomorphic animals allows virtually anyone to imagine themselves in the story. In addition,
her strategic use of visual framing and reader viewpoint draws the reader in as the view offered
begins with the apartment building and moves us gradually into the apartment. The
corresponding dialogue shifts from questions about work and school to the son’s request to go to
a concert (see fig. 28):
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Fig. 28. Son asks mother for permission to go to concert. With permission from Le Bonheur.

In the first panel, we are just outside the apartment window, and we can see the mother and son
sharing their perspectives on the day’s events. Joanne strategically brings us into the room as the
outside of the apartment disappears and the mother and son are on opposite sides; we are now in
the room facing them, and we can see the expression of the mother change to worry as her son
tells her about his desire to go with friends to a concert. On the following page we see close-ups
of their faces as they each express their concerns, followed by the son’s exclamation, “I don’t get
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to do things like this because you worry about my asthma.” In part four, he tells his mom how he
feels (see fig. 29):

Fig. 29. Son explains his feelings of isolation because of his asthma. With permission from Le Bonheur.

Part four is critical to the message of the zine because the mother and son talk through the
problem. He tells his mother, “I feel like I’m on the outside looking in,” and she responds, “I
didn’t know it made you feel that way. If you get me the details on the show then you can go.”
Joanne’s use of imaging emphasizes the son’s isolation in the top panel. His friends are together
in the background, surrounded by a dark background that groups them together. The white text
inside the black background directs the reader’s attention to the theme of isolation. Outside and
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closer to the reader’s view, the son faces away from them while looking at them with a wistful
expression. As the mother considers allowing him to go, the two come together in an embrace.
This sequence reinforces the idea that speaking out through dialogue is a positive step to take in
coping with chronic illness and demonstrates Joanne’s rhetorical agency in carrying through her
point. As the story progresses, the son goes to the concert and find his friends smoking outside.
Knowing that smoke is a trigger, he positions himself away from them (see fig. 30).

Fig. 30. Son isolates himself from smoking friends. With permission from Le Bonheur.
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Joanne shows him using his agency to resist a health-threatening situation, but she reinforces the
theme of isolation in the bottom panel’s narration, “And so I was alone again.” The words “alone
again” are isolated in black, making them stand out and emphasizing the theme of isolation. This
is the same effect that Joanne uses in Part Four, where she has the son state, “I’m on the outside
looking in.” In Part Six, she uses the same white writing on black space, carrying through the
theme of isolation in both the visual images and in her treatment of typography.
The son’s decision to keep a safe distance from the smoke demonstrates his ability to make safe
decisions regarding his own self-care. Similarly, as he and his friend try to get closer to the
stage, he realizes that the smoke is thicker there (see fig. 31):

Fig. 31. Son is in distress because of smoke in concert venue. With permission from Le Bonheur.
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In the above figure, Joanne changes the flow of the comics format to have the reader
experience the son’s emotional reaction to the intensity of smoke. She uses a single panel splash
page requiring the reader to stop and contemplate the emotion depicted in the panel. The son’s
panicked face, centered on the page but juxtaposed with the happy faces of his friends,
intensifies his reaction. To complement the visual image, Joanne complements the image with
figurative language, using the drowning metaphor to further emphasize his experience; as he
explains, “In that moment, I was drowning with the smells of smoke and sweat, the crashing
waves of worry washing over me…” The use of visual image and figurative language,
compounded with the change in comics flow, rhetorically conveys the intensity of the situation.
At this point, the son again makes the decision to remove himself from a hazardous
situation; he finds a safe space at the back of the concert room where he will have less exposure
(see fig. 32):
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Fig. 32. Son and friend move to clearer air at back of venue. With permission from Le Bonheur.

As the son makes his decision, Joanne resumes the use of multiple panels, but uses a frameless
panel at the bottom of the page to draw the reader’s attention to the decision. The son uses the
universal choking sign to signal his inability to breathe, and he and his friend move to a place of
safety. Finally, Joanne ends the story with the son’s safe return home, but she again uses
typography to carry through the isolation theme. In the middle panel, the son is once again part
of the group, explaining that he and his friends left the concert “like a band of warriors,
victorious and brave” (see fig. 33).
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Fig. 33. Son returns home safely after using good judgement. With permission from Le Bonheur.

By placing this narration again in reversed black and white type and space, the theme of isolation
is addressed and indicates that, even with asthma, if one acts safely, they can still be part of a
group.
Student Agency through Dialogue with Hospital Staff
In periodic meetings with clinic staff, the students were able to enter into dialogue
problem-solving for a shared purpose. For example, two students collaborated on a children’s
book project in which patients could join the book’s characters to search for hidden inhalers. The
students used clever puns for entertainment, such as naming the main character “Nurse Pawractitioner,” as the nurse practitioner trying to find the inhalers and teach patients about asthma
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triggers during the search. Another pun, however, caused some concern and the students and
clinic staff came together to problem-solve in addressing it. In designing the setting for one of
the pages, the students included a motel called the “Cough Inn,” which was designed as a coffin.
Since asthma can be extremely severe and require hospitalization, the clinic staff suggested that
the image of the coffin might not be appropriate. The image was then amended to the following
(see fig. 34): The Cough Inn is on the left side of the image):

Fig. 34. The Cough Inn from The Great Spacer Caper: An Asthma Triggers and Prevention Book.With permission
from Le Bonheur.

The “Cough Inn” image was amended to the image of an actual motel, while they kept the name
of the motel the same. The open and collegial discussion between the clinic staff and the students
functioned as a true collaboration with artists and clients working together for a purpose.
The final aspect of the collaboration was the students’ visualization of the clinic staffs’
visual metaphors used verbally in patient education. The physician in charge of the clinic had
originated the metaphors, and the clinic staff used them regularly. The staff requested that the
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students visualized the metaphors in ways that they could use to show patients the metaphor as
they did their patient teaching.
The first metaphor serves to explain the importance of using the controlling inhaler daily.
Without daily use of that inhaler, the effects of asthma increase the likelihood of an emergency
situation. The metaphor used is that of a snowball descending a mountain. If not stopped early, it
grows in size rapidly (see fig. 35):

Fig. 35. Poster visualizing the clinic metaphor, the snowball effect. With permission from Le Bonheur.

The creation of the poster illustrates the consequences of not using a controlling inhaler daily and
acts in combination with verbal explanation to give the patient a multimodal opportunity for
comprehension. Thought the above is presented in poster form, it can also be used to display so
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that it functions as a single page frameless comic, since it uses image and text and indicates a
sequence of events.
A second comic visualizes the clinic metaphor of an upside-down tree to represent the
pulmonary system to help patients and families understand the anatomy of the lungs (see fig. 36):

Fig. 36. Poster visualizing clinic metaphor: the lungs as upside down tree. With permission from Le Bonheur.

With the above poster, the clinic staff can explain lung and airway function to patients to help
them understand what is happening internally. A third poster visualizes the importance of using a
spacer (see fig. 37):
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Fig. 37. Poster visualizing clinic metaphor for encouraging spacer use. With permission from Le Bonheur.

The clinic staff explains that an inhaler used without a spacer delivers medication so rapidly that
most of the medication hits the back of the throat instead to reaching the lungs. They use the
metaphor of a speeding car to emphasize the need to slow medication delivery through spacer
use. The above image shows the spacer slowing down medication delivery so that the medication
can reach the lungs.
Upon completion of all of the student projects, the CHAMP educators and the LeBonheur
representative came to MCA for an official presentation, allowing students to complete their
roles as artists and to celebrate their success in contributing to the clinic. The staff was extremely
enthusiastic and stated their intent to take the materials produced to see how to most effectively
put them into use. My future plans as a scholar of medically inspired graphic texts and
expressions of graphic agency will incorporate correspondence with the clinic staff to document
how the materials were used and how effective they were found to be.
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Chapter 5: Hospital Collaboration Class 2: Teaching Graphic Medicine as a Health
Communication Tool for Children’s Asthma
The second collaboration with the LeBonheur Children’s Hospital was with the diabetes
clinic. Similar to the collaboration with the asthma clinic, the participants located, expressed, and
developed agency through collaboration and the production of graphic medicine texts.
There were several differences, though, setting this course apart from the first collaborative class.
First, my collaborating studio art professor was the comics professor, Shane McDermott. Shane
and I decided to make comics the medium of choice for the class. Second, this class was taught
concurrently with the studio course. This decreased the time available for student preparation,
necessitating the need for information gathering early in the course. Finally, this class was taught
using the theme of patient agency, which is especially important in diabetes management.
Patients with diabetes, like patients with asthma, need to manage their own care. Inspired by the
rhetoric of patient agency suggested in “Patients as Partners, Patients as Problem-Solvers,” by
Amanda J. Young and Linda Flower, I decided to make agency a focus of the course. Therefore,
in addition to information on diabetes, I brought in information patient agency and a rhetoric of
agency as described by Young and Flower.
With a goal of treating “patients as partners,” Young and Flower identify dialogue,
problem-solving, and knowledge-building as behaviors that facilitate a partnership between
patient and provider. In a process they call “interpretive collaboration,” they advocate using the
dialogue between patient and provider to arrive at a disease management plan. They explain that
collaborative interpretation “provides strategies to help patients to represent their medical
problems in the context of their life experiences and to share the logic behind their health care
decisions” (69). Rather than asking a patient to comply with a designated treatment regimen,
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then, this approach considers patient psychosocial implications and aims to increase the
likelihood of patient planning and self-regulation. In addition, Young and Flower suggest a
“rhetoric of agency” that encourages patients to act as partners in their own care and to
participate actively in their management plans. As we will see shortly, this rhetoric of agency
aligns with guidelines from the American Association of Diabetes Educators for effective use of
language in dealing with patients.
Preparing the Students: Diabetes and Agency
The clinic staff, consisting of the nurse clinical specialist and clinic dietician, provided an
overview of diabetes physiology and treatment. They made their PowerPoint presentation
available for student reference, and I placed it on google drive. The staff also gave my students a
hands-on experience with insulin syringes, teaching the students how to give an injection to a
ball constructed specifically for that purpose. This would serve to help the students understand
injections from a technical standpoint, but also help to develop empathy by allowing the students
to visualize insulin injection from a patient’s point of view. The practice session would also
allow students actual physical experience to add to their observational learning. Further, students
could translate this experience into kinesthetic knowledge for further interpretation and
expression.
The clinic staff also provided the students with multiple handouts for reference, and these
included a parent and child information manual, information on dietary guidelines, and the above
handout on rhetorical considerations produced by the American Association of Diabetes
Educators. Its suggestions consisted of the following:
Use language that…
-Is neutral, non-judgmental, and based on facts, actions, or physiology/biology.
-Is free from stigma
-Is strengths-based, respectful, inclusive, and imparts hope
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-Fosters collaboration between patients and providers
-Is person-centered (1)
For example, the handout suggests referring to a patient as a “person with diabetes” rather than
as a “diabetic,” thus maintaining the individual’s identity apart from their diagnosis. In addition,
the handout suggests replacing the word “compliance,” with such terms as “engagement,”
“participation,” “involvement,” and “medication taking” (2). This substitution places the patient
in a more co-equal, rather than subordinate, position. Further, the association suggests a change
that at first glance seems counter-intuitive to an agentic perspective. Rather than using the word
“control,” the educators suggest using “manage” as a more realistic and achievable perspective.
Since, as the handout explains, the body has control in a person with diabetes, the Association
maintains that the idea of managing the disease process offers more hope and chances for
success. This hope and chance for success can support feelings of self-efficacy as well. The
focus on management also makes possible realistic short and long-term goal setting.
The LeBonheur nurse educator, initially introducing us to the clinic, explained the type of
patient-provider relationship that they actively establish. The educators collaborate with the
patients to establish an approach that patients can accept and carry out. In dialogue with the
patient, they negotiate between optimal management and what the patient feels that he or she can
actually accomplish within their life circumstances. The staff performs, in their clinic setting, a
collaborative interpretation in line with the rhetoric of agency that Young and Flower advocate.
Just as the American Association of Diabetes Educators recommends appropriate use of
language when speaking to or about patients with diabetes, Young and Flower suggest guidelines
for a rhetoric of agency to facilitate a patient-provider partnership:
•

“Using a first-person grammatical subject, active voice, active (as opposed to stative) verbs,
and “I” statements.”
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•
•
•
•
•
•

“Localizing their discourse in a specific context, such as an emergency room encounter, a
doctor’s office visit, or a visit with a school nurse.”
“Identifying short-term goals in the context of their current medical problem, as well as longterm goals for their lives.”
“Collaborating with providers and naming institutions and individuals as resources for
information and support.”
“Recognizing and examining alternative options by constructing “if, then,” statements.”
“Making decisions.”
“Making a personal commitment to change or to follow through with a plan.” (72-73)

The above list of behaviors, in combination with guidelines from the American Diabetes
Educators Association, provided my students with information that would help them to consider
and use effective rhetoric in the materials they would produce. I then asked my students to
perform a short exercise in making agentic statements from the perspective of a patient with
diabetes. I asked them to change the statement, “The nurse educator told me not to eat sugary
snacks without checking my blood sugar,” into a statement using a rhetoric of agency. Megan
provided the following: “Before eating a sugary snack, I’m going to check my blood sugar to
decide whether to have it now or later.” Megan uses a first-person statement to demonstrate
consideration of a plan to carry out and a decision based on choice. Linda’s statement, “If I don’t
check my blood sugar before eating sugary snacks, then it could cause a lot of problems, so I
always do.” Linda also identifies her choice of criteria, explaining that she used an if/then
statement and first-person perspective. As my students progressed on their projects, I would see
further evidence of their application of these rhetorical strategies.
Reading and Critiquing Sample Texts
In addition to clinic presentations and materials, class diabetes background materials included
multiple comics on diabetes. As in the LeBonheur Collaboration class for the asthma clinic,
students read multiple example texts in order to provide them with a variety of approaches from
which to draw inspiration. By reading these sample texts, they would experience observational
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learning that they would combine with their design process, and they would perform critical
analysis of these texts based on their artistic experience.
Preparatory materials also included several comics about diabetes written for audiences
of different ages. Some materials were more informational in nature, and some were more
motivational or addressed psychosocial issues. Since graphic medicine materials are intended to
inform and to motivate patients to optimize their health, the students were given a choice in their
content; they could create informative or motivational materials, or materials addressing both.
The example materials were from a variety of sources. Some were comics pamphlets
produced independently. These included “Sugar Baby,” by Nomi Kane, and “Diabetes is After
Your Dick,” by Cathy Leamy. The first is a short graphic pathography about the author’s
experience with diabetes, and the second explains diabetes physiology while addressing a seldom
talked about complication of decreased blood flow. Leamy’s comic shows how the comics
medium can help to address difficult topics. Leamy also produced a comic for Massachusetts
General Hospital, “Susie and Ray: Just Another Tool for the Toolkit: An Introduction to Insulin
for People with Type 2 Diabetes.” Although my students were addressing children with type 1
diabetes, the comic was helpful as an example of an effective informational comic. In addition,
Cathy Leamy skyped with our class to discuss her process and answer questions. This added
another level of collaboration. Exercising agency as collaborators and through identity
construction, they were able to experience their position within a community of professional
artists.
Our primary class text was Diabetes and Me: A Guide for Parents and Kids. This book is
comprehensive in its coverage of diabetes. It is a multimodal text in comics format, and its
narrative approach depicts patients of different backgrounds, incorporating diversity and cultural
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heritage in its approach. It also explains the physiology behind diabetes and provides examples
of situations in which special considerations of blood sugar are important. An example of the
positive contributions of the comics medium can be seen in the page below, which introduces the
reader to the overall goal of the book, which is one of disease management, success, and living
healthy (See fig. 38):
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Fig. 38. From Kim Chaloner and Nick Bertozzi, Diabetes and Me: An Essential Guide for Kids and Parents, page 9.
https://us.macmillan.com/books/9780809038718.
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The book offers viewpoints from both the narrators and the characters, making the text
approachable and helpful in portraying a community of people with asthma within the text. The
use of visual metaphor in this page, that of a ball game, helps to promote an agentic approach to
diabetes management. By placing “beat the odds” in the center of the page, the idea of success in
the face of challenge is prominent, as is establishing the goal of living healthy lives. Here, the
importance of image and word is striking. The characters with asthma are not sitting on the
bleachers, which is where spectators sit. Instead, the bleachers carry the message, while the
patients are the players who will learn the “strategies that [they] need to get up, brush off, keep
playing, and beat the odds” (9). The word and image work together to position the characters as
agents armed with the information needed for managing their care. The page effectively
illustrates McCloud’s choice of image combined with a strategic use of word.
Because Diabetes and Me is so comprehensive, I broke it down into a series of readings
to allow my students to digest the material. Part 2, “From Dr. Doom to the Dream Team,”
introduces and explains the health care team members that help patients manage their diabetes.
The book explains their training and what they do. The members discussed are the pediatrician or
internist, endocrinologist, certified diabetes nurse educator (CDE), certified nutrition specialist
(CNS), ophthalmologist, and exercise physiologist. Megan’s visual response to these pages
shows her appreciation of the superhero trope for the care team (see fig. 39):
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Fig. 39. Megan’s response to Diabetes and Me.
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Megan’s response is unique in that it embodies her self-efficacy and agency through her
rhetorical choices. First, Megan portrays herself as a superhero, demonstrating self-efficacy.
Since the members of the diabetes care team are represented as superheroes in Diabetes and Me,
Megan’s choice of representation positions her as an equally important member of that team. Her
body language is also agentic as she stands with hands on her hips in a superhero pose.
Additionally, her choice of the phrase, “Future diabetes artist,” shows her visualization of her
immediate future in the production of her comic, but it also could allude to a future in graphic
medicine. Of all my students’ responses, this is the one in which self-efficacy and agency
through identity construction are expressed so intensely.
The clinic staff provided us with a list of topics for my students to address that were
based on needs they identified in practice. For younger children, the topics consisted of needle
phobia, food for fuel, and speaking up when the child feels like something is wrong (due to high
or low blood sugar). For tweens and teens, topics identified were motivation, sports, driving with
diabetes, and “I am still me,” or how to tell someone that they have diabetes. Based on these
clinic needs, my students chose their own topics from the list and began their plans to address
these problems through their graphic narratives. At the same time, I assigned a short informationgathering and critical assessment project to help them expand their knowledge bases. This “miniresearch project” required students to evaluate resources for their effectiveness for the students’
particular project. In this way, students exercised personal agency through critical analysis and
proxy agency through identification of expert sources.
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Student-Produced Comics
Diatweetus and Me
Linda’s comic, Diatweetus and Me, is aimed at tweens and teens, and it addresses the theme, “I
am still me: how to tell someone I have diabetes.” is aimed at tweens and teens. Using
anthropomorphized birds, Linda makes strategic artistic choices in carrying out her theme. First,
she establishes a school setting and shows Wren, her protagonist, with his friends. On the
following page, after excusing himself from his friends, Wren tells the reader about his diabetes
diagnosis (see fig. 40):
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Fig. 40. Wren checks his blood sugar before deciding to exercise. Page 2 from Diatweetus and Me. With permission
from Le Bonheur.
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Linda strategically chooses the moments and framing necessary to direct the reader as she
depicts Wren’s trip to the bathroom to check his blood sugar. Freezing his approach to the
bathroom in the second panel allows the reader to see him isolated and builds suspense as he gets
closer to the door in the next panel, where he introduces himself. As he opens the door in the
center panel, he gives his diagnosis. Linda’s strategy is extremely effective here, because Wren
is metaphorically opening a door into a new way of living. As Linda takes the reader to the next
two frames, she brings the blood sugar testing equipment into focus. Juxtaposing her caption
with the close-up of the equipment, Wren’s statement, “but I think I’m handling it all pretty
well,” shows his sense of self-efficacy. However, the next panel depicts a close-up of the sugar
level and the moment when Wren makes his decision to fly. Linda is making several important
points in this panel. First, she lets the reader know that it is important to check blood sugar
before exercise. Second, she points out that the goal of optimizing pre-exercise blood sugar is
Wren’s. In this way, she gives Wren agency by having him actively set his own goals. Linda
also gives Wren his own agency to make the decision to exercise. Although he sees that his
blood sugar level is not high enough, he decides to take a chance, and he lets us know he is
unsure by suggesting that flying will be “fiiiine.”
While the reason he decides to fly is not explicitly stated, it is suggested in the last panel
of the page. Here, Linda shows Wren’s thoughts as he reacts to his mother’s frequent questions
about his well-being. The use of the adjective “intense” to describe his mother leads the reader to
understand Wren’s frustration. Perhaps it is just too much for him and he would like to avoid
thinking about his diabetes. Perhaps he doesn’t want to be different. Perhaps he just makes a
mistake. Regardless, Linda’s rhetorical choices in turn give Wren patient agency, the right to
make a decision in which there will be consequences. Still reluctant to tell his friends about his
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diabetes, Wren flies, and we see the consequences on the following page as he slows down and
loses flying height (see fig 41):

Fig. 41. Wren has trouble flying. Diatweetus and Me, page 3. With permission from Le Bonheur.
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As Wren approaches his friends, he expresses his desire to be treated like everyone else. Linda’s
use of framing shows Wren clearly separated from his friend group, as if he sees himself as
different. In the middle row, Linda uses purely visual storytelling to show the consequences of
Wren’s decision to fly with a blood sugar of 90. Since this is lower than the recommended blood
sugar of higher than 100, Wren should have taken in additional glucose and rechecked his blood
sugar before flying. In showing the subsequent flying sequence, Linda uses moment-to moment
transitions to show other birds passing Wren. In the final panel, Linda lets the reader know
through dialogue that Wren is usually the lead bird in formation, thereby bringing the importance
of his identity as flight leader into the comic.
After experiencing low blood sugar after flying, Wren then seeks help by asking to see
the nurse. Once she gives him some juice to increase his blood sugar, he goes back to class, sees
his friend, and finally decides to tell him. They discuss his apprehensions on page four of the
comic below (see fig. 42):
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Fig. 42. Wren realizes he is not different because of his diabetes. Diatweetus and Me, page 8. With permission from
Le Bonheur.
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In the above figure, Wren finally uses his own rhetorical agency to express his feelings openly.
Linda emphasizes the importance of dialogue by using close-up images of the two friends. By
separating them in the first two panels, and bringing them together after, she brings them
together visually as she does in the dialogue. Additionally, she directs the reader to the
importance of her theme by choosing to place the sentence, “You’re still you,” as the only words
in the third panel and centering them in the middle of it. Finally, she gives Wren a facial
expression of contentment in the final panel as he is about to go back to class with the
understanding that his friend considers him the same person he was before.
At the end of the semester, I asked the students to do a reflection on how they
implemented the theme of agency in their comics. Linda stated, “I used agency in my comic
when my main character chose to tell his friend himself and it was his choice and not anyone
else’s.” This statement decidedly shows that Linda considered choice and making decisions key
components of agency. There are, though, aspects of agency that are also present in Linda’s
comic.
Throughout the comic, Wren’s primary difficulty in asserting his agency is through
identity construction. Fear of stigma can be an important barrier to one’s agency and in the
acceptance and effectively managing a change in physical health. Wren does, though,
demonstrate several agentic behaviors prior to telling his friend. First, he sets goals for himself
and makes decisions. He identifies a purpose for intentional action by checking his blood sugar.
He also expresses self-efficacy while doing so. It takes the implementation of self-reflection,
sprinkled throughout in his thought-bubbles, that results in his finally using rhetorical expression
to allow his friend to become his advocate. This comic, in allowing Wren to make a decision that
has negative consequences, encourages the reader with diabetes to do the best they can, and that
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sometimes their choices may not be the best ones. Even so, it effectively suggests ways to
manage diabetes in life circumstances that teens might actually encounter.
Poppy the Loudest Puppy
Addressing the clinic’s need to help small children seek help if they do not feel well, Tammy’s
comic, Poppy the Loudest Puppy: Speaking Up about Diabetes tells the story of a puppy afraidto
tell anyone that he has diabetes. Tammy begins with Poppy telling the reader about his diagnosis
(see fig. 43):
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Fig. 43. Poppy introduces himself. Poppy the Loudest Puppy, page 1. With permission from Le Bonheur.
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Similar to most of the class comics, Tammy presents diabetes as only one aspect of
someone’s identity. She also presents an easily accessible explanation of daily living with
diabetes. Her last panel on the page emphasizes the fact that Poppy can still have fun. In that
panel, Sarah, using kinesthetic and spacial knowledge, makes her artistic choice to have the
tricycle break the fourth wall. This choice allows the reader to feel that motion as they read.
On the following page, Poppy expresses fear of friends asking questions as the reason for
not speaking up. Tammy addresses this concern in Poppy’s discussion of her specialist’s
guidance (see fig. 44):
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Fig. 44. A specialist explains the importance of seeking help when necessary. Poppy the Loudest Puppy, page 3.
With permission from Le Bonheur.
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Tammy carefully considers the child’s perspective as her visuals, especially Poppy’s facial
expression in the last panel, depict an understanding, but reluctance to accept the need to talk
about it. Tammy use of the diagonal framing also gives the reader a sense of Poppy’s concern.
Poppy processes the information on the following page, as he first explains high and low
blood sugar, and he then tells how he can ask for help. Tammy’s techniques in describing
symptoms of low and high blood sugar are clearly aimed at young children, but they also explain
what is happening in each situation with carefully thought out images (see fig. 45):
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Fig. 45. Poppy explains symptoms of alterations in blood sugar. Poppy the Loudest Puppy, page 4. With permission
from Le Bonheur.
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Tammy’s choice of image in the first two panels of page establishes, in one image each,
differences between the physiological responses to changes in blood sugar. Her first image, a
blurred and upside-down Poppy, promotes immediate understanding of what low blood sugar
might feel like. Tammy uses special and kinesthetic knowledge to depict the physiological state.
Similarly, she also uses a single image to depict the experience of high blood sugar as she depicts
a thirsty Poppy downing his bowl of water. Thus, in two juxtaposed panels Tammy makes the
point that anything that doesn’t feel right could be signaling changes in blood sugar status. In the
bottom panel, Tammy explains through Poppy how to ask someone for help in simple child’s
terms, suggesting, “A simple ‘I don’t feel good’ is better than not saying anything at all.” In
addition, by having Poppy embraced by his grandmother, Tammy adds the feeling of safety to a
statement that may be scary, thus encouraging the positivity in asking for help.
Tammy also addresses rhetoric in a way that a young child can understand. She applies
the language guidance from the American Association of Diabetes Educators in making
management a goal. In the page below, Poppy prefers a “Keep Stayin’ Cool” card instead of a
“Get Well Soon” card, explaining that his goal in living with diabetes is managing it (see fig.46):
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Fig. 46. Poppy explains his diabetes self-management to a friend. Poppy the Loudest Puppy, page 5. With
permission from Le Bonheur.
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In the center panel, Poppy is expressing acceptance by explaining to his friend that he will
always have diabetes, but “[he] just need[s] to manage it.” By placing this interaction in the
center of the page, Tammy highlights Poppy’s rhetorical agency through careful word choice and
through choice of Poppy’s body language.
Once he understands the importance of asking for help, Poppy finally speaks up in class,
shown in the following sequence (see fig. 47):
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Fig. 47. Poppy speaks up when he doesn’t feel well. Poppy the Loudest Puppy, page 7. With permission from Le
Bonheur.
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Tammy makes rhetorical choices by using framing techniques and moment-to-moment flow. By
varying the shape of her first two panels into triangles, she increases the urgency of Poppy’s
situation by her use of diagonal frame lines. Since a diagonal line can represent “motion or
tenson” (Bang 46), Tammy’s choice of frame and page design indicates the rapid and emphatic
upward motion of Poppy raising his paw. Tammy’s choice of image, that of the close-up of the
paw accompanied by motion lines, accentuates the movement of his paw, and leads the reader to
perceive the paw shooting upward in action. As the frames once again become rectangular, the
situation stabilizes as Poppy’s teacher walks him to the nurse’s office, and the nurse gives Poppy
juice to elevate his blood sugar. Using alphabetical text, Tammy sets up an “if/then” situation in
which Poppy understands that if he had not raised his hand and asked for help, then he might
have fainted.
In the final page, Poppy now embraces his rhetorical agency as he becomes louder in
expressing himself (see fig. 48):
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Fig. 48. Poppy has learned to speak up proudly. Poppy the Loudest Puppy, page 8. With permission from Le
Bonheur.

On this page, Poppy has learned to exercise in rhetorical agency in different ways, including
asking for help and answering questions about his diabetes. The importance of expressing feeling
and needs is again emphasized in the last panel. Poppy’s loudness is stabilizing exerts his agency
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in speaking up. In accompaniment, Tammy has Poppy ask a very important question: “Who
know simply talking could be such an important thing for your body?” This demonstrates
Tammy’s understanding that a patient’s voice is so important for patient agency.
Driving with Diabetes
Megan’s comic, Driving with Diabetes, is a comic designed to help teens consider how diabetes
might have special concerns for them when they are driving. Since changes in blood sugar can
affect concentration, driving with blood sugar that is within normal limits is crucial. Since many
teens drive with the permission of their parents, Megan included family interactions as part of
her comic. Sarah, the teen protagonist, has a positive relationship with her father. Her ability to
speak freely with him, while negotiating criteria for driving, serves as an example of positive
communication.
On the first page of her comic, Sarah introduces herself over a series of panels as “a
stereotypical 16-year-old…except for one tiny detail, I have Type 1 diabetes.” Megan uses this
narration to show, as other students have also done, that diabetes is only one aspect of her
identity. Strategically, Megan places the diabetes diagnosis in the lower, right -hand corner of the
page, making it smaller in size and subordinate to the conversation between Sarah and her father
(see fig. 49):
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Fig. 49. Sarah introduces herself. Driving with Diabetes, page 1. With permission from Le Bonheur.

Sarah, on the next page, expresses her self-efficacy regarding diabetes management as she gives
herself her insulin injection. She then negotiates with her father to stay out until curfew (see fig.
50):
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Fig. 50. Sarah negotiates to stay out until curfew. Driving with Diabetes, page 2. With permission from Le Bonheur.

Megan, in Figure 50, focuses on Sarah’s independence, both in terms of her diabetes and in
terms of her driving. Sarah states that she now feels “in control,” and says that she can take care
of herself. While her diabetes is in the forefront of the first two panels, Sarah’s self-management
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is expressed with self-confidence, and the focus changes to her wanting to drive and her
negotiation with her father.
Having secured her father’s permission, Sarah drives to a friend’s party. Once Sarah and
her friends realize that it is almost curfew, she heads out to her car and realizes that she is not
feeling well (see fig. 51):
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Fig. 51 Sarah’s blood sugar is low. Driving with Diabetes, page 6. With permission from Le Bonheur.
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In a framing decision similar to Tammy’s, Megan uses diagonal lines to emphasize the tension
that Sarah feels. Sarah makes the responsible decision not to drive until she feels safe, even if she
is breaking curfew. She appropriately tests her blood sugar and, as she suspects, it is low. She
has also prepared appropriately by having glucose tablets in the car. She takes one, and again
makes a responsible decision to call her father (see fig. 52):
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Fig. 52. Sarah corrects her blood sugar and calls her father before driving. Driving with Diabetes, page 7. With
permission from Le Bonheur.
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Once again, Megan shows how a positive relationship, and asking for assistance, can change a
stressful and potentially dangerous situation into a positive one. Megan’s choices of moment
worked to tell the story, while her character narrations and interactions reinforced themes of selfefficacy and knowing when to ask for help. Megan’s treatment of Sarah’s relationship with her
father effectively sends a message to teens that asking for help does not interfere with
independence.
Presentations to Clinic Staff
The students presented their comics to the clinic staff. The presentation took place in a
conference room at the hospital, and students presented their comics individually. Each student
gave a professional discussion of their comic while showing it on a large screen, and the clinic
staff made final comments or suggestions to be incorporated before handing the materials over to
the clinic. In addition to providing a product to a client, students were able to exercise their
agency through creativity, comics designed using rhetorical agency, collaboration, and choice.
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Chapter 6: Observations and Suggestions for Further Research
Teaching graphic medicine texts offers multiple opportunities for exploring patient agency and
facilitating student agency. Based on my experiences teaching graphic medicine to college art
students, I examined how graphic medicine texts indicated the agency of the creator, what
themes could be identified in graphic medicine texts, and how reading and producing graphic
medicine texts could facilitate student agency. In the contexts of a literature class and two
hospital collaborative classes, graphic medicine texts exemplified (and amplified) themes of
agency and engaging with graphic medicine texts empowered agentic behaviors in students as
creators, critics, and collaborators.
Evidence of Graphic Agency in Graphic Medicine Texts
The primary evidence of creator agency present in the examined graphic medicine texts is
expressed through the rhetorical choices made by the artist. This rhetorical agency appears in the
persuasive techniques described by Scott McCloud as choices of moment, frame, image, word,
and flow. The comics medium is particularly effective in depicting fragments of experience and
memory associated with trauma or illness. Equally important is the artist’s style in showing the
artist’s frame of mind and sense of identity.
The rhetorical choices made by David B., in Epileptic, and David Small, in Stitches, both
convey to the reader their making sense of their childhood memories. David B. adeptly weaves a
complex series of experiences, symbolic images, family interactions, and bold and disturbing art
style in combination with strategic narration and dialogue. David Small, in Stitches, uses
contrasting images as one of his strengths. Beautifully drawn images contrast with traumatic
content, while his literary and visual allusions to Alice in Wonderland assist the reader in
understanding of his perspective as he works through the moments of his life. These graphic
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medicine texts then offer both the creators and readers powerful examples of how combining
moment, frame, image, word, and flow with precision, creativity, and care can open avenues of
agency that can convey feelings, promote empathy, and shift power structures, even as the
graphic medicine texts address disease, despair, or hope.
Student responses and personal graphic narratives evidenced student rhetorical agency as
well. Student responses showed evidence of student meaning-making and use of artistic,
kinesthetic, and spacial knowledges through the re-design of textual elements. Student responses
also yielded evidence of empathy and understanding. The students also performed critical
analyses of techniques used and themes present by writing critiques and critical essays. Student
personal graphic narratives also showed evidence of rhetorical agency and meaning making.
These personal narratives also demonstrated self-reflection, self-discovery, and self-healing.
Agentic Themes in Graphic Medicine Texts
Themes of agency in graphic pathographies vary, and they often include identity issues and a
patient’s lack of agency or lack of voice. Identity issues can result from fear of being seen
differently due to disability, appearance, or inability to join in activities. Lack of voice relates to
patients’ relationships with health care providers, their families, and the community at large.
Family relationships are important in both Epileptic and Stitches. In both of these works, children
experience lack of voice because they are children, and the parents are the ones in charge or in
power. In Stitches, lack of voice results from an abusive mother as well as from throat surgery. In
Epileptic, lack of voice results from a familial lack of communication and parental lack of
understanding. Both of these texts, like many other graphic pathographies, are works of selfreflection that show the meaning-making through narrative. Many of these themes, identified by
my students, can be recognized as themes related to agency.
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Agentic themes are also present in my students’ personal graphic medicine narratives.
Reflection and self-discovery are highly present. My students, by stating their hopes that their
art pieces might speak to others, suggest the importance of community building. Finally, some of
my students show evidence of self-healing in their accompanying explanatory essays.
The collaboration classes addressed themes patient agency in their patient education
materials. The first collaboration class incorporated agentic themes without the deliberate focus
on the idea of agency, while in the second collaboration class, increasing patient agency was a
collective goal. The idea of patient voice came through in the “speak up” themes, while the “I
am still me,” theme addresses identity issues. Arising from clinic staff requests, the importance
of patient agency was recognized and implemented. The students had gained insight into these
themes from reading and responding to graphic medicine texts. They then artistically addressed
these themes in their own graphic medicine texts in the form of patient education materials.
Student Agency in Graphic Medicine Classes
In all classroom contexts, the students employed critical analysis using their artistic knowledge.
They also employed agentic actions aligning with the Agency by Design framework that includes
looking closely, exploring complexity, and finding opportunity. Based on analysis and vicarious
learning, the students employed design thinking in their own graphic medicine narratives through
rhetorical agency, decision-making, self-reflection, identity construction, self-healing, and selfdiscovery.
Exploring the use of graphic medicine texts in a literature classroom yielded student
identification of health care themes through active reading, responding with visual art, and
employment of creativity through transmediation. Student responses to class texts served as
springboards for knowledge-building, with the students entering into dialogue with the text
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through literary transaction and active reading. Their responses became the basis for dialogue
with each other and with me. This set up a class partnership in which the students partnered with
me to interpret and explore the texts. The students were also able to exercise creativity through
transmediation, in which they could creatively write the script for a wordless page. Finally,
through creating their own graphic narratives of a health or illness experience, they were able to
exert agency through problem-solving and reflection through the use of rhetorical choices as
authors of their own stories. By explaining their processes and art pieces in corresponding
essays, students exhibited powerful self-reflection and self-healing.
In the collaboration classes, students exhibited agency through analysis of example texts,
collaboration with clinic staff, dialogue, consideration of multiple perspectives, problem-solving
(in both a social context and in their comics), setting goals and carrying them out, rhetorical
expression, and employment of creativity. They also could visualize futures as comics artists
using their skills for social innovation through design thinking, setting goals, and implementing
plans for intervention. In fact, one student created her own company to product graphic medicine
texts, thus realizing her future and suggesting the possibility for others to participate in
contributing to the health care field.
Implications for Non-Artists
Although the students in this study were artists, I maintain that graphic medicine can increase
student agency in traditional, non-art college settings. One can incorporate creative expression
pedagogically in a variety of ways. First, they can do what MK Czerwiec suggests; they can use
crayons (147). Benefits of drawing do not belong only to skilled artists; one can use stick figures,
abstract shapes and figures, and color to express themselves. Collage is also a viable option, as
was demonstrated by Mary in her personal art project. Photos and other images can also offer
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opportunities for creative expression. In addition, as Bates and Goodman advocate, creativity can
be expressed through literary art, music, dance, or performance. Some rudimentary instruction in
drawing can also be implemented, as Michael Green does with his medical students.
Second, students can bring their life experience to bear into the analysis of graphic medicine
texts. Since most students have had some experience with health or illness issues, they can use
those experiences to contribute to dialogue. With some instruction on comics analysis, they can
also use critical analysis to examine graphic medicine texts for formal elements, themes, and
health care issues.
Plans for Further Research
Building on this retrospective study, I have identified a number of questions resulting from my
findings in this project.
1. What sense of agency do students working with graphic medicine texts experience?
Now that I have identified evidence of student agency in student reading and producing
graphic medicine materials, it would be helpful to find out if the student perceptions of
their own agency match my findings. I would use methodology that includes student
surveys and/or detailed reflections. There is also a Sense of Agency Scale, developed by
Tapal et al, that I would consider modifying to allow for research on graphic texts.
According to Tapal et al, my study is an indirect assessment of agency, and their scale
was developed to be a direct assessment.
2. How can graphic medicine texts facilitate student agency in traditional higher education
contexts outside of an artistic setting?
My rationale posits that the benefits of using graphic medicine texts is not dependent on
artistic ability. It would be beneficial to explore student responses to reading graphic
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medicine texts in these classes, and to explore the possibilities for artistic outlets for
students in a variety of classes.
3. How is graphic agency manifested in published graphic medicine works?
This study would address commonalities and differences in a cross-section of graphic
medicine works to examine common themes and rhetorical techniques of agency in them.
Alternatively, the study would consist of the detailed analysis of a smaller number of
works.
4. How can graphic agency work as a critical lens for the analysis of graphic texts that do
not have health care themes?
This study would examine graphic agency in graphic novels and/or in non-fiction graphic
narratives to assess author and character agency. The term “graphic agency,” although
applied in my study to medically themed comics and graphic novels, is meant to apply to
graphic texts in general.
5. How can graphic agency be incorporated into the writing classroom? In addition to
exploring use of graphic medicine texts in a variety of classroom contexts, I believe that
there are unique benefits to using it in writing classes and in writing across the
curriculum. There is a significant amount of scholarship on using comics and graphic
novels in writing classrooms. There is also scholarship on using illness narratives in
writing classrooms. This study would explore the unique opportunities offered by graphic
medicine texts to writing pedagogy.
6. Can reading and/or creating graphic medicine texts help students or patients navigate the
health care system with greater agency? There are different ways that this idea can be
approached. Follow-up with the students in my graphic medicine texts would be the first
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avenue for study. It would also be beneficial to conduct a study with clinics using these
materials to determine patient self-efficacy, sense of agency, and self-management.
7. What other possibilities exist for incorporating graphic medicine texts and for service
learning or for social innovation? Approaching this question suggests a need for
interdisciplinary partnerships. Just as I partnered with studio art professors, graphic
medicine texts can be used in connection with political science, disability studies, gender
studies, and beyond.
Facilitating Student Agency
Incorporating the theme of agency into the second collaboration class increased the agentic
content of the materials produced. This suggests that incorporating the concept of agency into the
classroom might facilitate student agency. While I did encourage my students to exercise their
personal agency in class, I think that it would be beneficial to have students compare aspects of
patient agency and student agency to explore how they could be more agentic in class. Having
students read a graphic medicine text to learn about barriers to patient agency, the instructor
could then explore barriers to student agency with the students. Students might be encouraged to
negotiate for more agency in class. Certainly, a major barrier to student agency is the grading
process. However, opportunities for increasing student agency might also be provided in syllabus
design, opening ways for students to become more active in navigating their educational
pathways. Further, assigning a personal graphic narrative or art project about an important life
event or concern can contribute to student healing from wounds of varying origin.
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Oct. 27, 2020
Dear IRB Committee,
I am writing this letter for Esther Saltzman in support of the collaboration between Le Bonheur
Children’s Hospital and the Memphis College of Art (MCA), and in support of Esther’s dissertation,
Graphic Agency: Teaching Graphic Medicine in the Liberal Arts Classroom. In my role as Le Bonheur’s director of
Volunteer & Family Support, I had the pleasure of coordinating staff engagement with Esther’s “Graphic
Medicine” course per the request of the hospital’s then-CEO, Meri Armour. In partnership with both
our Child Life director and the staff supporting our High-Risk Asthma and Diabetes prevention clinics,
Le Bonheur helped to identify opportunities where artistic materials and graphic elements produced by
MCA students would be beneficial to help us teach patients and family members about newly-diagnosed
illnesses. The partnership between Le Bonheur and MCA began in 2016 and ended in 2018, after MCA
notified us of the school’s unfortunate pending closure.
The graphic medicine collaboration was initiated by Esther Saltzman. Staff from both institutions worked
together in planning sessions to determine an approach that would provide beneficial learning
experiences for the MCA students while generating useful, appropriate and applicable resources for the
hospital. After discussions with my colleagues to explore our areas of greatest need, I selected the
participating clinics and coordinated with clinic staff to provide disease process information for the MCA
students. I also met periodically with all staff involved, as well as connecting with the MCA students
several times throughout their semester to obtain and provide feedback. The “Graphic Medicine”
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involved in my tenure at Le Bonheur; the hospital received relevant, engaging patient education materials,
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collaborative process, as well as her analysis of the materials produced and her use of these materials in
the text of her study. Although we do have an IRB, we did not deem it necessary to submit for the
limited scope of the project.
Please feel free to contact me with any questions.
Sincerely,
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Director, Volunteer and Family Support
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